
FOREWORD 

By KARL RAHNER 

My Dear Colleague, 
You have written a book-length study: Personal Becoming: 

The Concept of Person in Karl Rahner's Transcendental An
thropology. This is naturally a great honor for me and I thank 
you sincerely and warmly for it. You have asked me to write 
a brief Foreword to your study. This Foreword can certainly 
not be the occasion of summarizing it in a kind of review and 
of judging it from my own standpoint. To do so would be to 
exceed the possibilities and the limits of such a Foreword, which 
can only be the sign of my thanks for the attention you have 
paid my work, a work theological and to a certain extent also 
philosophical. 

You have, however, in our correspondence, proposed three 
questions to me and suggested that in this Foreword I say 
something briefly in response to these three questions. Such 
answers can also perhaps be of some small service to the readers 
of your study and facilitate for them, in some small way, their 
understanding of your work. I will therefore try to answer 
your questions insofar as I can do so briefly. 

I. You ask me whether it is also my own view that personal 
becoming [das personale Werden], becoming a person [Person
werden], is the central idea of my philosophico-theological an
thropology. Before I try to answer this question, may I point 
out to the readers of this Foreword that you ask about the 
central idea of my anthropology? As a theologian, of course, 
I ask also about God, Christ, and the Church, thus about 
themes in which becoming a person can naturally not be simply 
the key concept, the central idea, even though I myself have 
always striven to show that in Christianity theology and an
thropology mutually interpenetrate and condition one another 
more than is evident in the Church and in theology as it wa.s 
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usually taught. Your question thus refers-and your readers 
must keep this clearly in mind right from the start-to my 
anthropology. But once this is clear, and I may then come to 
my reply to your question, I become unsure. I could give a 
straightforward answer " Yes " to the question, on the condition 
that it is presupposed that one always keeps clear that the con
cept of becoming a person, on the one hand, does not exclude 
but rather includes the concept of an original constituting of 
the person through the creative act of God, by which act the 
person already is, and, on the other hand, that the fact that 
person is constituted originally means right from the start pre
cisely a becoming in which this person must first become in the 
history of his freedom, until he is definitively perfected in free
dom in the presence of God. But if I thus answer your first 
question with a " Yes," then I must come back and ask myself 
whether such a concept of becoming a person is not self
evident for a Christian theologian (and philosopher), and 
whether it ought not be a central idea for everyonei even if per
haps expressed .in other words. If that were the case then it 
could hardly be so " original " a concept as to be made the cen
tral idea precisely of my anthropology. 

But perhaps your question does not intend a special particu
larity and originality of my anthropology (which I am not 
claiming) but rather inquires only about a principle of organiza
tion according to which the membra disi,ecta of an anthropology 
can be gathered, an anthropology which I have never written 
as a structured whole. If, under these conditions, one makes 
becoming a person the key concept, the central idea of my an
thropology (which is possible, as I have said), then of course 
everything comes down to the exact content one gives this 
concept, thereby doing justice to my anthropology or, better 
yet, to the things themselves. 

In this context it is decisive, as you emphasize in your letter, 
that one notice that the transcendence of man as finite spirit 
toward God, the absolute being in person, toward mystery in 
the fullest sense, is necessarily mediated through the (finite) 
other (das (en<flivhe) andere], body? the 
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rounding world of things [Umwelt], the .social world [Mitwelt], 
(the personal other [" <len" anderen]), through history and 
word, " mediations " which I myself certainly neither sufficient
ly nor thoroughly worked out in their unity and difference. 

2. With that I come to your second question. You ask 
whether there has been a certain development in my concept 
of person. I would answer: obviously and hopefully, because, 
I hope, I have not always repeated the same thing and cer
tainly could not have said everything at one time, because, in 
my own history, hopefully, I have kept on learning something 
new. I admit that I myself have hardly ever reflected on this 
development of my thought in general and of my concept of 
person in particular so that I could myself indicate precisely 
the stages of this development. Obviously, in Spirit in the 
World this concept of person would still be very rudimentary 
and not very explicit. This is due, even prescinding from the 
fact that this book stands at the beginning of my philosophical 
and theological work, simply from the nature of this work as 
dealing with a question in the history of philosophy. Since a 
single article of Aquinas's Summa was to be interpreted in that 
work, a restriction is already thereby given, which was by no 
means to sketch a whole anthropology and to structure it 
through the concept of person and the concept of becoming a 
person. With Thomas it is the case (this is his limitation) that 
the other which allows finite spirit to return to itself is the neu
tral "object " [ der materiellen " Gegenstand "]: he [Thomas] 
does not consider in this connection that the other in the true 
sense [ das ei,gentliche andere] is another person {" der" andere 
ist], whom the subject encounters in knowledge, freedom, and 
love, in genuine interpersonal history [in e.chter interpersonaler 
Geschichte]. This formal framework, which is signified by the 
neutral " object " [ dem materiellen " Gegenstand "], must, how
ever, be viewed in its formal abstraction, and by no means 
merely signifies the material object in its mere neuter thingness; 
it must, of course, be filled out and in its content be differenti
ated if a genuine ·anthropology is to emerge. Thus, my dear Pro
fessor Tallon, you have correctly seen that for me the other, 
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which mediates the person to itself, ever more clearly emerges 
as the personal other [" <ler " andere ], whom the person in 
knowledge and love encounters, and that the human environ
ment is such only as a human and personal world in which man 
lives in order to come to himself, .so that in love he abides with 
the other and thereby experiences what is meant by " God," 
who is the sphere and the ultimate guarantee of interhuman 
love. 

3. This said, I can also relatively easily and briefly answer 
your third question in which you ask about two critical ob
jections that one can possibly raise against my concept of per
sonal becoming, objections against which you yourself defend 
me. The starting point for an anthropology is of course inter
subjectivity and not an "interobjectivity" (if I may so speak) . 
For Thomas, object is a formal concept, one that simply indi
cates a "vis-a-vis" [" Gegenuber "], with the question still left 
open, if perhaps overlooked, how this object is precisely to be 
characterized. The necessary and important distinction be
tween thing-object and another person encountered in inter
subjectivity is in Thomas certainly not yet given at the very 
start of his anthropology. For me, however, it is clear that 
the original approach wherein genuine mediation both for tran
scendence toward God and for the person's coming to himself 
is supposed to be thought, this mediation is the other person 
in intersubjectivity. It is clear (to come to the .second objec
tion you mention) that the horizon of our transcendence 
[Transzendentalitat] is neither "nothing" nor an impersonal 
" it," but rather the personal God, leaving open the question 
how the experience of the boundlessness and openness of the 
transcendence of finite spirit is to be interpreted carefully and 
more exactly as experience of God. Experience of one's own 
transcendence (as freedom) is in finite spirit the experience of 
freedom as a given, and thereby we see a first hint for the 
necessity of thinking the whence and the whither of this tran
scendence as personal. Of course I am aware that the philo
sophical question of the personality of God needs a more 
thorough treatment than it was given in my works. My stu-
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dent, David J. Roy, in his dissertation at Miinster (Personal 
God Discourse: An Unfolding of the Problematic), has written 
an exceptionally extensive work, hermeneutical in nature, on 
how we can conceive of our language as language about God 
as person. There he does not deal immediately with the ana
logous assertion that God is a person, but with our .speaking 
about God as person and with our necessity for doing so. The 
author uses the term of " dialogical " transcendentality. I refer 
to this vast work (whether it has been published or not, I 
do not know) not in order to develop the problem further here, 
but only to make clear, on the one hand, that I am conscious 
of the incompleteness of my own reflections on this question, 
but that, on the other hand, the position about which you ask 
is of course my own position, as Roy in his work, in addition to 
Bernard Lonergan, not insignificantly refers to my work. That 
must-unfortunately-suffice for now as an answer to your 
third question. 

I wish for your study the attention which is its due. With 
best wishes, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

KARL RAHNER, s. J. 
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CThD . . . . . . . . . Concise Theological Dictionary, English KTh W 
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AOREWORD is usually an afterword, written when 
the work is done, an occasion to do things the work 
itself couldn't do-such as thank those who helped 

it happen-and things it perhaps should have done, but £ailed 
to do. Both of these needs become clear after the £act, though 
it often helps the reader, as he eases his way into the book 
proper, to find the kinds of statements one remembers to put 
into forewords. I will divide these remarks into two sections, 
the first to preview this study, the second to introduce Rahner's 
approach to Thomas. 

1. Approaching This Study. In 1969 I presented my dis
sertation at Louvain entitled Personization: Person as Be
coming in Karl Rahner's Philosophical Anthropology. In that 
study I limited myself to Rahner's four purely philosophical 
works: GW, HW, "Introduction au concept de philosophie 
existentiale chez Heidegger," and "A Verdade em S. Tomas de 
Aquino." I described it as the first of two studies, the second of 
which, inappropriate for a purely philosophical dissertation, 
would continue the investigation into Rahner's theological 
works, still continuing. Since Rahner's relevant theological 
writings have in general been .short, being mostly articles, in 
journals and lexicons, and contributions to the series Quaes
tiones Disputatae, and since I am not a professional theologian, 
the study of the concept of person as found in his theowgical 
anthropology has taken the form of an exposition of the de
velopment, in selected essays in STh, of that concept as already 
found and metaphysically grounded in his philosophical an
thropology. The word development is not idly chosen. Rahner's 
Personbeg1iff underwent changes between 1937, when he was 
at work on GW, and (at least) 1965, the date of STh VI.* 

*Editor's Note---This present work includes only two parts, completely r.e
worked, from an earlier Louvain dissertation. The third, fourth, and fifth sec-
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To search for a metaphysics of person as becoming is ob
viously not to view person as a static, fixed, or ready-made 
essence, but rather as dynamic, open, and self-enacting. Person 
is thus understood as personization-as person-becoming (Per
sonwerdung)-i. e., as a potentiality to be en-acted. Ethics, 
however, is the chief locus of personal becoming, and thus we 
must remain open to the question of free ethical activity, since 
it is in such activity that man is most self-appropriative and 
self-creative, most metaphysically himself because most meta
physically becoming. Beyond this, our search must remain 
open without reservation, i.e., must not exclude the realm of 
the transcendent, of the "meta-physical" in the most tra
ditional and classical sense of this term, i.e., God. In the con
text of a philosophical anthropology becoming a theological 
anthropology, openness to the transcendent or metaphysical 
means facing the fact that for man to identify himself, i.e., to 
talk about himself as he is, he must talk about God. Rahner's 
anthropology is open to a religious event that happens in his
tory, an epiphany the human incarnate spirit can encounter, 
the face of the other who can make a difference to his personal 
becoRl.ing. 

To study Rahner's theological writings is to become aware 
of a gradual evolution in his thinking on personal becoming. 
What was hardly mentioned in GW and barely sketched in 
HW was nevertheless grounded there implicitly; the principles 
were worked out, but it was left to later applications to bring 
out the implications, to make them explicit, and also to show 
some real development. Because of this developmental nature 
of Rahner's understanding of person, an historical approach 
to his writings is indicated. By taking Rahner's relevant works 
in their approximately original order of publication, which 
initially does not necessarily correspond to the order of their 
republication as STh or QD, we can follow that evolution. My 

tions of this study pick up where the dissertation left off and trace the develop
ment of the ideas of the first two sections through Rahner's STh and other the
ological works. For reasons of space, some sections have been shortened, others 
dropped completely. 
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method will be to interpret each article as strongly as possible 
for a metaphysics of person; once having done this I will intro
duce material from later articles only when they make some 
advance over prior articles, whether it be one of doctrine, or 
merely one of clarity of expression or application. Since Rahner 
began regularly publishing everything he taught, the question 
of exact chronology lost importance after the early years; be
cause of Rahner's consistency, moreover, and because his later 
ideas can be seen as flowing from his first principles, the question 
of chronology eventually becomes less a matter of crucial im
portance than one of personal interest. 

I have restricted myself to citing only the more "scholarly" 
sources of Rahner'.s thought. Rahner often tested his ideas 
before an audience in one form and then expanded his talk into 
an article complete with bibliography, notes, and all the aca
demic apparatus; occasionally a shorter version appeared later; 
usually a longer one resulted. One can, therefore, and of course 
with profit, read Rahner's entries in the KThW, SM, and the 
LThK. These f onnulations, being later condensations of longer 
works, and therefore st;,condary in usefulness to this study, 
nevertheless have the virtue of their faults; often they make 
the important points stand out all the more clearly for the 
omission of detail; often, too, later formulations are .simpler be
cause they are more mature and less tortured in style. Works 
of spirituality and popularization (haute vulgarisation) have 
like faults and virtues. As part of my method, notes are some
times drawn from chronologically later essays which, though 
not singled out for separate discussion, still provide occasions 
for clarifying points less clearly made in earlier es.says, for 
illustrating them in different or better ways, and for demon
strating Rahner's continuity and evolution of thought. Thus, 
unlike the early procedure, when at first no notes at all, and then 
reference rather than content notes sufficed, later we find so 
much going on, seemingly all at once, as Rahner's fertile ground 
virtually explodes into new applications and insights, that con
tent notes become essential to the method of exposition. 
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My problem now in this " preview part" of my prefa.Ce is 
how to offer a forward glance and still remain clearin the ab
sence of the development of the idea the book constitutes. How 
am I to say, usefully and briefly, and without unnecessary 
repetition, what this study is going to do? My solution is to 
forsake a linear for a circular approach. The reason is that the 
reality is so simple, if not easy, both in theory and in practice, 
that it is in great danger of being missed completely. 

The concept of person as finite spirit is the concept of a self 
for whom otherness is both possible and necessary for that self 
to become himself. Possible and necessary: possible because 
spirit, necessary because finite. "Becoming" means there is 
potentiality to be actualized. Actualization is always of poten
tiality and always requires otherness. There is no way meta
physically to understand how a being could be conceived, could 
be intelligible, that had totally within itself the power fully to 
actualize itself and had not already done so. Potentiality means 
finitude, means becoming in space and in time. Becoming 
means becoming oneself, not something or someone else. But 
this becoming is only partly through, in, with, and of one.self. 
Becoming means that there is "something from outside" as 
well as " something from inside," to use handy but guarded 
expressions. Man becomes a knower as active and passive, 
becomes a lover as active and passive, when he goes from 
potential knower-lover to actual knower-lover, i.e., person, 
through .something from the " inside " and something from the 
"outside." The "inside" (or immanence, inwardness, interior
ity), or spirit, must, because unable to become spirit unassisted, 
relate to otherness in a relation of dependence and need 
(transcendence, exteriority); spirit's first otherness, in·its very 
becoming itself, its becoming spirit, is matter, its own body, 
with which, in a relation so essential to itself that its very being 
comes only with the relation, it is constituted spirit-in-matter: 
Geist in Welt. Second otherness is the next necessary 
tion-and cause-of the becoming of this composite, i. e., 
everything and everyone else there is, from inert elements, 
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through people loved and hated, to the immanent-transcendent 
God: man is H orer des W ortes. 

About this first incarnation something more must be said, 
even here, though briefly. How is materialization a spiritualiza
tion, i. e., how does spirit become itself in becoming material? 
That it happens thus must first be established, or the question 
of how will be too easily dismissed. In Kantian terms, and in 
the context of knowing, it is evident that empty concepts are 
filled when reason is materialized in sensibility (and the pro
verbial " no will accomplished without passion " speaks of the 
same incarnation of spirit now as will in space and time). Man 
knows and loves through otherness. Man's being comes from 
otherness, and so must his becoming. But how do we know 
that this becoming, which is actual in experience, in practice, 
is possible in thought, in theory? In other words, what is man, 
what is man's nature? 

This question is, of course, but one way to formulate 
transcendental method. Transcendental method begins with 
experience and constructs a theory to explain how that experi
ence is possible; but this is to ask for the nature of something, 
i. e., to ask what must this be if it can act thus. The mistake 
often made, onoe lip service has been paid to such statements 
on or of transcendental method, is not to realize that the 
method must be continued right into itself, i.e., into a state
ment of what man's nature must be for this method to be the 
way into that nature. In other words, man knows what person 
is by incarnating the notion in himself, by trying to make the 
idea happen somewhere, so that it can then be said to be real 
(not merely ideal), to exist (not merely be an ideal essence). 
Further, the idea must be materialized in society, and in 
society's habits (institutions); we cannot know what personal 
becoming means until we see whether and why we succeed or 
fail in refounding ourselves and society according to that idea 
(as Lindworksy said: each Jesuit, in becoming a Jesuit, must 

refound the Society of Jesus as Ignatius did). We do not first 
recognize the idea and then incarnate it in self and society, but 
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rather recognize it in the very attempt to incarnate it. Some
times we are already there before we know it, as when we are 
led, through good example, to adopt ethically good behavior 
before recognizing its value. Man becomes personal, at least 
in part, in trying to learn what being a person is and means. 
Thus transcendental method is not about man but i8 man. 
Ultimately this is the deepest meaning of Rahner's starting 
point in the question about being; really we have an awareness 
here that performing the question is itself an essential element 
in man's very becoming: questioning and its very possi
bility-reveals man's nature as becoming. (That transcen
dentality is also, at least implicitly, dialogical, will be noted 
presently.) 

With Blonde!, Marechal, and Rousselot we may say that 
there is already and always in man a pre-conceptual and pre
voluntary dynamism written into the very nature of finite spirit 
as intellect and will; man's nature anticipates all persons and 
things, all subjects, lmown and loved, all truths grasped, all 
goods willed, in a natural (in the sense of pre-reflective, pre
deliberative) movement toward the term or horizon of finite 
spirit. Intellect and will, incarnated, embodied, materialized 
in space and time, ratify and second this already and always 
working movement. Rahner, following Aquinas, usually speaks 
only of the cognitive part of spirit's dynamism, of the intellect's 
natural anticipation of all the persons and things to be known: 
before any lmowing there is an openness to all truth, and thus, 
in an anticipation on this " all," there is a transcendence of each 
"every," a transcending anticipation that Aquinas called an 
excessus, i. e., an excess of capacity to know unexhausted by 
any known, as intellect's openness exceeds or transcends every 
known. Rahner calls it V orgriff, i. e., anticipation or transcen
dence as grasping for more than is caught in every grasp of 
a known person or thing. Insofar as the term of exces8'U8 or 
V orgriff is God, absolute truth, the good of intellect, He is 
" known," or co-known, not as an object but as the necessary 
condition, the non-object making possible human knowledge 
of objects as objects. 
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The will, of course, though seldom treated in the same lan
guage, has a " TT orgrifj" of its own. Like Blondel's volonte 
voulante it is a "natural," i.e., pre-volonte voulue, dynamism 
to be seconded by conscious, choosing will. Rahner does not 
coin a will-word, parallel to TT orgrifj. Since TT orgrifj (as just 
anticipation or transcendence or transcending anticipation) is 
not necessarily a knowledge-word (as distinguished from a 
volition-word), except insofar as one wants to make greifen 
(grasp) a term more relevant to knowing than choosing or 

loving, it could be considered a general word about spirit prior 
to any distinction into spirit's powers of intellect and will. 
Thus God is co-loved in every person or object chosen or loved. 
The unity of love of God and love 0£ neighbor, in later essays, 
shows Rahner's development as well as his consistency, since 
the one same transcendental method, the one same idea of 
TT orgrifj to horizon of spirit, at first almost solely in terms of 
intellect, but eventually also in terms of will, grounds his 
meaning of person as necessarily becoming through otherness, 
the ultimate otherness of God mediated by (though perhaps 
only unconsciously and implicitly) the proximate first and 
second othernesses of body and other persons. He eventually 
speaks of experience, a term, like Merleau-Ponty's and later 
Sartre's le vecu, which suggests a unity prior to distinctions 
within consciousness. 

Thus personal becoming is our reason for being, and freedom 
is the means, because in free acts we exercise disposition over 
ourselves, integrate and appropriate ourselves in act, decide 
who and what we are becoming. But this self-actualization, this 
becoming myself, is possible only in self-transcendence, in the 
first otherness of my body and in the second otherness of the 
world, both of things and of persons (both human and divine). 
In Peter Eicher's words, "Thus man in free decision becomes 
person: he not only has to appropriate himself in his interiority 
[self] and in his own embodiment [first otherness], but also has 
freely to take up the relation to the thou, to the world around 
him, and to culture [second otherness] (Die anthropologische 
w ende, p. . 
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To conclude (though still penultimately) this part of my 
foreword, I must very briefly mention Christology and then add 
remarks on intersubjectivity and the dialogical principle. On 
the first point I wish only to acknowledge the force of the idea 
that the proper study of man is enacted man, fully actualized 
man, rather than potential man, since potency is known only 
in act; thus Christology would yield a better anthropology. 
The way I have just stated the matter is probably adequate 
to suggest why philosophically I could not proceed this way, 
nor did Rahner. 1 

But if I may broaden the methodological context for a mo
ment, I can take this occasion to express a reservation; in so 
doing I am presenting the negative side of the discussion of 
intersubjectivity, thereby bridging to the other point men
tioned above. 

Putting aside the question of when to begin the study of man 
(i. e., whether in the unactualized man, the child, as some sug
gest, or in the " mature " adult, a la Sartre, with all the at
tendant problems of that approach) , where exactly do we 
begin? With the writer, the "abstract individual," silently 
alone, thinking and writing, writing and thinking, or with the 
"concrete person," speaking and listening, in the dialogal con
text, the face-to-face, the I-Thou relation? The former situa
tion is, of course, the "real" world of the philosopher-theologian, 
who gets no essays written (or dictated) in the latter. 

In my judgment the whole debate, involving Simons, Gerken, 
Eicher, Heinrichs, Fischer, et al., needs the perspective of 
Levinas as well as that of Buber and others. Granted that a 
philosophy that grounds all knowledge, even that of self and 
God, on the oonversio ad phanfosmata, can and must ultimate
ly profess the primacy of otherness, it is one thing to lay down 
the foundations, as Rahner did, and another to work it to yield 
all its possible harvest, which task Rahner left to others. In 
fairness to Rahner it must be said, even while critiquing him 

1 This is the reverse of Gaboriau's complaint, in Le tournant theologique . . . , 
that the proper study of God cannot be man. 
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for speaking too often of self and knowledge (bei-sich-sein) 
rather than, as later he did, of the thou and love, that Rahner 
never meant his statements sensu negante but sensu aiente. As 
he complains in STh XII (p. n.) , though it is true, as he 
has been often reproached, that he did not place personal inter
subjectivity sufficiently clearly in the foreground, the reproach, 
in its usual form, was nevertheless incorrect and unjustified. 
Between 1967, when Rahner wrote the essay-to which this 
note was attached, presumably in 1975 (judging by his remark 
on p. 607) -the two major studies of Rahner's philosophical 
anthropology appeared,2 both with preface-letters by Rahner. 
It is easy to agree with Fischer that Rahner, by placing love 
at the core of intellect, opens up his otherwise apparently ego
centered metaphysics, making it-in language consciously re-

2 See P. Eicher, Die anthropologische Wende. Karl Rahners philosophischer Weg 
vom Wescn des Menschen zur personalen Existenz (Freiburg [Switzerland): Uni
versitlitsverlag, 1970) and K. Fischer, Der Mensch als Geheimnis. Die Anthro
pologie Karl Rahners (Freiburg: Herder, 1974). The implicit dialogical transcen
dentality that A. Gerken and Eicher agree is found in Rahner never really received 
explicitation at Rahner's own hand, as they must admit; see Eicher's "Kritische 
Betrachtung II: Auseinandersetzung um die transzendentalphilosophische Anthro
pologie," pp. 93-110, esp. pp. 100-101, and also his whole chapter 1 of Part IV, 
on Personal Existence, pp. 340-37!'!. Fischer deals with Rahner's relation to the 
dialogical principle (" K. Rahners Verhiiltnis zum 'dialogischen Prinzip' ") on pp. 
193-205; here I must express agreement with Fischer in attributing importance 
to the essay by J. Heinrichs, "Sinn und lntersubjektivitlit. Zur Bermittlung von 
transzendentalphilosophischen und dialogischen Denken in einer 'transzendentalev 
Dialogik,'" in Theologie und Philosophie (1970) ( 45), 161-191. Suffice it to say for 
now-since to develop this theme further would take another study-that just as 
Buber finds meaning not in mental states but beilween persons, and as Levinas finds 
meaning in sense (sens in sensibilite), i. e., in pre-cognitive and pre-contractual 
intentionality (non-representational), which is the event of the other in the self 
yet remaining other, thus showing meaning and sensibility both to be reference 
to other, so also Heinrichs, who expresses meaning as the simultaneity of self
consciousness and consciousness of other, the event of meaning being the concrete 
and the self and other being abstract moments within it. Among Levinas's many 
works, see Autrement qu'etre ou au-dela de l'essence, The Hague: Nijhoff (1974); 
r.ee my review-article in Man and World (1976), (9), 451-462. I should also mention 
here, leaving other relevant works to be noted later, the important study by M. 
Theunissen, Der Andere. Studien zur Sozialontologie der Gegenwart (Berlin: de 
Gruyter, 1965) . Recommended also is Eicher's " lmmanenz oder Transzendenz? " 
in Freiburger Zeitschrift fur Philosophie und Theologie 15 (1968), 29-62. 
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£erring to P. Rousselot's work on love-an ecstatic movement 
of spirit toward other. The essence of the finite self becomes 
development of self in dependence upon other: free response 
to another belongs to the meaning of meaning and to the 
meaning of man. 

Rahner's use of the symbol of the heart offers another way 
to show his metaphysics to be both transcendental and dialogi
cal. Although only begun (in STh II, in two essays on the 
heart), this theme holds the key to a phenomenology that 
would match the still unsurpassed metaphysics of finite spirit 
we find in Rahner. For were one to look for a starting point 
for a phenomenology that would lead to his metaphysics, it 
would be in the encounter of persons whose pre-intentional 
dispositions emerge in appeal-response dialogue, revealing in
tellect and will, and their embodiments, as originating from a 
deeper, more original unity, that of finite spirit: the lived ex
perience of the heart, with all the ambiguity of feeling as both 
cognitive and affective, responding to the face of the other, 
precedes the distinction into knowledge and love, intellect and 
will, spirit and body.* 

* Since the second section of this foreword is meant to lead directly into the 
study proper, now is the welcome moment to thank those who helped make these 
pages see light. I must first mention Father Daniel Shine, S. J., of Weston Col
lege and Boston College, under whose direction I began work on Rahner in 1960. 
I owe a great debt of gratitude also to Monsignor Albert Dondeyne, under whose 
direction I wrote my dissertation; although Director of the Institut Superieur de 
Philosophie and extremely active in research and teaching as well as in his priestly 
ministry, he gave me all the time I requested and continued to correspond over 
the years since; to him also I owe new incentive to work on the philosophy of 
person and the interpersonal in Emmanuel Levinas, whose work I understand as 
partly complementing Rahner's. To Father Christian Wenin, then editor of the 
Revue philosophique de Louvain and now secretary of the Institute at Louvain 
la Neuve, very special thanks also for his humanity and personal support then 
and now. To Professor Paul Byrne, late and much missed Chairman of Marquette's 
Philosophy Department, I owe deep thanks for his constant encouragement and 
counsel, as colleague, chairman, and friend. To my colleagues I also say thanks 
for help in ideas and professional assistance; the atmosphere created in the De
partmen t by such men and women makes work great fun. To Father William Hill, 
0. P., editor of The Thomist, for accepting this study and guiding it to publica
tion. To Marquette University, for several grants along the way, and to Kathy 
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2. Approaching Rahner Approaching Aquinas. The task of 
this second part of my foreword is to introduce Rahner's al>' 
proach to Thomas Aquinas. 

There is a contemporary way of understanding person that 
differs from the classical one. Rather than defining person in 
terms of substance and reason, the new focus is on relation and 
freedom. 8 Whether the latter-day focus merely makes explicit 
what is implicit in the traditional definition, or genuinely intro
duces something new, in the sense at least of something not pre
viously thought or valued, to the present meaning of man, 4 is 

Guenther, Barbara Olson, Suzanne Wilson, and Grace Jablonski for typing the 
manuscript, I also owe sincere thanks. More recently incurring my gratitude are 
Professors Jim Dagenais, Miami University of Ohio, and Howard Hong, St. Olaf's 
College, Director of the Kierkegaard Library. Most of all I thank my wife Mary 
Elizabeth Vander Vennet Tallon, for love and peace, without which there would 
be neither personization nor community. Last of all I thank Father Karl Rahner, 
S. J., whose works nourish the whole person. In discussion, in letters, and most 
recently in his gracious Foreword to this study, he has offered a model of wisdom 
and love toward personal becoming. 

•See F. Copleston, Contemporary Philosophy. Studies of Logical Positivism and 
Existentialism (Westminster, Md.: Newman Press, 1966), 108-rn4: . . . in 
what one may call, in a very wide sense, the idealist current in modern philosophy 
the tendency has been to look on consciousness, or rather self-consciousness, as 
the chief characteristic of personality. . . . But in the case of the modern 
thinkers . . . the emphasis is laid on freedom rather than on self-consciousness. 
Freedom becomes recognized as the chief characteristic of the human person. . . . 
In the eyes of certain thinkers one can become a person and one can cease to 
be a person ... " (104) ; " ... there has been a shift of emphasis from self-conscious
ness to freedom as the chief characteristic of personality" (114). 

• J. de Finance, e.g., in his Connaissance de l'etre (Paris: Desclee de Brouwer, 
1966), 481-494, after manifesting his awareness of the contemporary focus on 
freedom and relation rather than on substance and reason, says (480): "As a mat
ter of fact, especially for about the last forty years, it has been the social and ' rela
tional ' character of the person that has been getting all the attention: the person 
appears as essentially oriented and open toward the other: the I is possible and 
has meaning only in relation to a you." He concludes that Boethius's definition 
correctly understood still provides the best framework for a metaphysics of person: 
" ... it is still the old definition of Boethius, revised and corrected by St. Thomas, 
which provides the most satisfactory framework for a metaphysics of person. The 
other definitions are valuable only to the degree that they lean on it and make 
explicit one or other aspect of it" (481). "The ethical, axiological, and rela
tional definitions of person enunciate important truths in the phenomenological and 
moral orders, but they cannot intend to characterize immediately what makes per-
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another question. I mention the change to point out that it 
is really thanks to Rahner's works later than SW that he could 
be included among those taking the contemporary viewpoint. 
The concept of person as free and as the cause and effect of 
relation, relation understood as act, as bond, and as force-field 
or community, is so evident in his theological anthropology 5 

that one is drawn to seek the roots and bases for that position 
in the works to which Rahner himself consistently directs any
one seeking the metaphysical underpinnings of his theological 
edifice. It seemed logical to expect a doctrine of person in SW, 
since this is Rahner's major philosophical work, compared with 
which HW, though adding much on freedom and love, and ex
plicitly using the term person (absent from SW), is a series 
of talks employing and adapting ideas already worked out in 
greater detail in the earlier work. 
·But what in fact do we find in SW? We find that Rahner's 

approach is not the contemporary one. The subtitle of that 
work is: Towards a metaphysics of finite knowledge in Thomas 
Aquinas. Thus it is a metaphysics, as expected (rather than 
an epistemology or Kantian style critique) ,6 but it is a meta
physics of cognition, and thus an approach to man through his 
mode of knowing rather than a metaphysics of freedom and 
relation. 

Why did Rahner use this approach? This question would be
tray our falling into the mistake of judgment by hindsight were 

son person, what distinguishes persons from things in the first place. The eminent 
value of the person, his dignity which forbids his being made a pure means, as 
well as his oi}ening to the other, his capacity of welcoming and of giving are 
founded upon this opening to being by which spirit is spirit. They too therefore 
develop the element: rational nature [nature raisonable), in the scholastic definition " 
(48!i-488, my trans.). In his L'of}rontement de l'autre (Rome: Gregorian Uni
versity Press, 1978) de Finance reiterates this position. This is to say that to do a 
metaphysics of person, and not merely a phenomenology, is necessarily to come, 
at the end, to speaking about spirit, and thus to speak, at least traditionally, of 
cognition. 

6 Three works of Rahner that also take the concept of person as central are J. 
Speck, Karl Rahners theologische Anthropologie. Eine Einfiihrung (Miinchen: 
Kosel-Verlag, 1967), and the works by Eicher and Fischer mentioned above. 

• GWI, xiv, 7; GW2, 14, 88; SW, !iii, 19. 
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it not for Rahner's own use of person, freedom, and relation 
vigorously, beginning already with HW. So the question is 
legitimate and perhaps its answer will be instructive. 

One answer would be that .since this was Rahner's doctoral 
dissertation, on Aquinas and under a strict Thomist, he had 
little or no choice in the matter. Vorgrimler in fact suggests 
that Rahner was under a certain amount of external pressure 
to work on Aquinas's noetic. 7 Even were he not, however, it 
is clear that Rahner understands himself to be a Thomist and 
has not claimed to find his principles in Aquinas merely to 
escape ecclesiastical censure. Rahner's personal and philosophi
cal disposition toward Aquinas's ideas was further nurtured 
by his study of Marechal and Rousselot, and he readily ac
knowledges that both of these Thomists influenced him con
siderably. 8 Now they both approached man from the view
point of his mode of knowing (although Rousselot also wrote 
brilliantly on love) .9 As a philosopher used to working very 
much from within the heart of his tradition,1° Rabner would 
feel at home following such a precedent. Furthermore, as a 
Thomist, he would hold that freedom ultimately depends on 
the transcendence of the particular good known as such by 
intellect and thus he would recognize the value of treating 
intellect and its transcendence as a prerequisite to any study 
of freedom and, in fact, freedom does come up in SW, and 
precisely as the result of intellectual transcendence. 11 

Whatever the reason or reasons, the approach in SW is cogni
tive rather than dialogal or intersubjective. Nowthiscouldlead 
one to the judgment that it is therefore a static (individualistic, 
abstract, relationless) approach, to be likened to the approaches 

7 See H. Vorgrimler, Karl Rahner. His Life, Thought, and Works (Glen Rock, 
N. J.: Paulist Press, Deus Books, 1966, trans. by E. Quinn), !!1-!!5. See also 
C. Muller and H. Vorgrimler, Karl Rahner (Paris: Fleurus, 1965), 15-16. 

8 See GWl, v; GW!!, 9; SW, xlvii. 
• P. Rousselot, Pour l'histoire du probleme de l'amour au moyen age (Miinster, 

1908; Paris, 1933) . 
10 See F. Fiorenza, "Karl Rahner and the Kantian Problematic," (i.e., the Intro. 

to SW), SW, xiv. 
11 See GWl, !!14-!!15; GW!!, !!98-lt99; SW, !!95-296. 
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to person as substance or as consciousness, approaches that 
have turned out to be, for the most part, static. This would 
be a rash judgment. If the approaches through substance or 
consciousness have been de facto static, such was not neces
sary de jure; it seems possible to redefine sub.stance itself in 
such a way that this concept can do justice to its dynamics. 12 

There is thus a way of approaching man's cognitive life as a 
life, as something dynamic, intentional in the richest sense, 
radically relational, 13 and it is precisely this dynamic concep-
tion of human knowledge, as an activity with the emphasis 
more on act than on form, that Rahner owes to Marechal. This 
is not to say that Rahner's "proof" for the objectivity of hu
man cognition (knowledge of particulars, knowledge of con
crete being) is the same as Marechal'.s "; it is well known that 
they are different. Despite Marechal's considering Blondel's 
philosophy of action a bit too voluntaristic (no matter what 
Marechal himself may have owed to Blonde!), Marechal him
self was in tum considered a bit too voluntaristic by Rahner, 
at least if one can judge by the differences between their uses 
of dynamism. 

Let us be clear, therefore, about how to study SW in search 
of a theory of person and becoming. One way would be to 
say, after a less than thorough reading, that all we can salvage 
is his definition of intellect (and thus of spirit, from the view
point of cognition) as self-presence and of sense as presence 
to another, or self-absence, two definitions which when joined 
could constitute the complex definition of man as finite (and 
thus intentional) spirit in the material world. Now in a .sense 
this way would be legitimate; one would have a nice definition, 
perhaps more Hegelian-sounding than Thomist, but not alto
gether unrecognizably traditional. But it does not take much 

12 See F.-J. von Rintelen, Beyond ExistentiaUsm (London: George Allen and 
Unwin; 1961), 65-68, and J. Somerville, " Toward a More Dynamic Understanding 
of Substance and Relation," 218-284 in V. Danes, et al., eds., Wudom in De-pth 
(Milwaukee: Bruce, 1966). 

18 E.g., as S. Strasser uses intentionality in The Idea of Dialogal Phenomenology 
(Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 1969), p. 58. 
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thought to recognize that a definition is the end-product of a 
line of analysis without which it could not be understood, or, 
if the definition be viewed from another direction, the starting 
point for a series of analyses aimed at understanding every
thing implied in the definition. Essentially, at least prima fade, 
this is the way Rahner approached the Thomist article who.se 
analysis and interpretation constitute Part One of SW, i.e., 
the article on the necessity of the intellect to " tum to phan
tasms " in order to know. 

Another way to approach SW would be to begin with one's 
own experience of knowing in general and of contrasting ab
stract concepts with concrete perceptions in particular, and 
then gradually to develop a theory of how we know real beings 
in both these ways, i.e., abstractly and concretely. We would 
thereby arrive at a sort of triple hylomorphism: i. e., first, a 
duality of principles in the object known (thus permitting its 
being known in these two ways); second, a duality of principles 
in the act of knowing (thus explaining the two ways of knowing 
the object) ; and third, a duality of principles in the knower 
(whose act it is, and who also is a possible object to be known) . 
Now in all "three" cases one would arrive at the traditional 
enough one hylomorphism. Thus, in the first case, form would 
be the basis of the abstract concept, matter its principle of in
dividuation; in the second, intellect would be the power of 
abstracting and objectifying, sense the power of knowing in
dividual particulars; in the third, soul or spirit would be the 
human form, and matter the human body. 

Now it is clear that Rahner, although he ostensibly took the 
first of these two ways, i.e., an analysis of a text rather than 
an analysis of experience, also brought some ideas of his own 
(and Hegel's, and Heidegger's) to the analysis and interpreta
tion he made of the Thomist texts. He approached Thomas 
with his own particular questions and viewpoints, very much 
conditioned by contemporary philosophy. Rahner, like Thomas, 
was ultimately interested in the relevance of a metaphysics of 
knowledge to theology. As a theologian Thomas wa.s more in-
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terested in man's spiritual soul than in his body, since he saw 
it as the seat of that consciousness and freedom that consti
tutes man as an apt subject for a theological event, for a divine 
revelation. 14 Rahner's aim was broader; he did not seek a mere 
means to the apologetic end of defending Thomas's position. 15 

What Rabner offers is a metaphysics of human knowledge, one 
that has been considered a real contribution,1 6 one that founds 
a metaphysical anthropology, a philosophy of religion, and a 
whole theology. 

That Rahner's approach to Thomas shows the effect of his 
concern with Kant and the problem of metaphysical knowledge 
is clear from an external as from an internal examination of 
SW. And since to raise the question of the possibility of meta
physics conceived in Kantian terms is to raise the question 
of the human knowability of God, this one complex question 
would naturally become the concern of one whose approach 
began with philosophy, i.e., with man as he can be considered 
before (logically if not temporally) he is one whom God ad
dresses in a revelation. So we .see that the approaches of Rahner 
and Thomas are quite similar, but differ in that Rahner, per
haps due to the influence of Kant and his emphasis on sense 
as man's sole intuition, is even more conscious of the contribu
tion of matter to the becoming of the human spirit than 
Thomas, who is, of course, quite emphatic about matter's con
tribution to knowledge, but is much less detailed and developed 
in his doctrine on the relation of matter to the constituting of 
the total human person. 

Of course not all is good in Kant, who made .the realm of 
metaphysics something like the realm of pure, intelligible, 
Platonic forms, a suprasensible world available only to an in
tellectual intuition. Once he excluded from man's equipment 
any such intuition, 17 then it was an open and shut case against 

"GWl, 4. 5; GW2, 80, 82; SW, 15, 17. 
u SW, xix. 
u The works by W. Brugger, C. Cirne-Lima, and G. McCool, among others 

explicitly attribute to Rahner the theory of objective intuition which they under
stand to be a better interpretation of Aquinas. 

11 I. Kant, Kritik der Teinen V ernunft (Hamburg: Felix Meiner Verlag, 1856) , 
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metaphysics as possible (at least for theoretical, if not prac
tical, reason) for man. It would do no good to fall back on the 
easy solution of reaffirming, with Plato and the idealist tradi
tion, that man does have some sort of special, quasi-mystical 
intuition, often expressed in oracular language and presented 
as the prerogative of philosophers supposedly endowed with 
more powerful intellects. But it is just as facile a solution to 
deny, usually with a disdainful flourish, that anything cor
responding to such a realm called the metaphysical exists at 
all. For even granted that the realm, conceived as Plato or 
Kant seemed to conceive it, does not exist, nevertheless some
thing in experience does correspond to it, and thus we are forced 
to reject both of their solutions. As is often the case, the most 
difficult position is the true and unavoidable one: we must ac
cept ( from experience if not from Kant) that we have only 
sense intuition, and this is the position taken by Aristotle, 
Aquinas, Kant, Marechal, and Rahner; 18 it is the main point 
of the article the analysis of which constitutes Part One of SW; 
but we must also accept that metaphysics is part of experience 
and then try to explain how it is, within the limitations of a 
power of knowing based on sensation. 

It is in the context of this problem of the possibility of meta
physics, along with its accompanying problem of the possibility 
of knowing of the existence of God, that Rahner elaborates his 
first definitions of spirit and matter and thus of man as finite 
person. Because our concern is with person, we need treat that 
problem of knowledge only to the extent that it helps us define 
person. Person is called (implicitly, not explicitly) incarnate 
spirit in SW. Two constituents, spirit and matter, emerge as 
irreducible (actually, if not in origin) to one another. They 

Al9, B88 and A51, B75; in English: Immanuel Kant's Critique of Pure Reuon, 
trans. by N. K. Smith (London: Macmillan, 1964), 65, 93; often elsewhere also. 

1 • J. Marechal, Le p<>int de depart de la metaphysique, Lei;ons sur le developpe
ment historique et theorique du probleme de la oonnaissance, Cahier V. Le 
Thomisme devant la philosophie critique (Paris/Bruxelles: Desclee de Brouwer/ 
L'edition universelle, 1949, sec. ed.), ms, !58-155, &:e <;JW11 231 78i GWi, 651 

SW, 4l, l16. 
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emerge ·from an analysis of the problem of knowing not only 
the physical but also the metaphysical. This problem has a 
long history, beginning with the beginning of philosophy itself. 
Marechal took the historical approach to this question, which 
he saw as the question of where to begin metaphysics. He saw the 
two constantly recurrent streams, which we can call empiricism 
and idealism, as onesided emphasis; empiricism overemphasized 
sensation and thus matter, and then reduced spirit to an epiphe
nomenon of matter, while idealism overemphasized intellect and 
thus spirit, and then reduced matter to an illusion of spirit. Over
simplifications like these, call them monism or reductionism or 
whatever, fail to do justice to experience because they neglect 
one side while attending to the other. Kant was well aware of this 
and presented himself as the synthesizer or these two streams. 
Marechal accepted Kant's self-appraisal but saw Kant's attempt 
at synthesis as a good beginning gone astray; he offered the hy
lomorphic synthesis, first stated by Aristotle and developed by 
Thomas, as a corrective to Kant. The correction is mutual, how
ever, for Thomism has much to learn from Kant (as Pierre 
Scheuer, a contemporary of Marechal, delighted in repeating 19) • 

It is clear that this view of the two streams of philosophy, 
corresponding to spirit and matter, the two constituents of 
man, is the position of Rahner. It is true today that when one 
takes a philosophical stand, whether atheistic materialism, posi
tivism, sensism, spiritualism, intellectualism, or any of the 
other isms, that stand oiten represents either a one-sided over
emphasis of the experience of matter and sense, on the one 
ha:nd, or of idea and intellect, on the other, a third position, 
which can be viewed as the attempt to balance these two but 
which really precedes them in experience, completes the pic
ture. There seem to be only these three positions historically, 
each having its ethical and political consequences, often de-

1 • P. Scheuer was the relatively unknown and only recently acknowledged in
fluence on Marechal whose admiration for Kant knew almost no bounds; for him 
"Kant was the Newton of the universe of ideas." See D. Shine, An Interior Meta
physics. The Philosophical Synthesis of Pierre Scheuer (Weston, Mass.: Weston 
College Press, 1966); see 181-198. 
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generating into ideologies. Dondeyne has also called attention 
to the constant interplay of these two currents not only 
throughout the past history of philosophy but also as con
stituting the polarities of the contemporary scene.20 And as 
Marechal's dialogue was with critical philosophy that of 
Rahner has been with existentialist and phenomenological 
philosophy. In both cases Thomism is offered as the synthesis 
of the two streams, not as a synthesis made a posteriori to the 
prior existence of the two streams, but as the a priori synthesis 
always and already given before any later distinction into two 
constituents; only the synthesis really exists, the constituting 
elements being distinguishable but not separable. What pass 
for two streams of thought are based on reified abstractions 
corresponding to the two polarities constituting all the reality 
of our experience. It is dualism (of principles, not beings) that 
precedes monism and makes monism possible as a false posi
tion. 

Now how does this come to light in SW? It comes to light 
as an attempt to understand the meaning of Thomas's turning 
to phantasms. In his Summa Theologiae, I, q. 84, a. 7, Thomas 
uses this expression to characterize the need of the human in
tellect for sensation in order to know anything and even to be 
in act at all. For our purposes, seeking the meaning of person 
as spirit and matter, the important passages are those which 
do not remain within the relatively narrow limits of an analysis 
of the act of cognition but go on to a definition of the agent 
or actor. In a. 7, however, Thomas does not deduce man's 
nature from an analysis of his actions, as one might expect, 
mindful of the axiom: actions reveal natures, but disconcerting
ly seems to do just the opposite, appealing to the hylomorphic 
nature of man to explain why man must use phantasms (i.e., 
images, sense, imagination) in order to know, even to know 
intellectually. Actually what he does is point to the simul
taneity of statements about man's acting and man's being. 

••See A. Dondeyne, Contemporary Eu1'opean Thought and Christian Faith (Pitts
burgh: Duquesne University Press, 1963, trans. by E. McMullin and J. Burnheim). 
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There is no need here to get involved in priorities; of course 
the hylomorphism of the nature precedes that of the act of 
knowing, which is only this kind of act because it is the act 
of this nature, this nature's second act. But the point is that 
it is the act itself of knowing that reveals the dualism of the 
knower. There is an isomorphism of the knowing and the 
knower, revealed in the act of knowing: just as the knowing 
requires phantasms, so also the spirit requires matter. There 
is an isomorphism of the knowing and the known as well: cor,. 
responding to the duality of principles in the known object, 
there is a duality of principles constituting the act of knowing 
that object as it really is. 

Again, we have here three parallel hylomorphisms. They 
can be seen as constituting the possibility of-and therefore 
as deducible from-our experience of knowing some object 
both abstractly and concretely, i.e., of knowing both the uni
versal and the particular as having their one source in reality. 
The question: Whence this duality?, leads to a hylomorphism 
in the known object, a hylomorphism in the act of knowing, 
and a hylomorphism in the knower as performer of the act. 
In the known we call the hylomorphism a union of form (con
sidered always universal in itself) and of matter (principle of 
individuation) ; this dualism grounds and permits knowledge of 
the object intellectually, according to its form or idea, and 
sensibly, according to its spatio-temporal concretion. In the act 
of knowing we call this hylomorphism a union of intellect and 
sense (in terms of faculties or powers) or a union of abstraction 
(or objectification) and intuition or turning (in terms of the 
acts that flow from these faculties or powers). In the knower 
we call the hylomorphism a union of form and matter, the 
same terms used for the known (the knower is also a possible 
known) ; for living beings the traditional terms become soul 
and matter, and, for man, spirit and matter. 

This isomorphism of hylomorphisms is reached in Part One 
of SW more through an analysis of the act of knowing than 
through an analysis of the object kn9w11 or 9f the knower, It 
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is true that Aristotle preferred to study the object, to take the 
cosmocentric approach, i. e., to see hylomorphism first as a 
theory to explain physical change; the act of knowing then con
formed to the known, on the principle that truth is the con
formity of mind to reality, and thus we have an isomorphism 
of hylomorphisms. It is also true that at least since Kant and 
his Copernican revolution, which set out from the principle of 
reality conforming to mind, the approach has been to begin 
with the act of knowing and then make the object known con
form to it. But a law of conformity, no matter what its direc
tion, remains a law of isomorphism and thus the same conclu
sion is predictable. The brief synthesis achieved, at least in 
intention, in Kant, promptly dissolved insofar as one successor 
of Kant emphasized intellect and another emphasized sense 
in the act of knowing, and then logically each went on to 
describe reality monistically. And yet the post-Kantian ap
proach remains superior to the Aristotelian, despite the danger 
that one might get no further than Kant did, 21 for the im
portant reason that to study the act is to be able to catch the 
dynamism of spirit itself, appetitively as well as cognitively, 
as act and not just as form and structure, and to be able to 
become conscious of that dynamism as transcending every 
known object and opening out toward an undefined and un
objectified horizon. It is doubtful that the cosmocentric ap
proach could succeed in leading the individual person to the 
vivid interior experience of dynamism, important to a grasp 
of the metaphysical basis of freedom of choice. 

Rahner's particular variation of this anthropocentric ap
proach in SW is to assign roles to spirit (intellect) and matter 
(sense), roles performed in the process of objectification, roles 
described in terms of presence. The role of sense is intuition, 
a perfect identification of two acts (forms) in one matter. The 
role of intellect is objectification of what is given unobjectively 
in the senses. It will be useful to approach Rahner's meaning 

2'1 See E. Gilson, Realisme thomiste et critique de la connaissance (Paris: Vrin, 
1939). 
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of presence by a brief review of these roles of intellect and sense 
in human cognition. 

Rahner accepts the traditional characterization of knowledge 
as first of all intuition, i.e., the identity of knower and known. 
All knowledge is first intuition or identity, or it is never knowl
edge. In human knowing, this necessary role of intuition is 
filled by the senses: sensation is precisely this identity of 
knower and known because the act of the sensed object takes 
place in the matter of the sensing subject and becomes simul
taneously the act of the knower and of the known. There 
is a relation of dependence by the sense on the object; i.e., the 
object is a cause. The act (or form) of the object is now the 
property of the subject insofar as the act now at work in the 
matter of the sense is the act of the object. The problem is, of 
course, to explain objectification; i.e., beyond the ability of 
the knower not only to lose himself in the perfect identity of 
sense intuition, an identity that overcomes differentiation be
tween subject and object, he can also distinguish himself from 
the known object, set himself off from it, make it an object. 
The point is always that it is the combination of sense and 
intellect that effects what we experience as finite human knowl
edge. Rahner calls it an objective intuition: sense intuits, in
tellect objectifies. Aquinas puts it in terms of turning and 
abstraction: turning to phantasms means sense intuition: since 
man is always already united to matter, and thus always al
ready in and of the world, he is always and already turned to 
phantasms; abstraction means objectification: the intellect, be
cause it is spiritual, is able to remain not given over, as is the 
matter of the senses, to the act of the object, but can perceive 
a distance between itself and the known, can distinguish itself 
from what is not itself. Of course no reification of intellect and 
sense is intended; to speak of their respective roles always runs 
that risk. The one man intuits insofar as materially he senses; 
the one man objectifies, abstracts, universalizes, etc., insofar 
as intellectually he never is exhausted in knowing but always 
is other than the known. 
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Let us allow the above to suffice for a look at SW Part One, 
and turn immediately to an interpretation of Part Two of 
that work. Here we find the metaphysical principles of person 
as spirit, matter, and becoming. Then we continue the search 
into HW, adding those advances of Rahner's thought on per
son, freedom, and love, and then into his STh. 22 

22 Because William Dych's translation of GW is generally good and faithful, 
it is used in place of actually quoting the German, this practice being permissible 
also because the second edition was, except for additions, left relatively intact 
by its editor, J. B. Metz. Unfortunately the same cannot be said either of Metz's 
version of HW or of M. Richards's (and unnamed associate or associates) unac
ceptably poor translation of that second edition; thus I have always referr.ed to 
the German and made reference to the extremely useful French translation while 
making grateful use in the body of the text of the unpublished Donceel translation 
of the first edition. In all references care has been taken to locate passages in all 
editions likely to be used by students of Rahner. For STh I use, occasionally 
modifying, the published translations now available. 



PART ONE: PHILOSOPHICAL ANTHROPOLOGY 

I 

Spirit in the World: Metaphysical Principles 
of Personal Becoming 

PART I OF SW ends with three implicit questions: what 
do matter, spirit, and becoming mean? But these three 

make the one question of personal becoming, for the 
human person is an incarnate spirit, a finite spirit becoming 
spirit in matter. This is not so explicitly put in SW. One could 
say that Part I ends with only one question, viz., the meaning 
of Aquinas's excessus and Rahner's Vorgrifj, i.e., transcendence. 
Indeed even this question is not so explicit as one might wish. 
But even if it were, it would still have to be said that the notion 
of transcendence (Vorgrifj, excessus) implies matter (sense), 
spirit (agent intellect), and becoming (possible intellect) . All 
one need do is look at the arrangement of Part II to notice 
that the three major chapters (2, on Sensibility; 3, on Abstrac
tion; and 4, on Turning, or Conversion) become clear when 
viewed according to this interpretation. In terms of cognition, 
sense and agent intellect achieve human knowing in the pos
sible intellect. Possible intellect is for Rahner the most apt 
summary expression for human knowing. That this means 
becoming is clear from the very term possible intellect. Hence 
to say that Part I ends with the question of the meaning of 
V orgrifj is to say that Part II must first take up the meaning 
of sensibility's intuition transcended (reached beyond) by the 
Vorgrifj (i.e., Chapter 2, Sensibility), must second take up the 
meaning of the agent intellect that does the reaching out, with
out grasping (otherwise it would be an intellectual intuition) , 
toward the horizon of the fullness of being (i.e., Chapter 3, 
Abstraction) , and must third take up the meaning of the way 

30 
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intuition plus the reaching beyond intuition constitute together 
the hylomorphic act 0£ human knowing (i.e., Chapter 4, Turn
ing), a process Rahner describes in terms 0£ spirit's becoming 
itself through letting matter emanate from itself: the becoming 
0£ spirit in matter. 

All this is presented as the question 0£ how metaphysics is 
possible £or knowledge limited to sense intuition. To answer 
that man has a transcendence or excessus beyond sensation 
would be to evade the question i£ by excessus is meant an in
tellectual intuition. But it does not. It does mean a genuine 
transcendence of the world,1 but only as an act proper to the 
very nature of the intellect present in every act of knowing any
thing. This concept of transcendence (excessus, V orgriff) is the 
key to understanding the meaning of spirit from a cognitive 
viewpoint. 

Before we study Part II, let us summarize very briefly what 
can ,be gleaned from Part I. In Aquinas's S. Th. I, q. 84, a. 7, 
duality in the knower, in the knowing, and in the known is 
affirmed. The intellect is said to need to turn to phantasms 
because it is joined to a receptive body (corpus pa,ssibile). This 
is considered easily verified by referring to common experience 
(the need to think with images, the fact of senility, etc.) . The 
second step consists in assigning roles to the two principles 
involved in the experience of knowledge. The experience itself 
is described as both an intuition (sense's role), by which 
knower and known achieve identity, and objectification (intel
lect's role), by which knower and known are distinguished. 
The explanation of how sense and intellect can fill these roles 
uses the term presence. Thus knowledge is a being's presence 
to being. A pure .spirit's knowledge would be pure self-presence. 
An incarnate spirit's knowledge is dual, corresponding to its 
dual nature: as intellect it is self-presence or presence to self; 
as sense it is self-absence or presence to other. Thus man is a 
spirit whose .self-knowledge is mediated by knowledge of other. 
Man must find himself in the world, must come to himself from 

1 GWI, 33; 68; SW, 54.. 
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the world, where he always already is. Man exists, is intentional, 
embodied, temporal, spatial because finite. So much for a sum
mary of Part I. There is, of course, much more than this, but 
Rahner repeats the essentials in Part II. 

Naturally Part II, which constitutes four-fifths of SW, is far 
more detailed than my treatment here can be. There is no reason 
to repeat all those details; it suffices for the meaning of person 
and becoming to present the basics of Rahner's metaphysics 
of human knowledge. 

The initial section of Chapter I, on the metaphysical ques
tion, shows man's finitude, and again in terms of presence to 
being (as questioning being) and absence from being (as ques
tioning being) . The following sections of that chapter repeat 
and develop the notion of knowledge as presence. Immateri
ality (spirituality) is the principle of self-presence and the 
measure of a being's power to be and to know. 

An essence that has no intrinsic relatedness to matter is by that 
very fact already actually present-to-itself: it is knowing and 
actually knowable. Therefore, this actually knowable by no means 
expresses in the first instance a relation to another knowing but 
is a determination of the essence of being in itself; it has no intrinsic 
relatedness to matter. If it were in and at matter, the being of an 
existent would exhaust itself. By the fact that it is without matter, 
it is therefore present-to-itself, knowing and known by itself. What 
is only potentially knowable is such not because accidentally and 
as a matter of fact it is not known by anyone, but because its being 
is the being of the empty ' other ' of matter in such a way that it in 
no way belongs to itself, is not present-to-itself, and in this mode 
of existence it cannot in principle be present-to-itself; it remains 
and must remain essentially potentially knowable.2 

Something purely material could not know, nor could it be 
known in itself. But nothing purely material is given, only 
matter and form as one being. The form is the known, the 
matter that wherein the form is and is known. To the extent 
that any form is not matter, it is non-material; but by im
material is meant a being with no intrinsic relation to matter. 

• GWI, 45; 87; SW, 74. 
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The forms of material things, intrinsically related to matter, 
are not immaterial in this strict sense. They exist in matter; 
the matter itself is not known as such but only as the " where
in " of the form. Put again in terms of presence, a purely im
material (spiritual) being, precisely because free from the 
principle of non-knowing (matter), is perfectly self-present; 
there is nothing within it to keep it distant from itself; it is its 
own proper object of knowledge.3 A purely immaterial being 
can be. It is not self-contradictory and provides a useful limit
concept representing one pole of possibility. The other pole, a 
purely material being, as self-contradictory, cannot exist. As 
a limit-concept it is useful but difficult to manage, leading to 
expressions like "non-being," "relative non-being," "total self
absence," etc. Let's be tolerant of such an admittedly make
shift way of speaking until it's replaced by a better expression. 
The words " wherein" or " whereto " of the form, or the " em
pirical residue " of know1edge,4 shed some welcome light on the 
experience named by the word "matter,'' at least from the 
viewpoint of knowledge. Neither pure spirit nor pure matter 
is given as such but mixed. Hence the familiar concept of 
hierarchy in the beings of the world. Rahner variously uses 
the terms Seinshabe, Seinsmassigheit, and Seinsmachtigkeit, 
but the idea is the same: the "more" being a being has, the 
more knowing and knowable it is in itself. Aquinas found the 
concept of hierarchy useful and saw an obvious continuity from 
minerals, to life in plants, animals, man, and pure spirits. 5 

There is no need to belabor so well-known a concept. For our 
purposes it suffices to say that the composition of spirit and 
matter in man, uncovered by an examination of human cog
nition, is relevant to human freedom, love, and personal be
commg. 

3 GWl, 46; GW2, 88; SW, 75. 
• B. Lonergan, Insight, A Study of Human Understanding (New York: Philo

sophical Library, 1958. rev. ed.), 25-32 and 516-517. 
5 Thomas Aquinas, Tractatus de Spiritualibus Creaturis (Rome: Gregorian Uni

versity Press, 1937, 1959, ed. by L. Keeler), 28-29 (i.e., art. 2, corpus). See 
On Spiritual Creatures (Milwaukee: Marquette University Press, 1949, trans. with 
an intro. by M. Fitzpatrick in collaboration with J. Wellmuth), 36-37. 
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1. Matter. Throughout the thought development 0£ SW 
there are two complex ideas essential to understanding Rahner's 
view of man as finite spirit. The first is what matter " does " 
to man: the second is what spirit " does" to man, i.e., what 
the undefined openness of the intellect and will becomes when 
embodied. Man is what matter makes him, what spirit makes 
him, and what he makes of them. Thus to know the full mean
ings of matter and spirit, we must know the full meaning of 
man as openness in itself (spirit) and as openness in and 
through time and space (matter) . But this is to define man 
as becoming, as potential to be actualized in time, for spirit 
names the power to know and to love, and matter names the 
way spirit knows and loves in the world. Rahner finds in 
Aquinas the doctrine of emanation 0£ sense from intellect; the 
reason for emanation is that the human spirit is such that it 
cannot become itself except by incarnating. 6 "Human knowing 
is first of all being-with-the world, a being-with-another in 
sensibility; and therefore knowledge of this other in its in-itself 
as proper object is only possible by setting the other opposite 
and referring the knowledge to this other which is set opposite 
and exists in itself." 7 He affirms that though knowledge as 
such is self-presence, human knowledge is first self-absence (as 
matter), presence-to-other (as sense), and only becomes self
presence in and through this other. 8 The human intellect is 
totally incapable of self-presence on its own.9 It must incarnate 
in order to be itself. This is the meaning 0£ the need of intellect 
to turn to phantasms. Put negatively: the main effect of mat
ter is to make human becoming necessary, since by being ma
terial man is spread out in space and time. But it is better to 
put this positively: the main effect of matter is to make be
coming possible, because the human spirit as finite is such that 
becoming is already necessary to it in order £or it to be itself, 
and matter is its way. The human spirit is given to itself only 

• GWl, 68-91; GWfl, 116-119; SW, 104-107. 
7 GWl, 89; GWfl, 14fl; SW, 138, !1!!119. 
8 GWl, 91, 168; GW!i!, 144, !1185; SW, 188, 229. 
• GWl, 92; GW2, 145-146; SW, 184-185. 
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as potential (in terms of intellect we speak of the possible intel
lect, i.e., receptive intellect joined with matter) . That matter 
makes the becoming of the human spirit possible is treated by 
Rahner under the notion of emanation: spirit, in its effort to 
become itself, lets matter emanate from itself. 

The considerations just expressed place us in Chapter 3 of 
SW. Not much has been made of Chapter 1; what is said there 
is general and holds up only in the light of later chapters. Nor 
have we dwelt on Chapter 2 (sensibility), for a good reason. 
According to the interpretation of SW presented here, sensi
bility is Rahner's cognitive way of speaking (Thomistically a;s 

well as in the Kantian tradition) of the material component of 
man. Hence, since matter is the human spirit's mode of be
coming itself, discussion of matter cannot be divorced from 
discussion of becoming; but becoming is more explicitly and 
fundamentally treated later, in Chapter 4, under the headings 
of emanation and inner-worldly causality; thus a more meta
physical treatment of becoming and matter is best left until 
we deal with Chapter 4. Chapter 2, furthermore, where one 
might expect the most explicit treatment of matter, comes too 
soon in Rahner's analysis to allow us to move from the specifi
cally cognitive context to the more basic metaphysical treat
ment of matter in general which we want. And so it happens 
that the fourth (and last) chapter of Part II becomes the place 
for this move. Thus we turn to Chapter 3 (abstraction), i.e., 
agent intellect, the Thomist expression for spirit as dynamic 
and active (as contrasted with possible intellect, spirit as re
ceptive and incarnate). 

2. Spirit. We can best relate Chapter 3 to our search for a 
metaphysics of person by considering it the place where Rahner 
speaks of the human spirit as spirit. Naturally the explicit con
text, as always, is cognition, and thus he treats spirit under the 
name of agent intellect. Previously he treated intellect without 
this distinction being made between agent and possible intel
lect. At that time he attributed to intellect the general role of 
abstracting and objectifying. As spirit the human intellect can 
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fulfill this role. As spirit it can be self-present, can "return 
to itself" (reditio in or super or ad seipsum). Because spirit 
can return to itself, man can come from the world in which he 
always is as sensibility and can thus distance and distinguish 
himself from the other present in his senses by intuition. This 
is the way we have seen objectification described up to now. 
In Chapter 3, Section 4 (Nature of the Agent Intellect), Sub
section 3 (Agent Intellect as "pre-apprehension " [V orgriff]) ,10 

Rahner presents objectification as the effect of the transcen
dence of the intellect driving right past every object it knows 
and continuing on to an undefined horizon; the transcended 
object appears finite because it does not fill this horizon. Ima
gine a wide beam of light shining past all objects upon which 
it falls, projecting a background-light outlining each object, 
making it stand out as an object-and continuing on toward 
a horizon that remains unfilled and undefined in itself. Tran
scending objects is not knowing objects but a necessary condi
tion for knowledge; .this is a traditional enough way of charac
terizing the effect of the agent intellect. Neither Vorgriff nor 
excessus is well translated by cognitive words, for neither means 
knowing an object: transcendence only reaches for it, stretches 
toward it. In the stretching, all finite objects are passed by. 
But man's grasp does not match his reach (in knowing or in 
loving): he can experience his reaching out as an unsatisfied 
grasping-after: knowing never rests on an object without there
by falling back from (or short of) its full reach, without placing 
a distance between the object and the horizon. 

Such an image as that of a horizon is useful, but should not 
be exaggerated or reified; it is vulnerable to the criticism that 
it betrays a visual bias. But, of course, horizon is not so novel 
an image; Rahner considers it but another way of expressing 
the traditional concept of material object as wider than the 

10 GWI, 98 ff.; GW2, 153 ff.; SW, 142 ff. Dych's translation of V orgriff as pre
apprehension is not useful beyond a cognitive context; transcendence is a term 
I prefer because it suggests the basic meaning of spirit as both intellect and 
will prior to as well as after the distinction of spirit into intellect and will. This 
is consistent with Aquinas and Blondel. 
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formal object of a faculty. Thus sensation is also said to pro
ject a horizon, that of space and time, of ens mobile; 11 whether 
one is comfortable calling any horizon infinite or merely un
defined is another question. But the horizon of intellect is that 
of being itself, a wider horizon than that of space and time. 12 

This but repeats the traditional thesis of being as knowable: 
everything which is, insofar as it is, is a possible object of 
knowledge. 

Now Rahner offers considerable detail concerning the in
tricacies of the Thomist theory of abstraction and turning. For 
us the important point is the nature of man as spirit, that as
pect which makes possible this restless intentionality, for it 
opens an unclosable "gap" at the heart of human nature. We 
can, in fact, speak of two " gaps " within human being, revealed 
by our having to become. The first gap is constituted by the 
very composition of man as spirit and matter, because matter 
prevents-absolutely-the perfect self-identification that is the 
privilege of pure spirit; this is the metaphysical meaning of 
concupiscence, man's inability to dispose of himself perfectly 
and completely in any one act, but rather needing time and 
space, a whole lifetime, to actualize his potential, to become a 
person. Embodied spirit needs a whole lifetime to do one thing; 
this one thing is personal becoming. The first gap, constituted 
by what we could accept as a result of something " natural," 
our incarnate condition, need not startle us nor long delay us 
in thought; if we accept the law of life as ascent and assent to 
death, we recognize time as gift, comfort, because it " .takes 
time " to learn, to become, to gain oneself. But the second gap 
is not so readily accepted and perhaps not so self-evidently 
recognizable. It seems to present us with something totally 
unattainable, unreachable no matter how much time we're 
given. It is less easy to accept that our desire to know and be 
known, to love and be loved, will never be quieted. Yet 
horizons of truth and goodness toward which the intellect and 

11 GWl, 98; GWfl, 154; SW, 148. 
1 • GWl, 181-18fl; GWfl, 195-196; SW, 186-187. 
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will open remain beyond our grasp. Rahner sees this transcen
dence as affirmed in experience (as well as in Aquinas). 
Whether this second gap would or did exist in some hypotheti
cal state of pure nature is not in question now (nor whether 
the horizon has been "changed" by grace; suffice it to say for 
now that the theory of the supernatural existential is an ex
planation of just this experience, for this is the first and basic 
meaning of Rahner's teaching that grace can be experienced) . 
The question of a pure state of nature is a historical question, 
subject to the conditions of all such questions. Note that the 
basis for Rahner's teaching on concupiscence is laid here with 
the notion of the relation of spirit and matter to becoming. The 
essential point about these two " gaps " is that they do exist 
and can be experienced now. Personal becoming begins with 
trying to close these gaps: first, man becomes a person insofar 
far as spirit is more, not less, incarnate, and insofar as matter 
is more, not less, taken up into spirit; second, the achievement 
of personhood ultimately coincides with the reaching of those 
two distant horizons of knowing and loving, by knowing and 
loving and by being known and loved; here Blondel's philos
ophy of insufficiency, maintaining the insufficiency of philos
ophy, keeps the horizons open, listening. 

It will be good to pause over the verification of this second 
gap. 

We know philosophically of no human knowledge in which the pre
apprehension [V orgriff] does not go beyond what is ' grasped' 
(Griff), beyond the objective, concretizing knowledge. This human 
knowledge, about which alone we know anything philosophically, 
always falls short essentially of its complete fulfilment, which ful
filment is designated by the breadth of its pre-apprehension. 
Nevertheless, this pre-apprehension towards this ideal with all that 
it simultaneously affirms as really possible is not an inconsequential 
supplementation, hut the condition of the possibility of any ob
jective knowledge at all. The pre-apprehension can be explained 
more precisely in the fact that it is the movement of the spirit 
towards the whole of its possible objects for it is only in this way 
that the limitation of the individual known can be experienced. 13 

1• GWI, 100; 155; SW, 144-145. 
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How is the" reaching without grasping" experienced? 

The pre-apprehension ... is known insofar as knowledge, in the 
apprehension of its individual object, always experiences itself as 
already and always moving out beyond it, insofar as it knows the 
object in the horizon of its possible objects in such a way that the 
pre-apprehension reveals itself in the movement out towards the 
totality of its objects. Thus the pre-apprehension has a being 
which makes it apprehendable, without it needing an object be
yond that object for the objectifying of which it takes place, with
out the totality of the possible objects in their own selves having 
to be apprehended by the pre-apprehension. 14 

Rahner devotes several long sections to the action of the 
agent intellect as Vorgrifj. 15 Significant for our purposes is the 
relation of spirit to this Vorgrifj. After making explicit that the 
judging intellect reaches toward being 16 and not toward 
nothing, 11 he further explicitates just what this being is. It has 
already been made clear that this being is not an object in the 
usual sense, but the undefined horizon of all possible objects, 
the fullness of being, the non-object non-objectively co-known 
in the knowing of objects. But what exactly is this fullness of 
being? It is not nothing, not pure negativity, but pure, ab
solute being. Rahner offers a provisional statement, based on 
the above elimination: in its stretching beyond all finite ob
jects, 

an object does manifest itself in a way indicated earlier: the Ab
solute Being, God. This Absolute Being is not apprehended as a 
represented object. For the esse apprehended in the pre-apprehen
sion, as only implicitly and simultaneously apprehended in the pre
apprehension was known implicitly and simultaneously as able to 
be limited by quidditative determinations and as already limited, 
since the pre-apprehension, if it is not to be a ' grasp,' can only 
be realized in a simultaneous conversion to a definite form limiting 
esse and in the conversion to the phantasm. The fullness of being 
which esse expresses is therefore never given objectively. 18 

u GWl, 100; 156; SW, 145. 
15 GWl, 101-161; SW, 146-226. 
1 • GWl, 119 ff.; 179 ff.; SW, 169 ff. 
17 GWI, 129 ff.; GW2, 192 ff.; SW, 183 ff. 
18 GWI, 127-128; 189; SW, 180. 
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No finite, particular being, but rather the fullness of being is 
the " objective " of the intellect. Thus nothing less than the 
fullness of being can fill the scope of the intellect. 

An Absolute Being would completely fill up the breadth of this 
pre-apprehension. Hence it is simultaneously affirmed as real (since 
it cannot be grasped as merely possible) . In this sense, but only 
in this sense, it can be said: the pre-apprehension attains to God. 
Not as though it attains to the Absolute Being immediately in 
order to represent it objectively in its own self, but because the 
reality of God as that of absolute esse is implicitly affirmed simul
taneously by the breadth of the pre-apprehension, by esse com
mune. In this respect, grasping absolute esse would also completely 
fill up the breadth of the pre-apprehension. But, on the other hand, 
insofar as in human knowledge, which alone is accessible to philoso
phy, the pre-apprehension is always broader than the grasp of an 
object itself because of the conversion to the phantasm, nothing 
can be decided philosophically about the possibility of an immediate 
apprehension of 8Jbsolute esse as an object of the first order. 19 

This orientation to absolute being is not just an arbitrary or 
peripheral fact about man and his intellect. For Rahner it is 
the very essence of spirit: man is spirit because he is ordered 
to infinite being. 

Human knowledge as pre-apprehending is ordered to what is ab
solutely infinite, and for that reason man is spirit. He always has 
this infinite only in the pre-apprehension, and for that reason he 
is finite spirit. Man is spirit because he finds himself situated be
fore being in its totality which is infinite. He is finite because he 
has this infinite only in the absolutely unlimited breadth of his 
pre-apprehension. 20 

We now have another way to describe spirit. Besides the 
concept of spirit as self-presence (which it is because it is im
material: the comparison is with matter, and sets up the first 
"gap"), we now have the concept of spirit as openness (which 
it is because it finds itself before the totality or fullness of 
being: the comparison is with its horizon, and sets up the 
second " gap ") . If we use words more literally rendering 

1 • GWl, l!l8; GW!l, 190; SW, 181. 
20 GWl, 181; GW!l, 195; SW, 186. 
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Rahner's German, we can raise doubt whether we really have 
two ways of describing spirit, or two ways of expressing one 
way. 1£ we say that knowledge is a being's being with itself, 
i.e., with being, and then say that for a being to be spirit is to 
find itself before infinite being (sich vor das an sich unendliche 
Sein 21), how different are these two expressions? A being can 
be present to itself only if it is already essentially open to all 
being in general. Transcendence (the Vorgrifj) is the essential 
mark of man as spirit. It is an experience of being open to all 
being that makes possible a presence to this being; thus presence 
and openness refer to spirit, and to this extent the two gaps are 
one, because the matter (of the first gap) is spirit's way of 
trying to close the second gap, i.e., by incarnating. 

With this last sentence we bridge to Rahner's more detailed 
treatment of agent intellect, though we need not dwell on his 
explanation of abstraction. For our purposes it is enough to 
study it as the faculty of the V orgrifj. 

If the agent intellect is the highest faculty of man and if it must 
be understood as the faculty of the excessus to esse absolutely, and 
if in it absolute esse is simultaneously affirmed, then as a matter 
of fact the agent intellect is the metaphysical point at which the 
finite spirit comes upon his openness to, and dependence upon, 
God. And that is true not merely in the general way in which 
every finite being points to the Absolute Being, but in such a way 
that the absolute esse is implicitly and simultaneously affirmed in 
every act of the agent intellect, in every judgment. For this reason, 
Thomas can understand the agent intellect in a special way as a 
participation in the light of the Absolute Spirit, not merely be
cause, being dependent on this, it is as a matter of fact similar to 
it, but because finite spirit is spirit only through the pre-apprehen
sion of absolute esse in which the Absolute Being is already and 
always apprehended. 22 

Thus while the best formulations on the human spirit in its 
relation to matter will predictably come under the heading of 
possible intellect, those on spirit in its relation to absolute being 
come under the heading of agent intellect. We therefore can 

21 GWl, 131; 195; SW, 186. 
22 GWl, 160-161; 195; SW, 186. 
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hope to find .such formulations in Chapter 4, Conversion (Turn
ing) to the Phantasm, since this expression means the turning 
of the intellect to the senses, to matter, just as we found the 
formulations about spirit as V orgriff in Chapter 3, Abstraction, 
since this expression means the objectification of the particular 
in stretching toward the fulness of being. In a sense, therefore, 
Chapter 4 has to do with what I have called the first gap, later 
linked, e.g., with the notion of concupiscence, while Chapter 
3 had to do with the second gap, later linked, e.g., with the 
notion of the supernatural existential. Even though this talk 
of two gaps will be superseded, it.s usefulness for the time being 
seems manifest, at least as corresponding to the constant 
duality in man and in Rahner's treatment of man and his 
knowledge. There is the duality in man himself, as spirit and 
matter, as intellect and sense. There is also the duality of func
tions in intellect itself, named by the tradition agent and pos
sible intellects. Actually this duality adds no new quantity; 
agent intellect refers to spirit as dynamic, active, relatively self
.subsistent; possible intellect refers to spirit as receptive, form 
in matter, form of matter, of human corporeality. In the earlier 
pages of Chapter 4 we find important statements for this meta
physics of man as incarnate spirit. 

The last two chapters proceeded in such a way that the ontologi
cal constitution of man was disclosed in certain characteristics of 
human knowledge. From the question, what are the conditions of 
a receptive, intuitive knowledge?, we arrived at the essence of 
sensibility, and thereby, at the essence of man as a sentient knower: 
act of matter, form of a body. From the insight into the possibility 
of a judgmental, universal knowledge attaining to the in-itself 
of the object differentiated from the subject, we arrived at the 
essence of thought, and thereby, at the essence of man as spirit: 
excessus to esse absolutely; a form subsisting in itself .... man is 
at once 'subsisting in himself' and 'actuality of the other' [of 
matter]. 23 

These two formulations are not contradictory. The one hu
man spirit is source of both. Human knowledge as spiritual is 

•• GWI, 170; GW2, 244-245; SW, 289. 
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agent intellect; human knowledge as material is possible intel
lect. But there is one human knowing, one intellect in man, 
despite this duality. The problem again is one of relating intel
lect (spirit) to sensation (matter). Rahner assigns to possible 
intellect the role of relating to matter. "If, then, the agent in
tellect is the spontaneous, dynamic ordination of the human 
spirit to esse absolutely, the 'quo est omnia facere,' then the 
possible intellect as intellect is the potentiality of the human 
spirit to comprehend esse absolutely in receptive knowledge, 
the ' quo est ornnia fieri.' " 24 Possible intellect means the 
specifically human, embodied way of being spirit. If agent in
tellect means simply the self-presence of spirit, possible intellect 
means self-presence only on the condition of first being present 
to other. 

In the light of this it becomes intelligible what possible intellect 
qua possible means. It is being, i.e., being-present-to-oneself, com
plete return, but it is not of itself already and always present to 
itself. By itself it cannot give itself immediately to itself; it comes 
to itself only insofar as it receptively allows another to encounter it, 
and without this receptive letting-self-be-encountered by another 
it is itself not present to itself .... Indeed the essence of the pos
sible intellect can be defined relatively simply from the way it 
knows; it is that being which is present to itself in the knowledge of 
another. But as soon as this definition is to be 'translated' into 
ontological terms, it can be discovered only as the mid-point be
tween two different definitions: in its being-present-to itself the 
possible intellect is a form subsisting in itself; in its drive to let 
itself be encountered by another it is sensibility; form of matter, 
form of a body. Only in this duality in which both definitions 
mutually and intrinsically modify each other, is the possible intel
lect grasped ontologically. Insofar as the drive to let itself be 
encountered by another, in order to be present to itself, is derived 
from the fact that the intellect indeed really is intellect, i. e., the 
intellect is able to be present to itself, but it is not present to 
itself through its mere existence-which is precisely what is said 
by the term possible intellect-possible intellect is the most ade
quate and most simple conception for human knowledge and fO'I' 
human being altogether.25 

UGWl, 172-178; GW2, 247; SW, 242. 
•• GWl, 178-175; GW2, 248-250; SW, 248-!?45. Rahner's emphasis. 
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Rahner treats the precise question of the relationship of pos
sible intellect to sense as one of origin, and his answer to this 
question is that intellect emanates sense from itself for itself, 
in order to be itself. This notion of emanation gets considerable 
space in Chapter 4, much of it devoted to showing that this 
is Aquinas's position. 26 Kant can also be interpreted as in
timating his personal inclination toward a like doctrine of com
mon origin of intellect and sense when he says: " there are two 
stems of human knowledge, sensibility and understanding, 
which perhaps spring from a common, but to us unknown, 
root." 21 From the specifically cognitive context of this question 
in SW we can now select what is relevant to our question of 
person. 

The first point to make is that the process of emanation is 
not conceived as a "once and for all" event. 28 The human 
spirit exists as a permanent source and cause in relation to its 
powers: 

the emanation of the powers from the substantial ground can only 
be conceived as one, so that the emanation of several powers (i. e., 
in our case, the intellect and sensibility) can only be understood 
as partial movements of the one movement of the metaphysical 
self-realization of the one human spirit. Wherefore, this one move
ment is directed towards the fulfilment of the human spirit. Thus 
it proceeds towards the final goal of its constitution, hence to that 
which is most perfect in it. For Thomas this is the intellect. In the 
intellect the one human knowing reaches its full constitution. 29 

Second is the focus on dynamism. We have seen that the 
question of knowledge is the question of the relation of spirit 
and matter, of Geist and Welt. 30 We have just seen that rela
tion characterized as one of emanation: spirit lets matter fl.ow, 
originate, result, emanate from itself, all Thomist terms, as 
Rahner shows. He also emphasizes that a static view of this 

•• GWl, 171-224, esp. 175 ff. and 201 ff.; GW2, 245-311, esp. 246 ff. and 282 ff.; 
SW, 239-300, esp. 246 ff. and 279 ff. 

11 I. Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, AI5, B29; Smith trans., 61. 
" 8 GWl, 186; GW2, 264; SW, 260. 
19 GWl, 187; GW2, 265-266; SW, 261. 
ao GWI, 201; GW2, 283; SW, 279. 
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process falsifies it. Only a dynamic interpretation does justice 
to experience and to the Thomist texts and their contexts. 
Some of the best pages of SW on spirit and its relation to mat
ter are in section 5 of Chapter 4.31 

Rahner makes much capital of this concept of dynamism. 
He has used it as the very meaning and essence of spirit. He 
now sees it also as the explanation of sensibility: 

the active producing, in which the spirit as the ' active principle 
and end' lets sensibility emanate from itself must be understood 
as a moment in its desire for absolute being .... in producing the 
complete constitution of its own essence towards which it tends, 
spirit lets sensibility emanate from itself, bears it permanently in 
itself as its power, and informs it from the outset with the laws of 
its own essence, since it produces it in its striving towards its own 
fulfilment .... It must produce sensibility, because in itself it is 
only desire (possible intellect) .32 

This statement of the relation of intellect and sense (spirit 
and matter), a relationship we called the first gap, once again 

31 There is, e. g., the following passage: " The essence of the spirit is the 
' quo est omnia fieri' : spirit is in potency for absolute being. It is ' in a certain 
way (i.e., in potency and in ordination towards) everything.' Its becoming con
scious of its a priori reality is therefore the pre-apprehension of absolute being, 
and vice versa. As transcendent apprehension of aboolute esse, this actuality of 
the spirit is a becoming, a dynamic orientation to the totality of its objects .... 
The human spirit as such is desire, striving, action. For in itself it is possible in
tellect, i. e., something which reaches its full actuality from its potentiality, and 
in fact by its own action, since by its own active power (agent intellect) of itself 
(always in act) it produces its object (the actually intelligible) from something 
only sensibly given. Desire as a characteristic of knowledge as such is brought out 
explicitly by Thomas. He knows not merely a mutual inclusion of intellect and 
will as the acts of separate powers, so that knowledge acts and will acts have 
a reciprocal priority with respect to each other, but the intellect also has a desire 
in itself as its own intrinsic drive. . . . every ' movement' of the spirit . . . 
occurs . . in virtue of the desire for the one end and goal. . . . The final end 
of the one desire of the spirit, expressed formally first of all, is the ' good of 
the intellect,' truth as such. But this truth which is the good -0f the intellect is 
absolute being. For spirit is the potentiality for the reception of all being and 
the active desire for it. . .. Every operation of the spirit, whatever it might be, 
can therefore be understood only as a moment in the movement towards absolute 
being as towards the one end and goal of the desire of the spirit.'' GWI, 203-205; 
GW2, 284-287; SW, 281-288. 

• 2 GWI, 205; GW2, 287-288; SW, 284. 
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relates this first gap to the second, i.e., the gap constituted by 
spirit in striving toward fulfilment. Sensibility is intellect's at
tempt to bridge the .second gap. It seems ironic that in so doing 
spirit has produced another gap, at least by one interpreta
tion of the meaning of matter in human experience, i. e., that 
matter is an obstacle to man's fulfilment. Actually matter is 
the condition of man's fulfilment. It is easy to see that this 
conclusion emerges from Rahner's analyses. His is anything 
but a Platonic .spirituality, disdaining body and misunder
standing asceticism. An understanding of the positive and es
sential role of matter in becoming begins here in the metaphysics 
of cognition, but does not end there; Rahner extends and ap
plies these same concepts later, e.g., when treating the identity 
of love of God and love of neighbor. In love, as well as in knowl
edge, matter is not spirit's obstacle but its way to itself and 
to others, to all persons, including the infinite: " it produces 
sensibility in its desire for absolute being, which desire it itself 
is." as Rahner's treatment of freedom in SW, as the effect of 
intellect's transcendence, also shows how traditional his view 
is, and need not detain us now. Freedom is the most important 
factor not treated in this section but we will take it up ex
plicitly later. 

Rahner's treatment of the cogitative sense is both disturbing 
and satisfying. "Cogitative sense" turns out to be a way of 
talking about both sense and intellect at once, of attributing 
the properties of both powers to this one power, and then 
calling it the medium between the two, or the place where the 
two meet and cooperate. If one is inclined to be critical, it is 
easy to think of Descartes's pineal gland or of the bridge role 
of imagination in the second edition of Kant's first critique. 
Any dualism brings with itself the problem of how to get the 
two principles together. Let's admit that Rahner is not in
nocent of expressions that sometimes identify cogitative sense 
and possible intellect. If we look for justification of such ex
pressions, we can find it first in the experience of man as one 

•• GWI, 212; GW2, 296; SW, 293. 
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substance, one unified whole, the distinction into two principles 
being a subsequent theory meant to explain certain aspects of 
that experience; second, there is the theory of emanation, i. e., 
that matter is, as he will say later, something like solidified 
.spirit, the form spirit takes when separated from its final goal 
and dynamically trying to reach that goal; spirit must ma
terialize when it is spirit that becomes spirit rather than al· 
ready perfectly is spirit. Such a view of the relations of spirit 
and matter goes so far toward identifying spirit and matter, by 
calling matter the emanation of the spirit, that the dualism 
that is a datum of experience runs the risk of being ontological
ly les.s original than a monism of spirit. Later we will see that 
in his study of hominization Rahner sees matter as capable of 
evolving toward spirit because matter itself has its source in 
spirit. 

Because of the role attributed to the cogitative sense, viz., 
to the meeting point of spirit and matter, we should examine 
Rahner's treatment and try to extract from the psychological 
context the anthropological conclusions. The first useful state
ment, besides the very name cogitative sense, and the just men
tioned fact that it is " the unified center of spirit and sensi
bility," 34 emphasizes that it is a power, not an act; its act is 
turning to the phantasm, an act attributed to the intellect; 
thus the cogitative sense becomes the power of the intellect to 
turn to phantasms, or, perhaps better phrased, the name given 
the intellect in its role of turning to phantasms: " cogitative 
sense and conversion .say objectively the same thing: ... the 
cogitative sense is the power of conversion to the phantasm." 35 

One cannot easily escape the impression that Rahner is trying 
to cover all the bases: and indeed he is trying to take into ac
count all the Thomist statements relevant to the problem he has 
set himself, that of the Thomist conversio ad phantasma. Faced 
with Aquinas's use of the term cogitative sense, he must ac
count for it. It appears to be no more than a name for the in-

"'GWI, 217; GW2, 802; SW, 299. 
•• GWI, 217; GW2, 808; SW, 800. 
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tellect itself in its specific function of turning to phantasms; 
i.e., cogitative sense is the name for intellect precisely as in
carnate in matter, as materializ·ed in sense; put the other way 
around, cogitative sense expresses the spiritualization of sense: 
" The spiritualization of sensibility and of the cogitative sense 
is shown first of all purely extrinsically by the fact that prac
tically all the names of the intellect's functions are transferred 
to it." 86 

Cogitative sense is the continuation of spirit into sensibility. 
When we remember the medieval enjoyment of naming powers 
and their functions, sometimes finding it simpler to multiply 
names rather than explain them (which could have helped ex
plain them away), we can appreciate Rahner's simplification 
in reducing cogitative sense to a name for one role of intellect 
(just as the two names, agent intellect and possible intellect, 
are understood as a distinction of functions of one human in
tellectual power, not as two different powers) .87 Thus he can 
say that 

the cogitative sense is a sense power only insofar as it forms the 
unified center of spirit and sensibility. . . . The cogitative sense 
is really the passive intellect; the center of the free spontaneity of 
spirit (intellect) and the reception of the encountering other in 
sensibility (passive) . . . the cogitative sense is the name for the 
point at which spirit lets itself emanate into sensibility and from 
which it permeates it.88 

The simplification extends to the imagination and memory: 
" the cogitative sense with the memory and imagination as a 
whole is called once ' particular reason, passive intellect.' " 39 

We can see where this process of simplification is going. The 
old tradition of four internal senses has long been considered, 
even in Scholastic Latin manuals, more a matter of convenience 
(convenienter enumerantur quattuor) than anything else, the 
very distinction itself of senses into internal and external being 

• 0 GWI, 219; GW2, 804; SW, 801. 
• 1 GWl, 172, 288; GW2, 247, 828; SW, 241-242, 821. 
38 GWl, 220-221; GW2, 807-808; SW, 804-805. 
39 GWl, 223; GW2, 810; SW, 807. 
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problematic. Rahner has here reduced all sensibility to the 
form spirit takes when it is finite and therefore receptive spirit. 

Letting the definitions of the imagination and the cogitative sense 
merge in this way is not illogical inconsistency, but comes from 
the nature of the case, which, with all the perhaps necessary ob
jective distinguishing of the two powers, again and again forces 
one to see them as the unified totality of a single knowing: as 
sensibility which emanates from spirit. Sensibility is therefore 
originally and not subsequently the point, always already spir
itualized and standing under the spontaneous formative power of 
the spirit, at which the spirit is able to receive passively, and yet 
in freedom, the formal limitation and determination of its a priori 
breadth. This description of sensibility touches at once the 
imagination and the cogitative sense. A further separation of the 
two is without any further fundamental significance for a meta
physics of knowledge.40 

Thus the same judgment applies both to intellect's multiple 
names and distinctions and to sensibility's. For Rahner, pos
sible intellect is 

only the term designating the fact that the spirit produces of itself, 
and must produce and possess, the power of reception which we call 
sensibility, so that it itself as produced is called possible intel
lect .... the spirit is possible, i. e., receptive, insofar as it neces
sarily produces sensibility as its receptive intuition." 41 " Therefore, 
an intellect which is not already of itself present to itself must 
necessarily let a sensibility emanate from itself in order to possess 
it as its own power .... sensibility ... can only come to be by the 
fact that the spirit of man becomes the actuality of matter-the 
form of a body. 42 

With these statements we are beginning to wrap up what 
Rahner has to say in SW about man as spirit and matter. The 
confusing multiplicity of names and statements for intellect, 
sense, and their diverse functions has been considerably simpli
fied. Not only have the many "intellects" been unified into 
one and seen as spirit open to absolute being, but also the 

•• GWl, 223; GW2, 310; SW, 307-308. 
41 GWl, 233-234; GW2, 323-324; SW, 321-322. 
•• GWl, 177-178; GW2, 253-254; SW, 249-!(!50. 
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many "senses" have been unified and seen as finite spirit's 
way of receiving being as it moves toward absolute being. Mat
ter is finite spirit's way of becoming itself. Although it is not 
quite proper to speak of man as soul and body, 48 since body 
as such already implies soul, nevertheless, keeping in mind this 
corrective, and thinking in terms of the familiar use of the 
words body and soul, we can speak of embodiment as the soul's 
way of becoming itself, of becoming actual, of reaching its per
fection and fulfilment. 44 

3. Becoming. We have reached a point of transition in our 
study of SW: we move from a discussion of s-pirit and matter, 
as the constitutive principles of the human person, to a discus
sion of becoming, as the metaphysically necessary concept for 
a study of personal becoming. As before, since we have to 
search out Rahner'.s metaphysics in a work on cognition, the 
immediate context will be man as knower. It is obvious, of 
course, that man as person is more than man as knower. It 
should not be surprising, therefore, if a metaphysics of be
coming derived from a study of cognition left much to be de
sired were we to try to apply it without further ado to man's 
affective and ethical life. To the extent that we would try to 
do this, we would err almost as badly as those who apply to 
person categories derived from cosmology. It is easy to miss 
the properly personal when speaking of persons with words and 
categories proper to things. To the extent that Rahner is in
terpreting Aquinas and is dependent on him, he seems not to 
transcend these difficulties. To the extent that he brings to 
his interpretation the questions and attitudes of contemporary 
philosophy and theology, and brings especially the conception 
of spirit as intentional, as existence, i.e., as dynamic, incarnate, 
and transcending openness, he manages to overcome some of 
the cosmocentric bias. 

Now no one should infer that to speak of a transition from 
discussion of spirit and matter to one of becoming implies that 

•a GWI, 235; GW2, 326; SW, 324. 
'' GWI, 238; GW2, 329; SW, 327-328. 
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there are two independent discussions. It has been said often 
that the very relation itself of spirit to matter is one of be
coming. Rahner emphasizes that only a dynamic viewpoint 
is adequate to the relation of intellect to sense, of intellect to 
phantasm and to intelligible species, etc. The concept of 
emanation is a prime example of a concept which when taken 
statically is subject to misunderstanding and rejection. The 
same is true of the notion of the intellect as permanently turned 
to phantasms; one could mistakenly infer from this a static 
notion of the relation between intellect and sense, although the 
very opposite is implied: 

It is self-evident that this whole relationship of origin among the 
powers cannot be thought of as a process that happens once and 
for all, that ran its course perhaps at the temporal beginning of 
a human existence and then ceased. Rather the powers are held 
constantly in this relationship or emanation from the substantial 
ground and from one another .45 

Emanation is the spirit's present and continual self-becoming. 
" The human spirit exists permanently in letting its powers 
emanate and only in this way." 46 Becoming is at the very 
heart of the relation of spirit and matter. The discussion of 
spirit and matter and that of becoming are therefore meta
physically inter-dependent. Constructing a metaphysics of per
sonal becoming turns out to mean discovering how the human 
spirit becomes itself in matter, i.e., how the relation of the 
human spirit to matter is a becoming that is simultaneously 
a materialization of spirit and a spiritualization of matter, al
ways keeping in mind that, as the lower is for the higher, so 
is matter for spirit, and thus is emanated by spirit for its own 
becoming spirit. 

a. Emanation: First Otherness. Emanation is thus a form of 
becoming. It is offered as an explanation of how sensibility par
ticipates in intellect, 47 of how matter participates in spirit. 

•• GWl, 186; GW2, 264; SW, 260. 
•• GWl, 187; GW2, 264; SW, 260. 
"GWI, 190; GW2, 269; SW, 265. 
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There are other forms of becoming, but clearly emanation is 
an extremely basic and important form. If we are to speak of 
becoming in some detail, we should begin with emanation and 
treat it from this viewpoint of becoming. Rahner speaks of 
emanation in comparison with action, and this must be clari
fied; he also speaks of emanation in terms of causality, and 
this must be examined. 

The basic nature or meaning of emanation seems to be that 
of an essence's unfolding into its powers.48 This recalls the tra
ditional Scholastic notion of essence as remote principle and 
powers as proximate principles of acts by which a being per
fects itself. The being first begins to become itself in the emana
tion of its powers from its essence; this emanation is a sort of 
first act. The acts of these powers are the perfections of the 
powers and of the whole being; it becomes itself only in acting. 
There are questions of causality involved in these expressions, 
first of all, and second there is the question of the relation be
tween immanent and transient action. 

To understand correctly what follows it is to be noted at the 
outset that in the question of the origin of one power from another 
and from the substantial ground of the spirit, we are not at all 
dealing with the relationship between a finished, complete existent 
as an efficient cause and an effect produced by it, but remaining 
extrinsic to it. Rather we are dealing with the intrinsic meta
physical constitution of an individual essence in itself as a single 
being in the plurality of its powers. Therefore, this unity can 
neither be conceived simply as the connection of an effect with 
its productive cause, nor as the subsequent union of powers already 
constituted in themselves. . .. Therefore, the plurality of powers 
which intrinsically constitute an existent, if they are not to be 
disputed away monistically, can be conceived as arising out of a 
single origin in which the plurality, antecedent to itself, is already 
and always one. Thomas calls this emanating: origo, fluere, re
svltatio, emanatio. This emanating is situated at the mid-point, 
hardly able to be further defined, between (1) an efficient causality, 
in which what is produced is indeed different from the origin, but 
it really does not have to determine the origin itself permanently; 

a simple essential determination, which is identical with the 

•• GWI, 181-IB!i!; GW!i!, !i!58-!i!59; SW, !i!54. 
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essence as origin and so does not ground any plurality of powers; 
and (3) finally an accidental determination of an existent pro
duced accidentally from without, which indeed formally deter
mines this existent as really different from itself but does not form 
any essential unity with it, as is the case in the relationship of 
the soul and its cognitive powers, and the latter among themselves. 
Consequently, we are dealing with the unfolding, which is essential
ly given simultaneously with a unified existent, of its essence from 
its innermost core into the plurality of its powers in which it is 
first itself .49 

Note two things in this pas.sage. First, the causality involved 
is left undefined, although its resemblance to immanent action 
is unmistakable. Second, the emanation is said to be already 
accomplished " essentially " once we have the existing being. 
Let's take up the notion of immanent action first. 

Among all the weapons in the Thomist arsenal, that of im
manent action is one of the most potent. In a sense it is the 
key to the question of personal becoming. If personal becoming 
were only self-actualization, immanent action would be the 
whole answer. But since personal becoming is primarily self
transcendence and only secondarily self-actualization, transient 
action is also essential. The relationships hidden in these ex
pressions are complex. It is sometimes hard to say which is 
the primary action. It seems to follow, e.g., from what has 
been said about the human spirit as needing matter in order 
to become itself, that man's primary action would be transient 
action, action in and at the world, action that transcends the 
narrow limits of immanent action, which is action that remains 
within the agent. And yet the more original and metaphysical 
view is to see transient action as a deficient form of immanent 
action. 50 How are these two views to be reconciled? First of 
all it must be admitted that immanent action should not be 
understood as action that remains totally within the agent, but 
rather as action which has as one of its effects the perfecting 
of the agent. In ethics we readily distinguish internal and ex-

•• GWl, 181-182; GW2, 258-259; SW, 258-254. 
" 0 GWl, 183; GW2, 260; SW, 255. 
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temal acts, and refer to elicited and " imperated " acts of the 
will. Recognizing the terminology of external and internal as 
problematic suggests something about the distinction between 
immanent and transient action, too.51 

For an incarnational view of man, we need not a theory of 
an immanent action as an action that begins in the agent and 
ends in the patient, but of an action that begins in the agent, 
goes to the patient where it also takes place, but also has its 
effect in the agent; this would be an act of the agent perfective 
of both agent and patient. Insofar as its effect in the agent de
pends on its being perfective of the patient, it would reflect the 
essence of finite spirit as necessarily material, as other-needing, 
and, given the meaning of finite spirit as person, as necessarily 
social and interpersonal. Aquinas is not very helpful on this 
point. 52 Lacking a proper concept from him, we could perhaps 
speak of a transcendent action, i. e., an action both immanent 
and transient, having an immanent effect only if transient. It 
would be an action whose effect on the self would depend on its 
effect on the other. Such actions are given in experience. In 
ethics they are considered under the heading of motivation: 
others are to be loved for their own sakes, not for mine; to 
" love " someone for my sake is to vitiate the effect of the ac
tion in the agent. 

We only seem to have strayed from the question of emana
tion as a form of becoming. Let's review briefly. We began 
examining the concept of emanation because spirit is said to 
become itself first through emanation. And since we are in
terested in personal becoming, we began with the question how 
the two constituents of man, spirit and matter, relate to one 
another, i.e., how spirit becomes itself through matter. We 
consequently began to speak of emanation in causal terms, 

• 1 See E. Coreth, Metaphysics (New York: Herder and Herder'., 1968, trans, by 
J. Donceel), 13. Perhaps it will help to insert a word about Vollzug. The word 
has been variously translated as exercise, performance, actualization, achievement, 
realization, to mention some. Selbstvollzug is rendered self-exercise, and so on. 
Perhaps the best translation would be enactment (and self-enactment). 
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finding it hard to specify the causality beyond saying it was less 
than efficient causality but more than the simple essence itself. 
That something different is given (produced, caused) through 
emanation is clear. That the given is received by the given it
self is also clear. Thus we were led to the concept of immanent 
action and the ensuing discussion. Perhaps we haven't shed 
much light on the causality involved in emanation, and this 
is something of an impasse. It is a serious question whether 
the concept of emanation is worth pursuing. Rahner does not 
devote much more time to it than indicated above. Perhaps 
another tack is indicated. In later writings, Rahner speaks, 
e.g., of the evolution of spirit from matter, and introduces the 
concept of becoming as self-transcendence. Speaking of the 
evolution of spirit from matter, Rahner seems to contradict the 
very notion of emanation, i. e., the coming of matter from 
spirit. Perhaps the stark opposition 0£ these two expressions 
(matter emanating from .spirit, spirit evolving from matter) 
is a clue. It is unlikely that the apparent contradiction will 
turn out to be a real one; more likely it hides not only a har
mony of viewpoints but also an access to the meanings of both. 
Personal becoming has already been called an effect of self
transcendence; becoming is a self-transcendence. To be taken 
seriously becoming must mean becoming other, if not becoming 
more. I succeed in becoming a person because I am capable of 
self-transcendence, because true becoming is self-transcendence 
(emanation would be a true becoming because the essence can 
be considered to have transcended itself in the production of its 
powers as something new and not simply identifiable with the 
essence). If we understand becoming as self-transcendence, we 
could then say that to become a per.son, i. e., for potential per
son to become actual person, is first of all for finite spirit
potentially itself, but not yet itself-to become itself, which 
it does first of all through the incarnation in matterthatRahner 
calls (after Aquinas) emanation. In its active reaching for the 
horizon of its full possibilities, for the horizon of the absolute 
being, a being actualizes more of its own latent potential (the 
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a priori conditions for the possibility of its very reaching out); 
it does this first in the emanation (incarnation) , which is its 
first kind of self-transcendence (becoming), and second in its 
incarnate acts of knowing and free self-disposition (acts Rabner 
also sometimes calls emanation). Self-transcendence is only 
self-contradictory if it means that a finite being can be more 
than it can be. If it means simply that it can become eventual
ly (in time and space) more than it is here and now, then it 
is not contradictory but self-evident, the meaning of finite 
being. In the most basic experience of life, growth, this is 
obvious: seed becomes tree, child adult. Self-transcendence 
means that a future state of a being exceeds a pre.sent state in 
actuality, not in potentiality, e.g., from the potentiality of 
thinking reasonably (in a child) to the actuality of rational 
thought (in an adult). Thus self-transcendence is actualization 
of one's own potentiality, and is thus self-actualization, not in 
the sense that I actualize myself without any relation to others 
but in the sense that it is I who am actualized in transcending 
from present potentiality to subsequent actuality. 

Now how does this relate to the above opposition of evolving 
from matter and emanation of matter? To look at the terms 
becoming. matter, and spirit and to say that the decision 
whether the proper sequence is matter becomes spirit or spirit 
becomes matter depends solely on your viewpoint, is to express 
the opposition at its strongest. Rahner appears to want to 
affirm both. Here, in SW, matter is said to emanate from spirit: 
spirit becomes matter (incarnation as emanation of matter 
from spirit) . Yet later, in the quaestio disputata called Homi
nisation and in the essay of the unity of spirit and matter, 53 

spirit is said to evolve from matter: matter becomes spirit 
(spirit comes from matter). I mention this difficulty now 
rather than later to emphasize that the correct position is that 
spirit is primary; spirit can come from matter in evolution only 
because matter came first from spirit. This last mentioned spirit 
must, of course, be the infinite spirit, the creator. As Rahner 

•• STh VI, Thi VI, 158-177. 
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explains in the two works just mentioned, since the greater can
not come from the lesser, spirit must precede absolutely; this 
recalls the basic Scholastic thesis that act precedes potency 
absolutely. In both cases, absolute pure act is meant, the full
ness of being, God. If per impossibile potency were first ab
solutely, nothing would come to be, for potentiality is "re
duced " to act only through act, and therefore act must be first 
absolutely for anything at all to be, including potency. Thus 
that matter can evolve into spirit in the temporal history of 
our world is possible only if spirit was already there as the 
source and" support" of matter. So we find ourselves with an 
uneasy couplet saying that matter, the emanation of the spirit, 
does not become itself by ridding itself of matter but by in
carnating ever more in matter. Spirit does not evolve or emerge 
from matter to leave matter behind, but to become itself. But 
spirit is most itself when it is most free; and it is most free 
when it can best control matter and make matter serve spirit. 
Thus the evolution of spirit from matter is the history of our 
increasing freedom not from but through matter for spirit, and 
our responsibility for that process. All this may sound very 
Hegelian, even Marxian (and Sartrian) and Rahner himself is 
not loath to make comparisons, in another context, between 
Aquinas and Hegel. 54 It is always necessary to guard against 
the tendency toward pantheism, ever present in Thomism. We 
must regard all this as happening (Sartre would concur) in 
individual, personal existence and not in some cosmic spirit, 
and regard the general event of evolution as the cumulative 
effect of individual events. Even teleological explanations of 
mass orientations can and should be based on explanations of 
what occur in individuals. 

But let's stop looking ahead to later difficulties and com
plete the present analysis. We have been examining the notion 
of emanation under the heading of becoming, since Rahner 
clearly views it as one of the ways in which spirit becomes. In-

"'See K. Rahner, "A Verdade em S. Tomas de Aquino," Revista Portuguesa de 
Filosofia 7 (1951), 353-370. 
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sofar as this is a study of becoming, we will necessarily return 
later to whatever remains incomplete in our analysis of emana
tion as a form of becoming. But now we ought to move on 
to other forms of becoming. For all practical purposes this 
means moving to section 9 of Chapter 4, where Rahner takes 
up the question of efficient causality and relates it directly to 
the problem of becoming. The last word (for now) on the sub
ject of emanation relates to what was called above" the second 
thing to be noted," viz., that emanation is " essentially " accom
plished once we have an existing being. If emanation has al
ready taken place, given with the nature of the being, then to 
that extent it is not free choice and does not enter the realm of 
responsibility. But to the degree that we can do something 
about it, even if only to take up an attitude toward embodi
ment, no matter how shallow theoretical understanding of it 
may be, emanation becomes a practical concern. For the time 
being we can relegate it to the realm of things of only specula
tive interest. There is a realm of high practical interest con
nected with embodiment and here again we will encounter a 
question Rahner takes up later, namely the question of man 
the experiment, i.e., man's self-manipulation, our making and 
remaking of man through physical, chemical, and biological 
changes. The last word has not been said on this question 
either: Rahner has raised new questions as well as left old 
questions open. But first let's complete our view of the limited 
extent to which he has elaborated a metaphysics of intersub
jective becoming here in SW. 

b. lnnerworldly Causality: Second Otherness. As Rahner 
states the questions, we are placed in a context apparently dif
ferent from that of emanation: 

the problematic of inner-worldly becoming ... is the coming to 
be of new determinations in an existent through the influence of 
another existent, a becoming of such a nature that both existents 
are already presupposed in their being antecedent to and inde
pendent of the causal relationship. 55 

•• GWI, SSS; SW, SSL 
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Obviously this description does not apply to emanation proper, 
which must be conceived, at least according to what we have 
seen up to now, as a process taking place totally within the 
limits of one same individual as the unfolding of its essence 
in its first .self-becoming.56 Insofar as the remark just made 
about emanation's taking place outside the realm of free action 
eliminates emanation from practical consideration on the ques
tion of personal becoming, the present context, which is that 
of causality between beings (mther than, as is apparently the 
case with emanation, of causality entirely within one being)
is the arena wherein the real debate about becoming persons 
takes place. We hope to find a metaphysics of the between (as 
Buber would say), i.e., the realm of interpersonal causality 
(or dialectic, as Merleau-Ponty would say). And yet we must 
leave open the possibility that emanation does not mean only 
intrapersonal becoming; this is why the word " apparently " 
was used above; as it turns out, Rahner, following Aquinas, 
sometimes doe.s use the term emanation for a causality ex
tending beyond the agent, and so we must be ready to interpret 
such uses. 

Again let's make the context clear: Rahner is talking about 
knowledge. Thus, when he says: " Consequently, we must be
gin with the fact: one existent produces a new determination 
in another," 57 he is talking about how one being knows another. 
But isomorphism of knower, known, and knowing allows us to 
work from a metaphysics of one being's producing a new deter
mination in another cognitively to a metaphysics of one being's 
causing becoming in another in general. In the second edition 
of SW Metz inserted a passage explicitly clarifying this. 58 

Rahner's method in developing his metaphysics of becoming 
is to interpret and compare all the relevant Thomist texts. Be
coming (most often called motion because of the context in 
which it's treated) shows two aspects, active (insofar as an 

56 GWI, 182; GW2, 259; SW, 254. 
07 GWI, 241; GW2, 883; SW, 331. 
58 GW2, 323-324; SW, 331. 
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agent is required to bring about the becoming) and passive 
(insofar as a patient is required as subject of the becoming) . 
Active becoming is called action; passive becoming is called 
passion. The problem arises when Aquinas says, on the one 
hand, that action is in the agent and passion in the patient, and, 
on the other hand, that the act of the agent takes place in the 
patient and not in the agent: action is the perfection of the 
patient, not the agent. These statements are either contra
dictory or reconcilable. They become reconcilable once a correct 
concept of efficient causality is applied. Essentially this means 
understanding causality as a relation of dependence rather than 
as some sort of influence in the literal sense of a flowing-in or 
influx of being. Although the terminology used by Aquinas and 
even by Rahner does not always avoid the word influence and 
its derivatives, the essence of causality for both is that of a 
relation of dependence, a position shared by Lonergan. 59 Let's 
examine this important point more closely. 

The rest of Chapter 4, which means, for all practical purposes, 
the rest of the book, is concerned with becoming and its conse
quences. Becoming, as a phenomenon of finite beings, is partly 
something received by the becoming being, a fact we would 
expect just from its being finite and therefore unable to create 
itself and give itself its perfection. Becoming is also something 
active: a finite being is endowed with powers through the 
actions of which it becomes itself. Now this second kind of 
becoming is most interesting to us because it can be related 
to the freedom of the becoming being. However, even the first 
kind of becoming reveals an active side: reception of a per
fection from another being can be either passive or active. 
There is conceivably, e.g., a hearing-by-the-ear (passive recep
tion) that is not yet but can become a listening-by-the-subject 
(active reception). In the first case an effect is taking place 
in the ear as long as the causing source is at work, but for only 
that long; in the second case there is all the first provides plus 
my appropriation of the sound which I make my own by the 

•• B. Lonergan, Collection (London: Darton, Longman, and Todd, 1967), 54-67. 
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activity of harkening to it, i. e., by my own act. There can 
obviously be an element of freedom in this listening, as shown 
when I open out to a sound not yet there to be received. Thus 
there is a range from pure passivity up to pure activity, from 
"hearing" (by the ear) without listening (by the man), up 
to listening (by the man) without hearing (by the ear and the 
man). And all this activity, be it noted, is geared to reception. 

The activity is all the more noticeable, of course, when it is 
not just an active receiving but an active giving. Here, instead 
of being affected by another, I affect another (and myself). 
What exactly happens when one being affects another? Let 
us say that "something new takes place," "comes to be," 
" happens," etc., in the patient that depends on the agent, not 
merely as a condition necessary for the " happening," a condi
tion which even when fulfilled would still not be enough to ex
plain what happens, but as that alone without which the 
" something new " would not come to be. Thus there is a 
potentiality for act, which must be granted the agent, plus a 
potentiality for being acted upon, which must be granted the 
patient, plus actualizations of these two potentialities, this last 
stage verified by the advent of a new determination in the 
patient known to depend on the agent. We can also distinguish 
moments of logical sequence: the agent acts and its activity 
begins to take place (in the patient) supported (as an act) 
purely by the agent and yet occurring in the matter of the 
patient; then the patient begins to react or respond and now 
the activity begins to be supported by and as an act of the 
patient also and becomes its own received and self-possessed 
determination. 60 Note that there is a mutual relation of de
pendence obtaining between agent and patient: the agent re
quires the matter of the patient as there where it can "place" 
its act; the patient requires the act from the agent in order 
that it receive this new determination. Rahner uses the terms 
emanation (recall the above word of caution on this) and 
emanated influence for the determination as produced by the 

00 GWl, 335-340; SW, 333-339. 
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agent in the patient but not yet actively received by the pa
tient, and presents texts from Aquinas to support this; he calls 
the determination actively received by the patient the received 
influence.61 

So how are we to reconcile emanation and causality? The 
first use of emanation referred to the origin of the powers of 
an essence from that essence in its becoming itself. The second 
refers to the " influence " of the agent on the patient as some
thing that " flows " from the agent to the patient. Insofar as 
the first use also meant an "outflowing" of the powers from 
the essence, the two uses have a common ground of meaning, 
viz., the activity of a being pre.scinding from the details of the 
reception of that activity (whether received in the same being 
itself, as is the first case, i.e., emanation of the powers of the 
essence, or, in the second case, received in a patient distinct 
from the agent, such as with sense cognition) . Once granted 
this common basis, we could logically go on to reduce all 
causality to emanation, the first being an emanation where the 
agent is identical with the patient (immanent action), the 
second being an emanation where the agent is different from 
the patient (transient action). Action that goes beyond the 
agent to another can be viewed as an emanation not fulfilled by 
remaining within the agent but requiring another in, with, and 
through whom (which) the action will find fulfillment. Rahner 
seems to say this: "the Thomist concept of emanation means 
the same things as self-realization [Selbstvollzug: self-enact-

61 Provided we avoid imaginative representations of an influx of being from agent 
to patient, this terminology is fine. It is innocent enough when the context remains 
cognition, which is Rahner's only explicit context, as he is careful to emphasize 
(GWI, 264; GW2, 362; SW, 362). But we are not here interested in stopping 
at his metaphysics of becoming as derived from and applied to knowledge, but 
in applying that metaphysics to the larger question of personal becoming, which, 
as we have seen, is the question of how spirit becomes itself through matter (up 
to now this is the rather asocial-sensu aiente---formulation), its own matter first 
and then other embodied beings. Rahner himself undertook his examination of 
knowledge not for its own sake but for an ontology of man; we are thus justified in 
applying what he himself considers a general metaphysics of becoming to other 
cases of becoming. 
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ment ]," 62 and " exercising influence on another was shown 
earlier to be first of all the self-realization (Selbst-vollzug [self
enactment]) of the agent from out of its formal ground. Now 
it has been shown that the self-realization of a merely material 
being as such is the realization of the potentiality of matter, 
but this is always and essentially quantitative. Therefore, if 
there is to be a self-realization of a formal ground which goes 
beyond the expansion of its qualitative, substantial essence in 
the quantity corresponding to this, it can be conceived only 
as an expansion via further spatiality. But this is the spatiality 
of the other. The emanating influence expands in the medium 
of the other, in the matter of the other, precisely because it is 
the self-realization of the agent, and this self-realization can 
be in the matter of the other because the real spatiality of 
patient, because of the unity of matter, is already and always 
the greater potentiality of the agent." 63 

In this important passage Rahner clarifies the relation of 
Selbst-vollzug to emanation. Let's not be misled by the word 
self-realization (not the best translation of Selbst-vollzug) into 
thinking that a complete and full realization of the person is 
implied. Actually the term self-realization itself cannot be ac
cused of implying this meaning, although it is easily mistaken 
to imply it. Let's say self-enactment and mean that in any one 
instance the self is put into act, is to some determined extent 
made actual; on the level of person we would say "is made 
person," personally becomes. Thus Selbst-vollzug, self-enact
ment, is " the unfolding of its essence." 64 A patient enacting it
self through actively receiving a determination from an agent 
has, for Rahner, enacted itself through another's emanated in
fluence, thereby making it received influence. 

At this point we meet one of the most important conse
quences of this human need of matter for .self-becoming. It is 
the metaphysical basis of the study on concupiscence Rahner 

62 GWI, <il54; GW2, 350; SW, 349. 
63 GWI, 254; GW2, 349-350; SW, 349. 
•• GWI, 256; GW2, 352; SW, 351. 
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wrote soon after SW. The clearest way to present this concept 
is to contrast the human situation with that of a "free form," 
or angel, used as a limit-concept. As Rahner puts it, in the 
text and its accompanying note: 65 

In its formal, operative ground, the substance is originally inclined 
towards two contraries which it is able to let emanate in its other
ness in matter, as the unfolding of its essence. But the contraries 
are not able to be really actualized in matter together at the same 
time.-Note: the free form can actualize its whole essence at once 
in the decision for one side of the ' contraries.' So an ' angel ' de
cides essentially with the whole virtus of its essence, and in fact 
all at once, and therefore irrevocably ... the self-realization of 
something immaterial as such takes place essentially all at once.
If, therefore, the substantial form seeks to realize the breadth of 
its possibilities, this happens on the one hand in an ordination to
wards the total breadth of its possibilities, and on the other hand, 
this realization is always possible only in determinations which 
in principle never realize the whole breadth of these possibilities 
at once. 

Our inability to match the self-disposability of the angels is 
rooted in materiality, i.e., in the fact that finite spirit's mode 
of reaching for the horizon is materiality: multiplied spatio
temporal acts, which construct habits and stable attitudes, acts 
which " take place " and " take time," are our attempt to 
match the self-enactment of an angel, which happens all at 
once, beyond space and time. Man cannot measure his being 
with his act because he is becoming. Nowhere is this more true 
than on the level of person, i.e., on the level of free self
disposition, completed only in death. 

We are obviously beyond the context of cognition and the 
way the senses receive their species. Rahner's metaphysics of 
becoming applies not only to knowledge but to freedom. In a 
passage immediately after the one just given, he concludes that 
an agent's openness to its full breadth of possibilities exists be
cause " it remains with being in its totality, hence is spiritual 
and thus free." 66 The limitations placed on this freedom, due 

•• GWI, 256; GW2, 352; SW, 351-352. 
•• QWI, 257; GW2, 353; SW, $52, 
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to the metaphysical composition of man, of which the inertia 
of concupiscence speaks (in part), should be evident, although 
this inertia should not obscure recognition that matter-em
bodiment (first otherness) and world (second otherness)-is 
man's means of becoming free at all. 

There is one last important precision needed before the rela
tion of self-enactment to emanation is clear. We find it in 
the context of a distinction between being and becoming. 
Rahner treats this distinction when emphasizing that Aquinas 
considers the agent the cause " merely " of the becoming of 
the patient, not of its being. Thus he says of agent with respect 
to patient: 

It is not the ground of the ontological unfolding of the patient 
as such; it does not provide the determination of the patient in its 
being and from its ground, but only determines, in which of the 
ways, possible to the patient itself, the patient realizes its own 
being, and is also, therefore, only the ground of the becoming of 
the determination produced, not the permanent, productive ground 
of its being .... Thomas ascribes to the innerworldly cause only 
the 'determination,' the 'specification' of what comes to be, but 
not the production of its being .... the external agent is the reason 
why the patient as such, to whose constitution belongs a continual 
self-realization and which stands continually under the intrinsic 
influence of God, unfolds precisely in this way rather than in 
another in its accidental determinations. 67 

Now it has never been my contention, of course, that personal 
becoming was more than the enactment of potentialities al
ready there. Our constant question has been how these po
tentialities become enacted, which is the question of personal 
becoming, in space and time, through the agency of inner
worldly causes (primarily other persons, but also things), and 
not the question of the absolute placing into being of the per
son. Therefore this passage retains its usefulness. Despite what 
it says the other (the agent) is not, it also says that the other 
is the reason why I (the patient) can become at all, and why 
I can become who and what I can become. Here is clear con-

• 1 GWL 257-258; GW2, 353-354; SWi 353-354, 
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firmation that becoming is through others, and thus an indica
tion that we are on the right track in our interpretation. Now 
let's resume the question of how. 

The next pages of Rahner's metaphysics of becoming are 
difficult, not so much because of the profundity of the insight 
toward which he is slowly trying to lead us, but because of the 
constantly .shifting viewpoint as he speaks first about the agent 
from the agent's viewpoint, next about the patient from the 
agent's viewpoint, then about the agent from the patient's 
viewpoint, and finally about the patient from the patient's 
viewpoint. 68 In the terminology of SW, Rahner simplifies the 
question of emanating influence and received influence by 
identifying them in their actuality despite the duality of their 
origins.69 He also simplifies the question of causality by re
ducing efficient causality to emanation. 70 The essential in all 
this is the absolute interdependence of agent and patient in 
"innerworldly" becoming. We will descend to details shortly, 
but let's not slight this conclusion for being so briefly stated. 
It is the most " physical " basis for a metaphysics of the social 
nature of personal becoming. Rahner arrives at a strict and 
inevitable metaphysical basis for all human activity, derived 
not from a priori notions about the human nature, hut from 
analyses of the acts involved in human sensible-intellectual 

68 Pedagogically it reminds me of Part I of SW, where, as here, several texts are 
worked for all they're worth and pushed to their ultimate conclusions before other 
texts are introduced to resolve the difficulties generated by interpretation of the 
first texts. Such a method, characteristic of Rahner, demands that we keep several 
notions in suspension at once while constantly trying to see where it's all going, 
i. e., where Rahncr is leading it. In most cases his interpretation of Aquinas results 
in reducing the plethora of terms Aquinas, in accord with his method of taking 
over others' terminology (but with his meanings!), allowed himself to increase rather 
self-indulgently. But as is usually the case with simplified explanations, full under
standing comes only in following out the steps by which one arrives at simplifica
tion. The present metaphysics of becoming in general is a case in point. We have 
followed many of the steps with Rahner and the conclusion is in sight. We can, 
as before, omit the specifically cognitive details and go directly to the metaphysics 
derived from them. 

•• GWI, 261-267; GW2, 358-366; SW, 358-366. 
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knowledge; the accent (for the present consideration of be
coming) has been on the activity and passivity of sensibility. 
Later we will have to apply this interdependence of agent and 
patient to freedom, love, and ethics. 

The interdependence of agent and patient in all becoming, 
in the dependence of one person on another in their both be
coming persons, in their mutual interpersonal becoming, cannot 
be understood as though agent depended on patient because 
the patient merely provided the matter wherein the agent could 
act (some expressions used to describe sensation seem to con:
tribute to this minimalist interpretation) , nor as though the 
patient merely reacted to the agent, its reaction constituting 
the sum total and content of its activity, in which case the 
dependence of patient on agent would be a passive being
affected. Rather, " the determination of the patient from with
out is strictly identical with its own act from within." 71 "To 
act on another is for Thomas a ' bringing self as realizing self 
[enacting self] into the medium of the other;' what is 'in' the 
patient is therefore the agent in its completed essence, the 
emanation of the agent's own interior, its self-realization [self
enactment] in that interiority which alone is possible to an 
essence which is exterior to itself." 72 To speak of the enact
ment or actualization of potentiality cannot mean, therefore, 
that another somehow " turns me on " or " gets me going " by 
a sort of triggering or putting into gear or other such passively 
conceived "actualization." If anything has become clear from 
our study of becoming up to now it is that all enactment (ac
tualization) is self-enactment (self-actualization) . Rahner's 
analysis of emanating influence (as the agent's action, pre
scinding from the patient's) and received influence (as the 
emanating influence plus the patient's receptive act) shows 
that there is no enactment of the patient without the patient's 
own act. As Rahner points out, the distinction between eman
ating and received influence can now be abandoned; its pur-

71 GWI, 260; GW2, 357; SW, 357. 
72 GWI, 261; GW2, 359; SW, 358. 
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pose was only t9 emphasize the patient's need of the self
enactment for the appropriation of the agent's action upon it. 
As he states," what emanates from the two substantial grounds 
is one and the same actuality in .spite of the dual origin itself . 
. . . the influence is also strictly identical with what emanates 
from the productive, substantial ground of the patient itself, 
however much this emanation is determined in its quiddity by 
the external agent." 78 

Note well: the patient is not so much enacted by the agent, 
but the patient enacts itself through the medium of the agent. 
And this is also what the agent does: the agent enacts itself in 
the patient, nor can it reach this particular self-enactment ex
cept in the medium of the patient. Later, in his profound study 
of guilt, 74 Rahner gives his best analysis of this "medium" as 
person. Neither agent nor patient is self-sufficient; neither is 
able to enact itself alone, but depends on the other. All be
coming reveals this structure, not only that of sense knowledge. 
All becoming reveals active and receptive sides, but activity 
and receptivity are characteristics of both agent and patient. 
In the case of the agent, its activity is clear; its receptivity is 
its dependence on the other as where it acts. In the case of 
the patient, its receptivity is clear; its activity is in its ap
propriation of the act of the agent, which it effects by enacting 
the agent's act as its own, by supporting the agent's act with 
its own substantial act of being. Rahner puts it thus: 

Our general consideration of efficient causality showed that the 
reason why the substantial, formal ground of a material existent 
produces the emanating influence of the agent as its own determina
tion lies in the fact that this formal ground is actively ordered to 
such a determination as to its own self-realization [self-enactment], 
and so for it to produce this determination there is need only of 
a delimitation of its greater potential breadth. 75 

This is about as far as Rahner takes us in SW, insofar as a 
metaphysics of becoming is concerned. The rest of the book 

.. GWI, 266; GW2, 865; SW, 865. 
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consists of applications and conclusions. Of these only a few 
are directly relevant to a search for the meaning of person. 
Part 3 of SW is entitled: The Possibility of Metaphysics on 
the Basis of the Imagination. The fourth and last of its brief 
sections is entitled: Man as Spirit in the World. Since we 
never meant to deal with everything in this work, let's again 
restrict ourselves to what Rahner concludes about man as spirit 
becoming itself in matter. We previously put human becoming 
in terms of a double gap to be bridged or closed, the gap sepa
rating spirit from matter, bridged in the manifold incarnations 
of the human spirit, and the gap separating man from God, 
a gap of which we become aware when the objects of intellect 
and will are experienced as falling short of distant horizons of 
possibility. We saw too that both gaps are one, matter being 
interposed between man and his infinite horizon precisely as 
mediating that horizon. In Rahner's words: 

For strictly speaking, the first-known, the thing encountering man, 
is not the world in its ' spiritless ' existence, but the world-itself
as transformed by the light of the spirit, the world in which man 
sees himself. The world as known is always the world of man, is 
essentially a concept complementary to man. And the last-known, 
God, shines forth only in the limitless breadth of the pre-apprehen
sion, in the desire for being as such by which every act of man is 
born, and which is at work not only in his ultimate knowledge and 
in his ultimate decision, but also in the fact that the free spirit 
becomes, and must become, sensibility in order to be spirit, and 
thus exposes itself to the whole destiny of this earth. Thus man 
encounters himself when he finds himself in the world and when 
he asks about God; and when he asks about his essence, he always 
finds himself in the world and on the way to God. He is both 
of these at once, and cannot be one without the other. 76 " Thus 
every venture into the world shows itself to be borne by the ulti
mate desire of the spirit for absolute being; every entrance into 
sensibility, into the world and its destiny, shows itself to be only 
the coming to be of a spirit which is striving toward the absolute. 
Thus man is the mid-point suspended between the world and God, 
between time and eternity, and this boundary line is the point of 
his definition and his destiny: ' as a certain horizon and border 

•• GWI, 294-295; GW2, 405; SW, 406, 
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between the corporeal and incorporeal.' Man: ' existing as it were, 
at the horizon between time and eternity.' 77 

The last page of the book reminds us that although all that 
has gone before is philosophy, it can ground a philosophy of 
religion which opens man to revelation: 

Man concerns Thomas the theologian at the point at which God 
manifests Himself in such a way that He is able to be heard in 
the word of His revelation: 'From the viewpoint of his soul.' In 
order to be able to hear whether God speaks, we must know that 
He is; lest His word come to one who already knows, He must 
be hidden from us; in order to speak to man, His word must en
counter us where we already and always are, in an earthly place, 
at an earthly hour. Insofar as man enters into the world by turning 
to the phantasm, the revelation of being as such and in it the 
knowledge of God's existence has already been achieved, but even 
then this God who is beyond the world is always hidden from us. 
Abstraction is the revelation of being as such which places man 
before God: conversion is the entrance into the here and now 
of this finite world, and this makes God the distant Unknown. 
Abstraction and conversion are the same thing for Thomas: man. 
If man is understood in this way, he can listen to hear whether 
God has not perhaps spoken, because he knows that God is; God 
can speak, because He is the Unknown. And if Christianity is not 
the idea of an eternal, omnipresent spirit, but is Jesus of Nazareth, 
then Thomas's metaphysics of knowledge is Christian when it sum
mons man back into the here and now of his finite world, because 
the Eternal has also entered into his world so that man might find 
Him, and in Him might find himself anew. 78 

4. Concluding Summary. In SW we have had to follow some 
interesting and suggestive analyses. We have not paused long 
to make detailed applications to person and becoming, but only 
sought to lay foundations. It is far too soon to stop, of course: 
no metaphysics of personal becoming is complete without treat
ing love and freedom. We do, however, have some solid in
dications and can continue the search in HW (and later in 
Rahner's other writings) with increased familiarity. 

The terms spirit, matter, and becoming are the basics; self-

77 GWI, 295; GW2, 406; SW, 407. 
78 GWI, 296; GW2, 407; SW, 408. 
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enactment, self-transcendence, and emanation have been added 
to these. Finite spirit becoming himself in, by, and through 
matter is person enacting himself in, by, and through emana
tion and self-transcendence. The initial becoming is called 
emanation and refers to the most basic constitution of the in
carnate spirit (i.e., in its active powers, the powers to be used 
for self-enactment through self-transcendence). Although the 
term emanation is used by Rahner (after Aquinas) for all be
coming, we can consider it the origin of the basic " starting " 
essence given already as incarnate before that free action proper 
to personal becoming. Thus we are left, having relegated the 
terms spirit, matter, and emanation to the pre-free grounding 
of the essence as potentiality for action, with the terms person, 
enactment (self-enactment), and transcendence (self-transcen
dence), and becoming. These terms constitute the working 
concepts of personal becoming. We can thus provisionally say 
that personal becoming is self-enactment through self-transcen
dence. Banal enough when put so abstractly. Banal enough 
when unrelated to the foregoing grounding that makes stating 
it so banally possible. But we are not through until we work 
these working concepts. It is not enough to say that spirit
in-matter (Geist in Welt) becomes (the name for their inter
relation) in self-enactment through self-transcendence, without 
further explaining what these terms mean. Clearly these are 
the questions to be carried forward, especially the meanings of 
enactment and transcendence, since to know them is to know 
the meaning of finite spirit. That enactment and transcendence 
must lead us to study freedom and the personal" self-construc
tion " effected in ethical activity, should not be surprising. Let 
us open HW with these needs in mind. 



II 

LOVE AS WILL-TO-PERSON: PERSONAL BECOMING 

AS FREEDOM IN HEARERS OF THE WORD 

W E ARE SEARCHING for a metaphysics of per
sonal becoming, and since there is more than that 
in HW, we can limit full analysis to two chapters, 

or lectures,1 from that work. Before that, there are two other 
chapters meriting partial analysis as a review of SW, as a bridge 
from SW to HW, and as an introduction to HW. For our pur
poses HW falls into four divisions corresponding neither to the 
five parts in the two German editions 2 nor to the three parts 
proposed by Hofbeck. 8 The first division we can call introduc
tory,4 the second, ontological, 5 the third, anthropological, 6 and 
the fourth, philosophy of religion. 7 Of these four divisions, the 
third, on a metaphysical anthropology, is our main source for 
a metaphysics of man as person. There are four .subdivisions in 
that fourth division: man as spirit, 8 free,9 material, 10 his
torical.11 Of these four, two (spirit and matter) will serve as 
the review of and bridge from SW just mentioned. The other 

1 HWF, 318-319. 
1 HWI, 5; HW2, 7. 
• HWF, 319-327. 
• HWI, 9-50; HW2, 15-55; HWF, 25-80; HWE, 3-38; LW, 1-30. 

50-67; 88-102; HW2, 55-70; 91-104; HWF, 80-102. 131-149; HWE, 38-
52, 71-82; LW, 30-44, 59-69. 

• HWI, 68-87, 116-137, 150-162, 162-175; HW2, 71-88, 117-134, 150-160, 161-172; 
HWF 102-127, 167-191, 211-225, 226-242; HWE, 53-68, 94-108, 121-129, 130-139; 
LW, 44-58, 80-95, 105-113, 114-123. 

1 HWl, 103-116, 138-149, 175-229; HW2, 105-116, 137-149, 173-221; HWF, 150-
166, 195-210, 243-312; HWE, 83-93, 111-120, 140-163; LW, 70-79, 96-104, 124-163. 

• HWI, 68-87; HW2, 71-88; HWF, 102-127; HWE, 53-68; LW, 44-58. 
• HWI, 116-137; HW2, 117-134; HWF, 167-191; HWE, 94-108; LW, 80-95. 
10 HWl, 150-162; HW2, 150-160; HWF, 211-225; HWE, 121-129; LW, 105-113. 
11 HWl, 162-175; HW2, 161-172; HWF, 226-242; HWE, 130-139; LW, 114-123. 
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two, to be studied in more detail, constitute HW's advances 
over SW in Rahner's philosophy of person. 

1. lvI an As Spirit. In this section,12 Rahner explains that the 
first statement of a metaphysical anthropology-" man is spir
it "-means that " ... the essence of man is to be absolute 
openness to the fullness of being ... ," 13 to the undefined hori
zon of being known in his dynamic reaching for it without 
grasping it (Vorgrifj) . Man is spirit because present to being 
in its totality, and is finite spirit because present in this par
ticular way, i.e., as absent, as questioning. 14 Transcendence 
toward being in general is the fundamental proposition about 
man's essence.15 We need not dwell on "proofs" for man's na
ture as spirit. The reditio completa in seipsum or self-presence, 16 

the .self-revealing work of spirit, was analyzed in detail in SW; 
Rahner merely recalls it here: objectification is attributed to 
spirit which, in its return to itself, distinguishes itself from its 
objects. But this was only one of two ways to explain objectifi
cation. The other involved the concept of Vorgriff: the object 
is known as such (as an object) in the sweep of intellect to
ward the unlimited horizon of being. Rahner repeats this in 
HW: 17 the concept of V orgriff and its applications to questions 
of man as spirit, of God and transcendence, in general, i. e., to 
the philosophy of religion, constitute the contents of this sec
tion. Metz's notes are excellent, and .some clarity is gained over 
the first edition, at least in terms used in SW; but there is no 
advance over SW in the general doctrine of cognitive spirit (ex-

12 HWl, 68-87; HW2, 71-88; HWF, 103-127; HWE, 53-68; LW, 44-58. 
13 HW1, 50; HW2, 55; HWF, 79; HWE, 38; LW, 30: " ... man's nature is ab

solute openness for all being or, to put it in one word, man is spirit." 
14 HWl, 65-66; HW2, 69; HWF, 100; HWE, 51; LW, 42: " ... he is not absolute 

consciousness, but, precisely in his metaphysics, hence as ' transcendental conscious
ness,' a finite spirit. ... when man feels that he has to inquire about being, he 
shows the finiteness of his spirit, in such a way, however, that the question itself 
reveals that being is, of itself, self-presence, luminosity, the original unity of 
knowing and of being known." 

10 HWl, 69; HW2, 69; HWF, 100; HWE, 51; LW, 45. 
1 • HWl, 68-77; HW2, 72-77; HWF, 104-112; HWE, 54-59; LW, 44-50. 
11 HWl, 77-87; HW2, 78-88; HWF, 113-127; HWE, 59-68; LW, 51-58. 
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cept that love is said to be the light of the intellect; the ad
vance comes in the realm of freedom and love) . Thus man is 
spirit because he conceives everything sub ratione entis,18 be
cause he is reditio completa subjecti, abstractio, 19 is V orgriff ,2° 
extension toward, stretching out for (Sichausstrecken) the ab
solute: openness toward God. 21 

In the first of five important notes on the subject of a cosmo
centric deduction of the nature of Eipirit,22 Metz says that be
cause of Rahner's Thomist starting point and orientation, his 
analyses draw almost entirely on experience of the world of 
things rather than on relations with persons. Thus it is not 
that interpersonal community (die personale Mitwelt) is less 
original than the world of things (die Dingwelt or Umwelt)
indeed a strong case is made for the opposite. 23 We return to 
this point when treating man as historical spirit. 

2. Man As Incarnate Spirit. The other section for brief review 
concerns man as material. 24 Again the context is cognition, 
with the added focus on philosophy of religion. For us the es
sential concerns the role of matter in personal becoming. We 
have already learned to view matter as the effect of finite spirit, 
not as the cause of its finitude. Thus, in a cognitive context, 
sense is viewed as effect of intellect which, as finite, and thus 
as not only agent but also as possible intellect, had to become 
material in order to perfect itself, to become itself: its self
enactment (as spirit) is an enactment of other (matter). In 
HW Rahner repeats this; its application to philosophy of re
ligion is not made here but when treating man as historical 

18 RWl, 83-84; RW2, 84-85; RWF, 122; RWE, 65; LW, 56. 
1 " RWl, 74-75; RW2, 76-78; RWF, 110-112; RWE, 57-59; LW, 49. 
20 RWl, 77-84; RW2, 78-85; RWF, 113-123; RWE, 59-66; LW, 50-56. 
21 RWl, 85; RW2, 86; RWF, 124; RWE, 66: LW, 57. 
22 The five are: (I) HW2, 88, n. 13; HWF, 127, n. 13; RWE, 68, n. 13; (2) RW2, 

164, n. 2; RWF, 231, n. 2: RWE, 133, n. 2; (3) RW2, 170-171, n. 6; RWF, 239, 
n. 6; RWE, 138, n. 6, (4) RW2 175-176, 11. 2; RWF, 247-248, 11. 2; RWE, 142, 
11. 2; (5) RW2, 180-181, n. 3; RWF, 254-255, n. 3; RWE, 146, n. 8. 

23 See HW2, 11; RWF, 20; RWE, ix. 
2 ' HWI, 150-162; RW2, 150-160; HWF, 211-f.!25; RWE, Ii!l-129; LW, 105-113. 
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spirit. The conclusion reached is that man is that sort of spirit 
which, to become spirit, enters matter, and, as far as its "ontic" 
status is concerned, i. e., as far as its enacted potential is con
cerned, is already always in matter, in otherness, in the world.25 

We have spoken, in this review and bridge, of spirit and mat
ter; we have just mentioned becoming, the third term of the 
familiar trio of spirit, matter, and becoming: " ... man is spirit 
and becomes ever more spirit; " 26 not that man ever reaches a 
point where spirit has no more need of matter, as though there
by he would become a pure .spirit and as such have direct access 
to God as pure being. In the very context of the above quota
tion, Rahner denies any such "spiritualization" (Geistwer
dung) that could obviate the need for revelation. Man is spirit 
only as and through becoming spirit in matter: matter is an 
essential part in the very becoming of man as spirit. Man is 
not first pure spirit who then becomes " finitized " by an un
fortunately necessary relation to matter; man is first finite as 
spirit (material because finite, not finite because material) and 
thus can become at all only through matter. Under the heading 
of man as historical more will be said about becoming. 

3. Man As Free. Let's turn now to the two sections from which 
we hope to gain an advance over SW, i.e., the discussions of 
freedom and history. Keep in mind, Rahner says, that any hu
man attempt to construct a metaphysics inevitably turns out to 
be an analysis of man himsel£.27 But if our analysis of man stops 
short of man as free, then that metaphysics can never be valid 
for persons, whose very essence is freedom. It's therefore good 

25 " Such a conception of human sensibility corresponds fully with a Thomist 
metaphysics of knowledge, which explicitly conceives sense as a power that 
originates from spirit; spirit in transcending based upon this sense knowledge is 
enacting its own essence which is to be an openness to being as such." (HWl, 
177; HW2, 174; HWF, 245; HWE, 141; LW, 125.) "Man is spirit in such a 
way that, in order to become spirit, he enters and has ontically always already 
entered into otherness, into matter, and so into the world." (HWl, 161; HW2, 
159; HWF, 225; HWE, 129; LW, 113). 

2 • HWl, 92; HW2, 93; HWF, 135; HWE, 73; LW, 61. 
27 HWl, 48; HW2, 53; HWF, 76; HWE, 36; LW, 28: " ... human metaphysics 

is also always and necessarily an analytic study of man." 
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to keep in mind that Metz felt it necessary to try to transcend 
the Thomist concept of a world of objects and replace it with 
the more primordial concept of a world of persons. 28 Metz's 
attempt is predicated on a lacuna in Rahner's explicit treat
ment precisely where it is most apt to appear, i.e., on man as 
free and historical. We already noted that Rahner did not have 
explicit recourse to experience of the Mitwelt, but only to the 
Umwelt (Dingwelt, Gegenstandwelt), in his deduction of the 
transcendence of the human spirit. Rahner can arrive at a 
theory of freedom on the basis of such experience of objectifica
tion possible to man transcending the finite. "Human activity 
is free," he says, 20 i.e., the agent experiences independence from 
objects upon which he acts, and he does this in the very act 
of knowing an object as such (i.e., in the judgment, where sub
ject and object are distinguished) , because in such knowledge 
the .subject's complete return to himself sets him off from an 
object, thus allowing him to act freely toward it. 30 We could 
view this from the other side: that I do act freely with the 
things of my world proves my consciously experienced inde
pendence of them in judgment, my self-subsistence. 31 But this 
is still a deduction based on traffic with things, 32 not on com
munity with the world of persons. The point is that as long 
as we remain entirely within a cognitive context, i.e., within 
a discussion of knowledge, of man as knower-no matter how 
dynamic the interpretation-we will never reach a satisfying 
understanding of man as person; we must speak of will, of 
affectivity, of choice, of freedom. For this reason SW, and 
most of HW, yield a metaphysics of that level of personal be-

28 HW2, 11; HWF, 20; HWE, ix. 
20 HWl, 70; HW2, 73; HWF, 106; HWE, 55; LW, 46. 
" 0 HWl, 70; HW2, 78; HWF, 106; HWE, 55; LW, 46; "But there can apriori be 

freedom only where the acting subject occupies a position that is independent 
of the position of the object of his action. Because in his judgment man returns 
completely into himself, thus occupying a position opposed to and independent 
of the object of his knowledge, he is free before this object and he can freely act 
upon it." 

" 1 HWl, 70; HW2, 74; HWF, 106; RWE, 55; LW, 46. 
" 2 HWl, 70; HW2, 74; HWF, 106; HWE, 55; LW, 46. 
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coming only speculatively interesting because they deal with 
personal becoming prior to free self-enactment proper (e.g., 
with becoming described as the emanation of sense from intel
lect conceived as already accomplished with the given essence). 

Freedom and will indeed enter SW, but only in the classical 
context, i.e., freedom as proved through the capacity of intel
lect, in its transcendence toward being in general, to judge a 
being as finite in order to present it to the will as a limited good 
and therefore as an object of free choice. In HW the basic ap
proach is Thomist and thus the same, but there are important 
differences. These first appear in the treatment of God as the 
free unknown ("general ontology") ,33 and continue to affect 
the important section of man as free (" metaphysical anthro
pology") .34 I.et us note the main points in that fast treatment, 
then see how they apply to man. 

a. General ontology. Rahner places will at the very heart 
of all and every human transcendence toward being, even, 
therefore, at the heart of knowledge; an act of will is an in
trinsic constituent of all openness to being of finite spirit: 35 

35 HWI, 108; HW2, 109; HWF, 156; RWE, 87; LW, 73-75: "Therefore in the 

in the realm of person-spirit and freedom-openness depends 
on will. It is not a matter of intellect automatically open to the 
fullness of being; because man is free, even the openness of his 
cognitive faculties is actualized, enacted, effected by his will, 
which, as free, can choose to remain closed to being in this or 
that aspect. In the present context (God as the free unknown), 
Rahner is quite clear in affirming that this relation of openness 
to being is a constituent of persons as such, both divine and 
human. God is free to open himself to man or not, as is man 
to open himself to God. In this particular context, significantly, 
Ralmer's first unequivocal use of the term person (absent from 
SW) is found: approaching the climax of this section, he says 

33 HWl, 103-116; HW2, 105-116; HWF, 150-166; RWE, 83-93; LW, 70-79. 
0 ' HWI, 116-137; HW2, 117-134; HWF, 167-191; HWE, 94-108; LW, 80-95. 

ground of human existence we discover within the primordial transcendence towards 
being the (necessary) act of the will. The fact that being opens up for human 
existence is brought about by the will as an inner moment of knowledge itself." 
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the essential factor in this whole relation of man to God (as 
the free unknown whom man as spirit unobjectively knows as 
absolute being, present to him in such knowledge as is proper 
to finite spirit) is this: man is spirit in that he knows God as 
a free self-disposing Person. 36 

Now we need not dwell on aspects of this or other statements 
proper to philosophy of religion. We are less interested, for 
now, in what is said about God than in what is said about man. 
Statements can be made about both God and man because of 
both it is (at least analogously) true to say they are persons. 
Openness is free in God because he is personal. 37 Rahner is 
content to speak only of God here, having already said 38 that 
man would be the subject of the next section. But let's not 
miss that what is affirmed here of person applies to man. To 
speak of freedom and openness is to speak of spirit and person 
as such, human and divine. Thus Rahner says that we do not 
call God person because we anthropomorphically attribute to 
him, after the fact, traits of human personality, but because 
God shows himself to be person in our encounters with him, in 
his own opening of himself to human transcendence; i. e., as 
absolute being, God grants man this access to himself, freely: 
God is open to man; but human action can no more measure 
God than it can measure the fullness of being; thus both remain 
present to man as questions. 39 

The essential is freedom: the openness of persons is a free 
act, whether on the part of God or man. This remains true 
when what is opened is one's "mind." Access to persons as 

36 HWl, 110; HW2, 111-112; HWF, 159; HWE, 89; LW, 75: "Central in this 
whole discussion [is] ... : Man as a spirit who knows the absolute Being, stands 
before the latter as before a person who freely disposes of himself." 

37 HWl, 111; HW2, 112; HWF, 159-160; HWE, 89; LW, 76. 
38 HWl, 108; HW2, 109; HWF, 156-157; HWE, 87; LW, 74. 
3 • HWl, 111; HW2, 112; HWF, 159-160; HWE, 89; LW, 75-76: "When God 

thus looks like a perwn, it is not because, having discovered him, we have after
wards provided him with human features. Rather God appears as a person when 
absolute being becomes manifest for human transcendence, because this being 
assumes the form of the totality of being about which man not only can but must 
inquire." 
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such depends on freedom: that to which I open myself (or my 
" heart") , when I dispose myself to grant to you, the other, 
access to me, is another freedom, transcendence; you, the other, 
are given a goal for your self-transcendence, a place where your 
act of going out 0£ yourself toward others can rest. There is 
a parallel here with the analyses 0£ sense in SW. Sense is 
described in terms first of the (only) matter wherein the act 
of the (sensed) object could and did take place; (second, of 
course, the sensing subject enacted this act 0£ the other, taking 
place in its senses, as its own act; but this second aspect is not 
our concern at the moment). Here we see, more in terms of 
willing than of knowing, a similar .structure: the human act, 
finite, subject to becoming, requires a " wherein," a place or 
term wherein it actually "takes place." In love this term is 
the personal other, to whom I transcend insofar as that other 
opens to me, freely (in his disponibilite) , and gives me access. 
As Rahner states, encounter between free, independent persons, 
in relation to their knowing one another, requires that each 
leave to the other the decision to remain unknown. The reason 
for this is that a person, because free, opens himself to another, 
even to be known by him, ultimately only by a will-act, 40 De
cision by a person to remain closed to another's wish to know 
him would preclude any personal encounter, dialogue, and mu
tuality of love as well, of course. The effect on the lover would 
be rejection, because, without a term of his self-transcendence, 
he could not achieve his own self-enactment. 

Recall that the aim of HW is to lay the foundations of a 
philosophy of religion, as the book's subtitle shows. Thus the 
conclusion toward which Rahner is working is that God has 
room to act freely toward man, and man can know it; i. e., revela
tion is possible. 41 This conclusion is based on an implicit phe-

'° HWl, lll; HW2, 112; HWF, 160; HWE, 89; LW, 76: "When the object of 
our knowledge is a free, autonomous person, our knowledge turns into a lack of 
knowledge. Because of his freedom a person manifests of himself only that which 
he wishes to manifest." 

41 HWl, 111-112; HW'i.!, ll'i.!-ll3; HWF, 160-161; HWE, 89-90; LW, 76. Let's 
recognize this to mean also that Christ is possible. 
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nomenology of human encounter wherein the same structure 
of free self-opening and .sell-revelation occurs. It should be 
clearer than ever now why openness is Rahner's favorite term 
for human intellect. Openness is an apt description of persons 
qua free, and a useful category for a philosophy of religion, 
since it is the category that " allows " the possibility of revela
tion: God, as person and thus free, can open or close himself 
to man, to the human person in his dynamism toward knowing 
and loving self-transcendence. Man as spirit .stands before God 
who, as living and free, can open or close himself. 42 

Now there are aspects of Rahner's discussion of philosophy 
of religion that although proper to God throw light on human 
encounter. It is true, e.g., that by God's very act of creation 
whereby he constitutes a race of beings who, as spiritual, can 
know him, he already thereby opens his essence to them in a 
limited way. And it is humanly true also that just to find 
oneself before another person is already to reveal oneself as 
free, as one who can open or close.43 As Metz points out, 44 

just to .stand as a free person before another person already 
always implies a certain openness, even though it is the open
ness of a person who can become closed, and thus is free open
ness. 

Openness as free is essentially related, as mentioned above, 
to self-transcendence. Within a cognitive context, Vorgriff (al
ready known as transcendence) is the same as openness. 45 And 
human personal becoming, i.e., self-enactment as person, de
pends on .self-transcendence. Thus personal becoming depends 
on the free openness of other persons, not so much as others 
who will love me, but as others who will, in freely opening to 
my self-transcendence, give me that access which I need in order 
to love them, for personal becoming depends ultimately as 

42 HWI, ll4; HW2, ll5; HWF, 16·1; HWE, 92; LW, 78: "As a spirit man 
stands before the living, free God, the God who manifests himself or the God who 
keeps silent about himself." 

•• HWI, ll5; HW2, ll6; HWF, 165; HWE, 92-93; LW, 78, 
u HW2, ll6, n. 4; HWF, 165, n. 4; HWE, 93, n. 4. 
•• HWI, 77; HW2, 79; HWF, 114; HWE, 60; LW, 50-51. 
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much on loving as on being loved. In both cases the other is 
necessary, and not merely as a passive and arbitrary object 
of some self-perfecting charity which I perform on an other 
who tolerates it, but as one who in his free self-disposability 
actively opens to my will to know and love him. Rahner shows 
the relation of openness to self-transcendence on the human 
level to be all the more intimate when, in the next section (i.e., 
the metaphysical anthropology mentioned above) , he places 
them in apposition. 46 This can only mean that man's very 
transcendence toward the general other of being and the par
ticular personal other already by that act (transcendence) 
opens to both; thus later he can show the unity of love of God 
and love of neighbor. 

Now we have often enough linked openness, or free self
transcendence, to self-enactment and personal becoming, to 
make clear that the most important aspect of personal be
coming is freedom: personal becoming is self-enactment; but 
potential person is enacted only when he opens to others, 
transcends .self toward others, both to know them and let them 
know him, and to love them and let them love him, all of 
which depends on free acts. Now we must examine further, 
as much as HW allows, the essence of the free act, especially 
in terms of personal becoming as self-enactment. 

b. Metaphysical anthropology. Rahner begins the impor
tant discussion of the free act, and its relation to knowledge, 
love, value, and especially to ethical (and religious) becoming, 
by saying that the free act fulfills (enacts) the agent's: (the 
person's) own essence, i.e., is an act whereby he takes posses
sion of himself, enacts (appropriates in his own actuality) his 
own self-creativity, his very power to create himself. 47 In other 
words, the noteworthy difference with free acts is their effect 
on the agent. A free act is a self-enactment, a certain deter-

•• HWI, 116-117; HWF, 167-168; LW, 80; deleted from HWft and thuio, also 
from HWE. 

47 HWI, 123; HW2, 122; HWF, 174; HWE, 98; L W, 85: " Now, a free a!!t ••• 
the fulfillment of one's own nature, a taking possession of oneself, of the, ieality 
of one's own creative power over oneself." 
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mination of the agent's essence: a free act makes a difference 
to the person whose act it is. Beyond the sense in which it is 
true to say that any human man is a self-enactment, there is 
this properly essential meaning of self-enactment, because it 
reaches to the deepest source of person, freedom. As the most 
essential expression of person, the free act is the most decisive 
enactment of person; the free act is the act of personal be
coming, of self-enactment through self-transcendence (in a cog
nitive context this self-transcendence is called Vorgriff; in a 
volitive context, as we shall see, it is called love), i.e., through 
the other-oriented openness essential to finite spirit as such: 
a finite being is precisely one who cannot find what he needs 
in himself, and so must turn to other. 

The statements concerning the relation of the free act to 
knowledge, love, and value (good) , which follow the last quota
tion, culminate in Rahner's clearest affirmation concerning the 
ethical implications of the free act. 48 Together with that quota
tion, they constitute the basis of all Rahner's later theological 
reflections on freedom and man, including his study on death. 
Very little materially is said, but within the metaphysics of 
person as spirit becoming itself in matter, elaborated here and 
in SW, this focus on the free act, as the chief act whereby per
son is enacted, is completely predictable. It is also completely 
traditional, insofar as it follows directly from traditional 
Thomist principles. But without his elaboration of the basic 
relation of finite spirit to matter in its self-becoming, Rahner's 
theory of a real, ontological becoming through free, ethical ac
tivity could be misunderstood. He is not asserting that there 
is but an accidental difference between one whose free, ethical 
decision aligns him with good and one whose decision is an 
alignment with evil. Rather he is stating that a person, by his 
free acts, enacts his very self as a person, decides who and what 
he is as a person, actively forms himself as the person he is.49 

••See HWl, 128-182; HW2, 122-180; HWF, 174-186; HWE, 98-105; LW, 85-92. 
•• HWI, 182; HW2, 129; HWF, 185; HWE, 105; LW, 91: " ... a free decision 

about a single value is ultimately always a decision about and a molding of the 
person himself." 
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In free ethical acts, although they be decisions about particular 
goods (values), about .some action or thing, a person decides 
about himself. 50 Thus, in his free decisions man (a.s free, and 
thus as person) enacts himself and so loves, and thus deter
mines his very es.sence.51 

This freedom, this self-determination, must not be under
stood as a passing or atomic phenomenon. No series of isolated 
acts could constitute of themselves the essential self-determina
tion meant here. There is rather a set of face assumed (taken 
up) by man in his decisions, an attitude, a law of habitual ac
tion. Man structures, constructs himself according to his loves 
and hates, freely making his own laws for himself, either by 
re-enacting (ratifying) those authentic laws of love to which 
he has always necessarily assented or by opposing them with 
his own.52 

Now such a concept as law (habit, attitude) means more 
than an external or superficial determination. A person is 
forming himself in forming his attitudes, taking up his very es
sence in taking on his habits, establishing and enacting his being 
as person in establishing and enacting his laws of free activity, 
of values, of whom and what he loves. Thus Rahner can say 
that the acts of a person are not just a disconnected series of 
isolated acts; on the contrary, a person, in every free act, consti
tutes (enacts) a law for all his action and his whole life; thus 
it is not a matter of merely doing good or evil, but rather of 
his very self becoming good or evil. 53 

50 HWl, 132; HW2, 129; HWF, 185; RWE, 105; LW, 91: "In every decision 
man decides about himself, not about an action or a thing." 

51 HWl, 132; HW2, 129-130; HWF, 185; RWE, 105; LW, 91: "Thus in his 
free decision man works back upon himself; he affects the very criteria of his 
love, which determine his own being." 

52 HWl, 132; HW2, 130; HWF, 185; HWE, 105; LW, 91-92: "He not only 
assu11ws the basic laws that govern his love and his hatred, but he himself freely 
ratifies anew the right laws, which he always already welcomes unconsciously, or 
he sets up his own law in opposition to the right order of love." 

53 HWI, 132; HW2, 130; HWF, 185; RWE, 105; LW, 92: "Thus he does not 
merely string out without any connection single actions one after the other. But 
in every action he sets down a law of his whole activity and life. He does not 
simply perform good or bad actions; he himself becomes good or bad." 
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The personal becoming achieved in free ethical activity is 
the most important we have seen up to now. The prior be
coming involved in spirit's becoming itself through incarnating 
in matter is of a different level of significance; if it means that 
as a given (born) essence man, as finite spirit, is incarnate 
in a world of persons and things, then it is to that extent out
side the realm of free decision and ethical activity, except per
haps attitudinally, as mentioned before; if it means that we 
must not flee the world and try to take the Ideas (heaven) by 
storm (intellectual intuition) , or that we must actually do, 
materially, physically, economically, in concrete law, etc., what 
we usually just think and talk, then it means more, in practical 
terms of social and political life. But the highest meaning so 
far remains that pertinent to the deeper moral becoming of 
a person, who creates his very person by the self-enactment 
effected by his opening or closing himself to value. For Rahner, 
my self-creation is identified with my forming an order of love 
of my own, enacted and imposed by myself, according to which 
I think and act, i.e., according to my own responsible decision.54 

We are near the end of this lecture (chapter) on man as free, 
ready to turn to Rahner's treatment of man as historical. We 
have avoided, because it was not our purpose, statements 
specifically identified with Rahner's grounding philosophy of 
religion. We have found it possible, in SW and here in HW up 
to now, to detach from a context of metaphysics of knowledge 
and philosophy of religion, respectively, what Rahner says 
about man as finite spirit enacting himself as person in a world 
of persons and things. This is no longer possible. Once personal 
becoming enters the field of the ethical, moral, and practical, 
then, to fulfill the condition we identified as necessary for all 
self-enactment, viz., openness (self-transcendence), we must 
place no self-crippling limits on this openness, but rather re
main as open as the horizon of being itself, the unified term of 
our dynamism toward knowing and loving. 55 l£ we wish to 

•• HWl, 13ft; HWft, 180; HWF, 185; HWE, 105; LW, 9ft: "In this way he 
constructs ... his own order of love. Man knows and acts according to his self
chosen order, according to what he himself has freely decided." 

HHWl, 125-128; HWft, 128-127; HWF, 176-180; HWE, 99-108; LW, 86-88. 
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call this active remaining open (or active ever opening more 
and more) an access to the religious, then Rahner's context is 
rejoined, and, along with it, a strong tradition concerning the 
dependence of man's ethical maturity on his religious maturity, 
i.e., on the maturity of his relation to God. For Rahner, the 
dependence is more the reverse: " ... man's opening to God de
pends on his moral (ethical) self-determination ... " 56 By his 
" style " of life, in ethical and moral terms, a person is already 
and always determining his relation to God. God can enter his
tory to meet a man who is historical by nature, and man's open
ness as one who can know God as a God of a possible revelation 
is simultaneously and essentially an openness that a man deter
mines in its intrinsic concrete structure by his free behavior. 57 

It is not our intention to dwell on the religious aspect for 
its own sake, but only in relation to personal becoming. Let's 
be content to admit at least this much, viz., that the question 
of personal becoming is inevitably also (i.e., in addition to a 
question of metaphysical constitution in terms of spirit, matter, 
and becoming, dealt with in the first section of this study) 
an ethical and religious question. As a question about the 
becoming of finite persons, it remains open to the eventuality 
that such becoming, precisely as a becoming of persons, de
pended on infinite persons. In other words, if openness is the 
very conditio S'ine qua non of personal becoming, and if one has 
not through a misguided " love " restricted the absolute horizon 
of his openness, which of itself opens up for being without re
striction,58 then there is no obstacle placed, by the free act of 
the created, finite person (who knows quite well his finitude), 
between himself and uncreated, infinite persons. Again, to do 

06 HWl, 136; HW2, 133; HWF, 189; HWE, 108; LW, 94. 
57 HWl, 135; HW2, 133; HWF, 189; HWE, 108; LW, 94: " . the openness 

of man's knowledge for this God of an eventual revelation, which belongs t9 man'11 
basic make-up, is always at the same time and essentially an openness which, bi 
its inner concrete structure, is determined by man's free attitude." 

58 HWl, 136; HW2, 133; HWF, 190; HWE, 108; LW, 94: " ... when he hlU! not, 
on account of a wrongly directed love, narrowed the absolute horizo11 ofhis oJlell
ness for being as such .... " 
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the opposite would be to go against the very essence of person 
as openness and would thereby be a self-contradictory fore
closure of personal becoming. Rahner insists on this depen
dence of openness on an act of will, on a free act, on love. Thus 
the mutuality of persons, and the encounter and dialogue that 
lead to it, ultimately are rooted in "love, i. e., in a "will to 
person." 59 

If love is will-to-person, then we have regained the truth, 
now based upon a metaphysics, already unequivocally pro
claimed by the psychologists and (phenomenological) philoso
phers, that personal becoming is primarily through love. We 
are by no means at the end of our study; love is never an end 
but an eternal beginning. But we have reached a certain stage. 
A metaphysics is not just a matter of the "labor of the con
cept," 60 i. e., a working out conceptually of what one has al
ready always knowni but is also a matter of bringing to concept 
and word what one has already always practiced, loved, acted 
out in one's being and doing 61 (and vice versa). 

••Wille zur Peuon--HWl, 125; HW2, 128; HWF, 176; HWE, 100; LW, 86. 
The full sentence reads: " Denn Liebe ist der gelichtete Wille zur Person in ihrer 
unableitbaren Einmaligkeit." 

60 HWl, 40; HW2, 47; HWF, 64; HWE, 81; LW, 22. The expression is, of course, 
Hegel's, as Rahner notes. 

61 HWl, 48-44; HW2, 49; HWF, 70-71; HWE, 82-88; LW, 24-25. It is a slow 
business, with no place for impatience or a taste for making a sensation (HWl, 
40; HW2, 47; HWF, 64; HWE, 81; LW, 22). Rahner has always been happy to 
show his thought to be traditional, at least in its principles, however much others 
may have left them undeveloped. But metaphysics, especially, e.g., in Levinas's 
sense, as more than a matter of conceptually working out what one has already 
known and done, is also work by someone who is not content just to talk about 
person and becoming, but wills to do something about it. It is not enough to be 
brilliant and have beautiful intuitions; one must be willing to do the work. Rahner 
is an example of both; capable of original insights, he does not balk at the sheer 
labor of historical study, systematic reflection, and unsparing writing. If we gain 
a deeper grasp of what we already knew, or thought we knew, or, more likely, 
should have known, then it's worth the work. If in addition the result is a con
viction that a change is in order, that something is to be done, then all the better. 
Rahner has, in his many ways, managed both. In his concept of person as be
coming, as self-creative, there is a call (see HWl, 125; HW2, 128; HWF, 175; 
HWE, 99; WD, R86-R87) to man to do something about his freedom, about his 
love, because it is in this way that he possesses himself and enacts his creative 
power over his very self. (HWl, 128; HW2, 122; HWF, 174; HWE, 98; LW, 85). 
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4. Man As Historical And Interpersonal. We move now to the 
final section of HW to be analyzed in this section. Note, how
ever, that already in the ninth lecture (chapter) Rahner, in 
setting up our question, anticipated its answer by saying that 
man is historical by his very essence as .spirit; indeed man is 
only " ... spirit as a historical being." 62 " The ' place ' of man's 
transcendence," which is the essential mark of spirit, " is always 
a historical place." 63 What will be shown, he says, in the 
eleventh lecture (chapter) , is that " ... turning to his history 
is an intrinsic constituent of the very spirituality itself of 
man." 64 Not just de facto but de jure, as spirit 65 man stands 
in history and possesses as essential his historicity. 66 

Rahner affirms that historicity, though it can be shown to 
follow from the receptive nature 67 of cognition (human knowl
edge as becoming) , which some might wish to reduce to ma
teriality to try to keep from rooting man's historicity directly 
in his spirit, can also just as clearly be shown to follow from 
his freedom (human willing as becoming). To act freely, he 
says, is in an essential sense to act historically. 68 To understand 
the term history not just generally but metaphysically is to 
be able to say that " ... wherever there is free activity, there 
is history. . . ." 69 

When we turn to Rahner's treatment of man as historical 
spirit, we do indeed find first a summary of man as material. 70 

The aim there is to show man's temporality (and to that extent 

•• HWl, 143; HW2, 143; HWF, 202; HWE, 116; LW, 99. 
•• HWl, 143; HW2, 143; HWF, 202; HWE, 116; LW, 99. 
•• HWl, 145; HW2, 145; HWF, 204; HWE, 117; LW, 100. 
• 5 HWl, 145; HW2, 145; HWF, 205; HWE, 117; LW, 101: " . he stands 

in history as a spirit. . . ." 
•• HWl, 145; HW2, 145; HWF, 205; HWF, 117; LW, 101: " .. man's historicity 

is not simply something which just happens to him among other things, but rather 
something which he has to be precisely as a spirit. . . ." 

67 See HWl, 147-149; HW2, 147-148; HWF, 207-209; HWE, 119-120; LW, 
102-104. 

•• HWl, 143; HW2, 143; HWF, 203; HWE, 116; LW, 99: "But free activity 
is essentially historical activity." 

•• HWl, 143; HW2, 143; HWF, 203; HWE, 116; LW, 99-100. 
10 lIWl, 162-166; HW2, 161-164; JIWF, 226-231; HWE, lSO-lSS; LW, UH17. 
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his historicity) as based on his materiality. Then, after a page 
devoted to showing man's historicity as based on his spirituality 
("directly") ,11 Rahner returns to materiality as basis, this 
time by relating his ideas to those of a Thomist anthropology. 72 

Obviously this results in more focus on things than on persons; 
at least the deduction of man's social nature is not made 
through spirit in its material incarnation; Metz calls attention 
to this fact in two important notes. 73 

What exactly does this term historicity mean, if not simply 
man's temporality, corollary of his materiality? For Rahner 
it means more than time, more than that we become persons 
in space and time. It tneans that personal becoming happens 
within community, i.e., in, through, by, and with other per
sons.74 But let us first briefly relate to historicity the treatment 
here of man as material. 

Becomihg, our focus for all discussion of spirit and person, is 
a phenomenon of finitude. Exemplified in a cognitive context 
by receptive knowledge, finitude has traditionally been related 
to matter and sensibility. To speak of becoming in terms of 
movement or motion is just to use more " material " or physi
cal tenns. Thus to say that man as a material being is constant
ly in movement, never limited to its present actuality, always 
open to further determinations, oriented toward a future of 
new enactments, etc., is to say again that man becomes.75 Thus 
a material being is one whose full enactment of potential is 
always before him in his future as that toward which he is 
"moving." 76 

One result of this materiality in relation to temporality, im-
portant for Rahner's later doctrine .on concupiscence, is man's 

71 HWl, Hl6-l68; HW2, 164-166; HWF, 232-233; HWE, 133-134; LW, 117-118. 
,. HWl, 168-174; HW2, 166-171; HWE, 233-240; HWE, 134-139; LW, 118-123. 
•• HW2, 164, n. 2: HWF, 231, n. 2: HWE, 133, n. 2; and HW2, 170, n. 6; 

HWF, 239, n. 6; HWE, 170-171 n. 6 . 
.. HWl, 167; HW2, 168; HWF, 233; HWE, 133: LW, 117. 
•• HWl, 163-H14; HW2, 162; HWF, 228-229; HWE, 131; LW, 114-115. 
•• HWl, 164; HW2, 162; HWF, 228; HWE, 131; LW, 115: "Hence the material 

being is one which always points towards the totality of the realization of its pos-
41il;>ilities as th!} of its inner movement and keeps striving towards it," 
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inability to enact himself full and all at once at any one time; 77 

only in a succession of enactments does finite person achieve 
full self-enactment. 78 Through this line of reasoning Rahner 
concludes that man's enactment is possible only as com
munity,79 as interpersonal community. 80 In other words, a 
person's orientation to other persons appears as a share in the 
dynamism of the whole human species toward its full enact
ment. History is the working out of this specific self-enact
ment; and it must be free or it is less than human and personal. 
Humanity is a species in search of its identity. 

Here we reach the heart of historicity. As we saw before, 
man is historical not only because he is material and thus 
temporal, not only, i.e., in that he must constantly become 
actually who and what he is potentially, because as finite he 
is openness to becoming as a material being, but also because 
he is more originally spiritual and thus a free person. History 
really exists only where person is the highest value, i.e., where 
there is freedom; and historicity in the full human sense exists 
only where this freedom is exercised together with other free 
persons in community .81 

Rahner reaches the culmination of this line of thought when 
he affirms that the human person, as constituted historical by 
his very essence as a free person, must freely enact himself, in 
space and time, within a community of persons, that com
munity being the full enactment ·of his essence as person. 82 

77 HWl, 164; HW2, 162; HWF, 228-229; HWE, 131; LW, 115. 
78 HWl, 164; HW2, 162; HWF, 229; HWE, 131; LW, 115: "The total realiza

tion of the possibilities of a material being is possible only in the succession of the 
latter's inner movement." With Sartre we might speak not of a mere series but 
of a detotalized totality; this meaning of totality only partly escapes Levinas's 
rejection of person as totalizable. 

79 H\.Vl, 166; HW2, 164; HWF, 9.31; HWE, 133; LW, 116. 
"° HW2, 164, n. 2; HWF, 231, n. 2: HWE, 133, n. 2. 
81 HWl, 167; HW2, 165; HWF, 232; HWE, 134; LW, 117: " ... in a together

ness of free persons in their multiplicity .... " 
82 HWl, 167; HW2, 165; HWF, 233; HWE, 134; LW, 117: "And precisely 

such a historicity is found in man because he is essentially a free, self-subsisting 
person who must freely realize himself thmugh a multiplicity of such persons as 
the total realization of the very essence of such a person in space and tim,e," 
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Man's full self-enactment as person can only happen in his 
own history as a .shared history, in the mutuality of a com
munity of persons, and this self-enactment is precisely the 
effect of those free acts (love in word and deed, including law) 
which create and constitute that community. In other words, 
just as man humanizes himself by humanizing his home, work, 
city, and world, so also man "per.sonizes" himself in those 
free ethical acts which enact community as the only space-time 
wherein persons can become and be persons. This freedom, and 
its issues, love and law, cause and effect persons; i.e., persons 
enact themselves as persons in enacting love and justice. Per
sonal becoming is and must be, therefore, interpersonal be
coming. Isolationism is suicide for an individual, family, na
tion, or world. 83 

83 Before ending this section, I should mention the notes added by Metz on 
person and community. Conscious of the possible misunderstanding that could 
come from Rahner's speaking (equivalently) of DAS Andere, but not of DER 

Andere, or of Welt, Umwelt, Dingwelt, Gegens.tandwelt, without adding personale 
Welt or Mitwelt, or the like, Metz added the five notes. Let's accept both that 
Metz was reflecting Rahner's own position (of that time, i.e., some twenty years 
later than HWI) by emphasizing person and community, and that Metz was also 
reflecting a contemporary critique of Thomism, especially when he suggests that 
to do full justice to love, freedom, and persons as community, a different approach 
from the one presented in HW (or SW) is needed, i.e., different from one based 
on a (Thomist) metaphysics of knowledge more cosmocentric than anthropocentric. 
To the extent that Rahner's metaphysics of knowledge, while dependent on 
Aquinas's, transcends it by being more anthropocentric, it would escape this 
criticism. But to the extent that this even anthropocentric metaphysics of knowl
edge is applied to man as person, whose mark is less the transcendence (openness) 
of intellect than the transcendence (openness) of freedom and love, then it would 
come under the criticism contained in Kern's suggestion that categories coming 
from a cognitive context (for example, self-presence: Beis.ichsein) cannot, without 
adaptation, be simply applied to an affective, volitive context. He suggests that 
spirit cannot be adequately expressed as self-presence (Beisichsein) but as the 
presence to self/other of the self/other: Bei-( dem Selbst/ Andern-) Sein (des 
Andern)Selbs.t). And he suggests that bei (presence) canot be interpreted merely 
spatially, but must mean in and with and through (in und mit und durch); 
it's not much better but it is the way we have expressed the relation of person 
becoming person in, with and through other persons. See W. Kern, "Einheit-in
Mannigfaltigkeit. Fragmentarische Uberlegungen zur Metaphysik des Geistes," in 
Gott in Welt. Festgabe ftir Karl Rahner (Freiburg: Herder, 1964, two vol., ed. 
by J. B. Metz, W. Kern, A. Darlap, and II. Vorgrimler), Vol. I, 207-9!39; see esp. 
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5. Concluding Summary. To conclude this section we must 
admit that there is much more in both SW and HW than has 
been treated here. My purpose was not to treat everything, but 
to take Rahner's major philosophical works and interrogate 
them on the meaning of person. The question whether God 
must be part of my community :for me to achieve personal be
coming (as well as the question whether God is necessary to 
man as species for its specific personal becoming) would be 
answered by Rahner with a Yes; HW clearly works toward 
that conclusion; quotations meant to substantiate this claim 
could come from nearly everywhere in that work. 84 But later 
ideas on membership in the church, on heresy, on the anony
mous Christian, etc., would also have to be included. I have 
not pursued this question further here both because God, as 
personal, is at least implicitly included in every statement 
about person made in HW, and because a more explicit and 
satisfactory treatment can better be made through Rahner's 
theology. 

These remarks suggest at least two tasks, the first of which 
is taken up in the following sections of this study, viz., to pur
sue the meaning of personal becoming through Rahner's the
ological works, with an eye especially open to evolution in his 
concepts of person, freedom, community, and love. The second 
would be to undertake an independent study, beginning with 
interpersonal experience of the heart, of love and freedom, 
deriving a metaphysics from it directly, rather than starting 
with a metaphysics of cognition, contrary to Rahner and 
Lonergan (and Aquinas, Kant, and Hegel) and the whole tradi
tion giving primacy to knowledge. Some of the phenomenology 
already exists. But Rahner's metaphysics of personal becoming, 
though an application of a metaphysics of cognition, wherein 
the categories of spirit, matter, becoming, self-transcendence, 
openness, self-enactment, etc., were forged, will not soon be re
placed. 

Now finally since this is meant to be a concluding summary, 

84 E.g., see HWl, !204; HW!Z, 199; HWF, !279; HWE, 161; LW, 144. 
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and since everything Rahner wrote on person after these two 
works came from them, I will rapidly run through the es
sentials. Our most apt terms for becoming on the highest level 
of person (the free and ethical) are not spirit and matter, 
or V orgrifj and horizon, but transcendence and openness, en
actment and community. Man is a capacity to establish 
(enact) relations. Community is the set of interrelationships 

enacted in a mutuality of self-transcendences; openness (seen 
as an active opening, remaining open, and continually opening 
more) is another name for self-transcendence, effected only in 
enacting community: to enact person is to enact community. 
There is no person without community. 

Now historicity calls to mind both becoming (in time and 
history) and community (my history within the species's his
tory). The two go together. As constantly becoming, person 
can receive only an open definition. Thus the idea of person 
must remain open to history, for only in history is man working 
out his own definition. By trying to become a person, a man 
gradually learns what it means to be a person, and learns who 
is this person he is. In this effort toward personal self-enact
ment, each realizes that he is spirit by experiencing openness 
to personal and impersonal being without restriction, especially 
to being as goodness and value. He enacts himself as more and 
more spirit in his free decisions for those values that relate 
to him on the level of spirit. Second, in his effort toward be
coming he also learns his meaning as a material being, whose 
every act, including the most free and spiritual, is an enact
ment in, through, and of matter. He distinguishes velleity from 
will, lip service from religion, sweet nothings from love, and 
thus learns that he becomes even spirit only in incarnating his 
intellect and will in concrete, existential activity. In this effort 
toward becoming, he learns that person, as essentially social 
and relational, is enacted only in and through the enactment 
of community. Thus no one is enacted as a person by another: 
all enactment is self-enactment. But all enactment is also rela
tional; it is self-performed yet radically depends on others, who 
are not inert or passive means to my self-perfection, but other 
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freedoms opening to me and granting me access to my self
ehaCting self-transcendence. What are the metaphysical bases 
for these interdependencies? 

In his detailed study of the precise interrelationships neces
sarily obtaining between sense and its object, Rahner identified 
and distinguished the object's acts and the subject's and 
showed their interdependencies. The object needs a" wherein" 
for its act (a "thing" becomes an "object" only in a subject, 
one might say to Kant). The subject needs a "wherefrom" 
and "whereto" for its act, and enacts itself as knower in en
acting the act of the other as its own. The lover exemplifies 
these interrelationships and interdependencies, with the added 
dimension of freedom. Person as lover enacts himself on condi
tion of basically the same mutual relations and dependencies. 
Persons emerge and becoming occurs only as the interpersonal. 
This means that one must be loved in order to love, that one 
must be loved in order to become a person, and that love exists 
to become mutual: it means that love is will to person. As will 
to person, love personizes the lover. As a "transcendent" act, 
its effect is on the lover (as an "immanent" act) only because 
it goes to the loved (as a "transient" act), i.e., because it 
wills the loved as (and to be) person, as (and to be) free. 
But for this act of love to find fulfilment (full enactment) , it 
needs another openness to receive it (somewhat as a "thing" 
needs a "subject" in order to become an "object"). Thus 
personal becoming is interpersonal becoming as much because 
a person needs someone to love as because he needs someone 
who will love him in return. But we must not miss noting 
that in terms of the enactment of person, the free will to per
son, i. e., love, reveals as its basic metaphysical structure a 
need for the other more as one who can freely and actively 
open to receive love. But neither should we miss that this 
very opening to accept love from another is also a will to per
son and thus also love, for I will the other as (and to be) 
person also in making it possible for his love to reach its term 
and goal. Thus we regain mutuality, but from another direc
tion. Personal becoming is interpersonal becoming not so much 
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because one appeals for love and responds to love when it is 
given, as because love as will to :r>erson is perfect only when, 
as a real will to person and a real will to person, each person 
freely enacts himself as a lover (in his act of willing the other 
as person, seen as an act of love for the other) and as a beloved 
(in his act of willing the other as person, seen as an act of 
freely opening to the other's act of love in order to receive it, 
an act which makes possible the other's full self-enactment by 
enacting oneself as one loved by the other, which one does by 
enacting the other's emanated act as my received act of love, 
as an act of love for oneself, as one's own possessed act of re
ceived love). Thus both persons enact themselves through 
the other as both lover and beloved, each enacting himself as 
a person in loving the other, and each making possible one 
another's self-enactment as person by enacting the received 
love from the other. The lover, to be a lover, needs a beloved; 
but only the person can enact himself; thus the one being loved 
is one being loved only if he enacts himself as one being loved, 
which he does and can only do byenactingtheother'sactoflove 
for him as his, as an act from another that is acting upon, in, 
and for himself. 

It should be clear that this description of the interrelations 
and interdependencies of the acts of bestowing love and ac
cepting love (i. e., opening to love, in the double sense of 
opening to give love and opening to being loved) is a simple 
application of elements from SW (especially the analyses of 
sensation) and from HW (especially the analyses of free acts 
and historicity). Since our interpretation of Rahner is limited 
in this part to these two philosophical studies, this is about 
as far as we can go, on that basis, toward a metaphysics of 
personal becoming. Next we turn to an interpretation of his. 
theological studies. 



PART TWO: THEOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY 

III 

Person in the Earliest Essays in Theological Anthropology. 

I. Concupiscence: Finitude as Inertia. The first important 
theological study we consider is the article on concupiscence, 
the very title of which, " The Theological Concept of Con
cupiscentia" (1941, the same year HW was published), makes 
worth remarking that often what may first seem an unlikely 
source for a metaphysics of person actually turns out to be 
essential. In it Rahner advances from a dialectic of spirit and 
matter to one of person and nature. He is actually making 
clear the effects of man's being spirit in the world, i.e., the 
meaning of finitude: man is an incarnate spirit who is an 
incarnate spirit. He insists on the unity of man, and on the 
duality of the principles constituting that unity. 1 Because Rah
ner is here bringing his metaphysics of the human person to 
a theological question, his use of the term concupiscentia identi
fies that question, and a certain context, for theologians. But 
let's not be misled by this technical term. Man in his very 
metaphysical essence is the subject of this essay, i.e., man in 
his free, ethical activity, by which he becomes, determines, and 
enacts himself. 

It was to be expected that Rahner would have turned his 
attention to this question soon after SW and HW, since it fol
lows as a direct application of his anthropology worked out 
there. I have spoken of two "gaps," the second resulting from 
the first. Man's distance from the ultimate term of his total 
becoming as a person is the first gap. Human materiality is 
spirit's way of trying to close that gap. But materiality, while 
man's sole way of being and becoming, introduces a duality 
within his very essence, thus effecting a second gap, between 

1 S'J'h II 254; Thl 11 'Ml 
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spirit and matter: concupiscentia names experience of the 
second gap. Pure spirit, conceived as a limit-idea, would exist 
without this second gap (though still with the first). 

Now it would be unnecessary repetition to state the main 
notions of an essay available in English for so long-and pre
sented substantially (almost ten years before translation) by 
John Kenny; 2 furthermore, presupposing the philosophical part 
of the present study, I can be brief and direct. Let us, there
fore, move immediately to the point: 

... man's free decision is an act by means of which he disposes 
of himself as a whole. For originally and ultimately moral freedom 
is not so much a decision with regard to an objectively presented 
value-object as a decision with regard to the freely operative sub
ject himself .... the free decision tends of itself to dispose of man 
as a whole. For the spiritually knowing and willing subject neces
sarily brings to completion [vollzieht: enacts] in every objective 
act of knowledge and decision a return upon himself as well (reditio 
completa subjecti in seipsum: St. Thomas, IV Cont. Gent., c. 11), 
and in this way is present to himself and himself acts as someone so 
present to himself. In this way the free operation, as a genuine 
operation, and not just a passive experience, arises from the in
most core of the subject and exercises a determining influence upon 
this subject. For otherwise the operative subject, insofar as he is 
identical with this personal center, would merely undergo the free 
decision passively and not actively posit it. But that is in contra
diction to the inmost essence of the free operation, inasmuch as 
the operative subject is really responsible for it. Now the opera
tive subject himself can only be and remain responsible for the 
free decision if he posits this decision in such a way that the de
cision becomes a qualification of the operative subject himself. 
Thus the free decision is essentially a disposal of himself made by 
man, and one which proceeds from the inmost center of his being. 
Now if man's free decision is the shaping (or in the terms of con
temporary existential philosophy, the 'self-comprehension') of his 
own being proceeding from its inmost core-from that core, i. e., 
from which man's whole metaphysical essence arises and derives 
its unity and identity-then the free decision also tends essentially 

2 See J. P. Kenny, "The Problem of Concupiscence: A Recent Theory of "Pro
fessor Karl Rahner," Australasian Catholic Record, !W and 80 

(1958/, 
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to shape and modify this whole essence arising from the center of 
the person.3 

Any student of SW and HW knows this conclusion follows 
from the principles worked out there. The free act is an enact
ment of the person himself in a certain direction. It is not 
an accident in any epiphenomena! sense, but issues from and 
returns to the very center of the person. Man becomes person 
through such free, responsible acts, originating from and modi
fying man where he is most person. Rahner thus continues his 
philosophy of person in this essay. But it is more than a 
continuation; what was implicit now becomes explicit; he is 
dealing with person, precisely under the aegis of freedom as 
the person's act of self-disposition and self-enactment. 4 

To what extent does the person's free act really enact him 
as a person? Rahner is no less explicit. 

The question now arises as to how far the freely operative subject 
when he makes his decision succeeds in actually extending this ten
dency totally to dispose of himself throughout the whole extent of 
his being. And here we simply lay it down a posteriori ... that 
this tendency within man's ordinary free decision never completely 
succeeds in making its way. There always remains in the nature 
of things a tension between what man is as a kind of entity simply 
present before one (as 'nature') and what he wants to make of 
himself by his free decision (as 'person': a tension between what 
he is simply passively and what he actively posits himself as and 
wishes to understand himself to be. The ' person ' never wholly 
absorbs its ' nature.' 5 

Personal becoming appears here as the enactment of his na
ture by a person, " nature " being that which, when enacted, is 

• STh I 392-898; Thi I 861-862. Resonances with HW are obvious. 
• " The concept of person as the ontological principle of a free active cen

ter ... self-conscious, present to himself and through himself in being, is a con
cept which . . . has always played around the edge of the most static and objective 
concept of person (i. e., as substantial unity and distinction involving incom
municability)" (STh I 180; Thi I 159): " ... freedom remains in its intrinsic 
ontological root supremely central to the person " (ST4 l 18,Q, µ. 2; Thi ! µ, 
il [from 161]). 

• I 898;, Thi 
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that person. 6 Becoming a person is thus enactment of one's 
nature, is raising to the level of act what is latent in that nat
ture. Rahner uses the term nature here not as it is used in the 
couplets nature and grace or nature and supernature. He is 
drawing on the contemporary meaning of person as freedom,7 as 
free self-disposability: "man is a 'person' insofar as he freely 
disposes of himself by his decision, possesses his own definitive 
i·eality in the act of making a free decision about himself." 8 

Now nature is defined, in the present context, in terms of this 
self-disposability: "By' nature' is meant all that in man which 
must be given (and insofar as it is given) prior to this disposal 
of himself, as its object and the condition of its possibility." 9 

Personal becoming is an essential and ontological ".self-con-

• " Where the person is, there is freedom; this means, however, that thei:e is 
self-control [Selbstverfiigung: self-disposition] over the person's own reality and 
that the person shapes his own being and life as a result of internal decisions. 
Every finite person, of course, has imposed on it the law of the direction in which 
these decisions should be taken, so that we must in this sense distinguish in 
each finite person between its nature (understood as that which is pre-established 
for free pernonal control and something which serves as the norm of this decision) 
and the person (understood as what this being in freedom makes of itself and 
as how it wants to understand itself). . .. For the finite person itself is at the 
same time always also a nature. There is no point in the concrete existence of 
man--call it spirit, scintilla animae, ego, autonomous subject, or anything else 
you like-which is not affected by the fate of the nature of the person. The 
finite person itself, precisely as a person, is affected by the fate of its nature, 
since the possibilities of personal existence always rest essentially on the possi
bilities of the nature .... " (STh III 86; ThI III 69-71). "For by reason of his 
twofold nature of spirit and matter, we must distinguish between man as intel
ligible person and man as ' nature.' By person we mean man insofar as he can 
be, and is, freely in command of himself (as nature). By nature we mean here 
everything which, as condition for its possibility, precedes this free activity of 
man as a person and signifies a norm which sets bounds to the autonomous 
sovereignty of his freedom" (STh II 79-80; ThI II 86). A good illustration of 
person and nature in experience is given by J. Cowburn, Love and the Person. 
A Philosophical Theory and a Theological Essay (London: Geoffrey Chapman, 
1967), 3-16; the extension of the idea goes to 49. 

7 " ••• [F]reedom of choice ... is the presupposition of what is called responsi
bility, and it characterizes what is meant by person in the modem sense of the 
word" (emphasis added) STh II 96; ThI II 90). 

8 STh I 393, n. 1; Th! I 362, n. 2. 
• STh I 893, n. 1; Tlil l !762-3613, Jl. 
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struction," because free acts touch, change, and make a dif
ference to the very essence of a person. To emphasize this 
ontological making-a-difference, Rahner contrasts the effects 
of a free act with a "mere moral or juridical imputation " of 
an act to a person. We would misunderstand him if we take 
this particular (and pejorative) use of the term moral as a 
relegation of such acts to the domain of acts that do not " make 
a difference" to man's essence; he is rather saying the opposite, 
viz., that precisely the free act (and the moral/ ethical act is 
the free act par excellence) penetrates through to the very es
sence of man and enacts him as a person, because such an act is 
by its very nature reflexive, self-determining: the free act is 
the human nature in its self-becoming as person, is the nature 
enacted by the person's self-disposition. 

If my nature is the raw material "at my disposal" for ac
tualization, then I am nature and person: person is enacted na
ture, and the enactment occurs through and in free activity: 

... a clear and handy distinction between that in man which is 
not open to question and that which he is in virtue of his capacity 
to dispose of himself, is of fundamental importance; otherwise the 
free operation is going to look like a sporadically occurring activity 
of the man in connection with an object distinct from himself, and 
this transient operation will then leave the operative subject un
touched and at most of significance for him by being imputed to 
him in a moral-juridical way. Apart from all else, this is already 
excluded by the ontological nature of the spiritual act: the spir
itual act (the free decision, above all) is by its very nature re
flexive, reflecting back upon the subject; the free act is not simply 
imputed to the subject, for the latter has from the first determined 
itself through this act. 10 

For Rahner the essence of person is found in the freedom 
of his becoming; all finite essences (natures) are characterized 
by becoming, but human nature (essence) unfolds freely also, 
the ideal, as a distant and unreachable horizon, being the full 
enactment of all the potential latent in that essence: " ... the 
essence, in its complete unfolding, always remains an ideal 

10 STh I 393, n. l; Th! I 363, n. !l. 
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capable of being attained only asymptotically by the concrete
ly existent being, even as regards the freedom through which 
it makes itself what it is." 11 

A person becomes a person through enactment of his nature. 
Now becoming says both a dynamic momentum toward ever 
fuller enactment and a sluggish inertia resisting this dynamism. 
We named these two polarities spirit and matter, person and 
nature. Nature is both the source and power of personal be
coming, yet resists that becoming: 

... just as essential an element of the dualism of person and na
ture, of the resistance of the entity given prior to the free decision 
counter to the tendency of the free subject totally to dispose of 
his whole subsistent reality, arises from the materiality of the hu
man being, from the real differentiation of matter and form, which 
prevents the form from bringing itself fully to manifestation in 
the 'other' of matter. . .. the whole ' nature' given prior to free
dom offers resistance to the 'person's' free and total disposition 
of himself, so that the boundary between 'person' and 'nature' 
stands as it were vertically in regard to the horizontal line which 
divides spirituality from sensibility in man. The specifically human 
form of the distinction between person and nature (as distin
guished, e.g., from a like dualism which has to be supposed for the 
angels as well) is explained by the dualism of matter and form 
• 12 in man .... 

We move to the properly ethical aspect of Rahner's discus
sion, where person is viewed as enacting his nature through an 
act that determines him as morally good or evil, through a free 
decision. As we just saw, " ... to the nature (as opposed to 
the person) belongs everything which must be given prior to 
the person's free decision, as a condition of its possibility." 13 

The natural dynamism of human nature is one of these givens; 
without it there is no activity at all. When this basic dyna
mism, already naturally oriented toward what accords with it, 
enters the realm of conscious choice, the person takes up this 
natural force into his own hands and disposes of it, and of him
self: 

11 STh I 894; Thl I 868-864. 
12 STh I 895; Thl I 865. 
1 • STh I 895; Thl I 865. 
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the free decision tends to the end that man should dispose 
of himself as a whole before God, actively make himself into what 
he freely wishes to be. Thus the end to which the free decision 
is orientated is that everything which is in man (nature), hence 
the involuntary as well, should be the revelation and the expres
sion of what man as person wishes to be; thus that the free de
cision should comprehend, transfigure, and transfuse the spon
taneous act, so that its own reality too should no longer be purely 
natural but personal. 14 

Personal becoming is, therefore, identified with sanctity and 
perfection, and is just as humanly impossible,15 a horizon of 
possibility man is incapable of reaching because he can never 
fully exhaust the potential of his nature. This can be put two 
ways, from the viewpoint of freedom and person, or from that 
of nature. And ". . . it makes no difference whether we say: 
' The free principle is of itself too weak to achieve itself wholly 

in man's nature,' or 'The resistance of the material in which 
the decision tries to realize itself is too strong for the entire 

u STh I S95-S96; Thi I S65. 
15 " Hence we must distinguish two quite different dimensions of intensity in 

the case of the human act; one of these is the measure of the greater or lesser 
personal depth of au act, while the other measures the intensity and density of 
the act on a particular personal level. . . . There would now arise the question 
how this existential depth of an act can grow; whether, and how, man slowly 
gains the chance in the course of his natural and moral life to increase the radical 
existential depth of his actions; whether and how he manages to bring himself 
into play in one act and this with the whole reality of his spiritual and personal 
being right down to its deepest depths in one free decision, and what are the 
causes and conditions making it possible for him to do this. . . . There is evi
dently a development of man's capacity for an ever more total self-commitment 
by ever deeper personal acts. The impossibility of being able to commit oneself 
totally at every moment-the impossibility of a totally making-of-oneself in every 
moment what one wants to be-is, however, nothing more than what is called 
concupiscence in the strictly theological sense of the word (in contrast to the usual 
moral interpretation of this term) . Hence growth in this possibility is nothing 
other than growth in overcoming concupiscence" (STh III SI-SS; Thi III !W-22). 
" ... [T]he Christian ought to beoome holy ... he in some way or other be
comes this slowly . . . he can become ever more perfect . . . he is capable of 
growing in holiness and love of God, and . . . he moves himself towards a definite 
goal in his religion and moral life, a goal which is not a simple question of a goal 
not attained or not yet attained, but a goal toward which he really moves by 
approaching nearer and nearer to it" (STh III 19-20; Thi III IO). 
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success of the intention.' " 16 In other words, ". . . one can 
either say, 'The personal decision does not wholly make its 
own the potentialities of its material,' or ' The free principle 
does not succeed in overcoming the resistance of its nature
ma terial.' " 11 

Note that this inability to become fully is given in conscious 
experience. If we were not conscious of ourselves as always 
" more " than we can enact, express, and concretize, then the 
entire dynamic process would be unfree. But we are aware that 
free acts, because they are free, leave us changed by them: it 
is I who have done the changing.-! myself am changed. Free 
ethical activity is as self-creative as is humanly possible. 

In the concrete man of the present order free personal decision and 
self-determination are not capable of perfectly and exhaustively 
determining the operative subject throughout the whole extent of 
his real being. The free act does indeed dispose of the whole sub
ject, insofar as it is as free act an act of man's personal center, 
and so, by the root as it were, draws the whole subject in sympathy 
with it. And yet man's concrete being is not throughout its whole 
extent and according to all its powers and their actualization the 
pure expression and the unambiguous revelation of the personal ac
tive center which is its own master. In the course of his self
determination, the person undergoes the resistance of the nature 
given prior to freedom, and never wholly succeeds in making all 
that man is into the reality and the expression of all that he com
prehends himself to be in the core of his person. There is much 
in man which always remains in concrete fact somehow imper
sonal; ... man in this regime does not overcome even by his free 
decision the dualism between what he is as nature prior to his 
existential decision and what he becomes as person by this decision, 
not even in the measure in which it would absolutely speaking be 
conceivable for a finite spirit to overcome it. Man never becomes 
wholly absorbed either in good or in evil.18 

To emphasize that Rahner means something really meta
physical here, we can follow his elaboration of that last sen
tence by contrasting man's inability fully to become personal 

1 • STh I 396, n.; Thi I 366, n. 
1 • Loe. cit. 
1 • STh I 399-400; Thi I 368-369. 
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(due to his material nature) with angels' (used as a Iimit
concept) power to do so instanced as the capacity for re
pentance in men and angels. "Looked at metaphysically, re
pentance is only possible where man's immoral free decision 
has not the power so exhaustively to impress evil upon his 
being that no starting-point for a new decision remains over 
from which a fresh redisposition of the elements of the human 
person could ensue." 19 As for the angel, " ... he is ' impenitent ' 
precisely because he was in a position exhaustively to shape his 
entire nature through his personal decision; hence too no re
mainder is left over in him, either psychologically or onto
logically, which might have escaped this personal decision and 
from which the reshaping of the person could begin." 20 When 
there is no " remainder," no unenacted potentiality remaining, 
full becoming is then reached; nature has been taken up into 
person and disposed of in a free ethical decision. It could 
hardly be more clearly said that personal becoming makes an 
ontological difference, and is no mere accidental determina
tion, 21 no merely psychological phenomenon. What a pure 
(non-incarnate) spirit accomplishes in one act, a human (in
carnate) spirit needs a whole lifetime (and even a" purgatory" 
after this life) to accomplish. 

Pure spirit is not, of course, an ideal to be striven for by 
man; if SW said anything at all it was that the human person 
becomes himself only in and through matter. Thus when 
Rahner says that " ... it is the goal of all moral growth that 
man should increasingly bring the whole of himself into play 

1 • STh I 397, n. 2; Thl I 367, n. 2. 
20 STh I 404, n. l; ThI I 373, n. 1. 
21 " The history of man, his free action, and the absolute climax of his freedom 

are not to be considered as accidents attached to the unmodified substance of a 
nature conceived as one thing to be registered among others. It must be regarded 
as the self-realization [Selbstvollzug: self-enactment] of a being which only attains 
its own reality in such a process of freedom, which is therefore not to be regarded 
so much as a ' faculty ' which man ' has ' as the power of free disposal which one 
is, in order to be able to bring one's own imposed being, as itself, to its proper 
fulfilment " (STh IV 168; ThI IV 130-131. See also STh IV 165-171; ThI IV US-
132, esp. STh IV 169, n. 10; ThI IV 130, n. 10). 
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in a morally good decision ... ," 22 he is not implying a possible 
spiritualism (or angelism). He is rather emphasizing that to 
be a person is to become a person, in time and history. Thus 
he ends this essay insisting that personal becoming is a free 
activity, issuing from my free, active personal center, not some
thing that happens to me: 

It has ahvays been the case that man only learns slowly and 
arduously to know who he is and all that is in him.23 When and 
where man is present to himself with the utmost clarity (and it 
is rationalistic, unhistorical superstition, not a postulate of a ra
tional metaphysical anthropology, to suppose that he must be 
capable of this at any moment he chooses), he may not know why 
he finds himself to be like this; but he can notice the fact that he 
does not feel in order.24 

We examined this essay in search of a metaphysics of personal 
becoming, and have found in it material to advance our in
quiry. Besides the older distinction of spirit and matter, we 
now have that of person and nature. And we have also found 
the process of enactment of nature by person placed unequi
vocally on the ontological plane: man ontologically becomes a 
person through and in his free, ethical acts, deciding his very 
essence as a whole in his moral decisions. Rahner's approach 
to another philosophical-theological question has now more 
clearly emerged as a " personalist " approach. Rahner has ob
viously been content to let the interpersonal remain implicit. 
At this time, despite statements in HW which admitted of 
interpretation in the direction of the necessity of interpersonal 

22 STh I 405; ThI I 878-874. 
•• " But right to the end of his history man will never be quite done with 

learning what in him is essence and what merely, contingently factual model. The 
whole spiritual and cultural history of man testifies to this. For in this history 
he continually experiences new modes of the single process of the realization of 
his essence [TV esensverwirklichung: actualization of his essence), which he would 
never have been able to infer from his essence a priori. And in each new mode 
he learns anew by living out the difference between essence and its concrete his
torical realization, the synthesis of which he had held before to be more or less 
incapable of being dissolved" (STh I 827-828, n. I; ThI I 801-802, n. I). 

24 STh I 418; ThI I 381. 
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love in community for persons to reach fulfillment, he continues 
to speak mostly in terms of an intrapersonal becoming, i.e., of 
what goes on within the person, permitting but not making ex
plicitations about how this "within " depends on what happens 
between (inter) persons. This assessment applies also to the 
essay on death and to the first essay on freedom, to be treated 
in this section. Not until more than ten years from this time 
(1941), in 1953, will we find him, writing on guilt (to be treated 
in the fourth section of this study) , explicitly dealing with the 
interpersonal in a way that begins to be more satisfying. 

2. Death: Final Self-enacting Self-disposition. Let us turn 
now to the question of death. We shall find that a "per
sonalism," emerging more clearly with each essay, is once again 
Rahner's position: to be a person is to have the task of be
coming a person. 

To turn, incidentally, to Rahner's essay on death after 
having studied his essays on purgatory (indulgences) ,25 guilt, 26 

time,27 and after the study of nature and person (concupi
scence), as well as his less extensive treatments of resurrection 
of the body, hell, and heaven 28-to mention only the few that 
come readily to mind-would be to become even more aware 
of the admirable unity and consistency of his thought, flowing 
from his fundamental principles (spirit, matter, becoming) ; 
what he began to work out in SW and advanced in HW was 
further advanced in being applied to the questions that gave 
titles to the essays mentioned above (among others). In the 
essay on death, man is again seen as the union of spirit and 
matter, of person and nature, death being the culminating 
act of personal becoming; purgatory does allow nature to 
" catch up " with person, but time is the real possibility of be
coming a person, and with one's time ended, one's free sel£
enactment is ended, purgatory continuing only what was al-

2 • STh II 185-210; Th! II 175-201. See esp. STh II 206-207; Th! I 197-198. 
26 STh II 279-297; Th! II 265-281. . 
21 STh III 169-188; Th! III 141-157. 
•• SThU 219-220; Th! II 211. 
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ready decided. We can with profit dwell on Rahner's personalist 
way of viewing death. He does not neglect the natural view 
of death (pace Gaboriau 29 ) ; but it has been emphasized 
enough, whereas a study of death as personal act has been 
neglected. 

We begin by noting the continuing relevance of the distinc
tion between person and nature. 

Man is a union of nature and person. He is a being who possesses, 
on the one hand, antecedent to his own personal and free decision 
and independent of it, a specific kind of existence with definite 
laws proper to it and, consequently, a necessary mode of develop
ment; on the other hand, he disposes freely of himself and is, in 
the last analysis, what he himself, through the exercise of his 
liberty, wills himself to be. Death must consequently possess for 
him a personal and natural aspect. 30 

While admitting, of course, that death "happens to" man, 
who, as nature, dies as other living things die, Rahner focuses 
on the free and personal aspect of death. 31 For man as person, 
death has more meaning than the end and finish of his biologi
cal existence. It means the " finishing " of man in another 
sense, a sense completely consistent with Rahner's conception 
of Person as Personwerdung and Personlichung (which we 
could translate as personal becoming and" personization," after 
the model of " hominization ") . 

Death brings man, as a moral and spiritual person, a kind of finality 
and consummation which renders his decision for or against God, 
reached during the time of his bodily life, final and unalterable. 
This statement, however, does not totally exclude man's further 
development after death, nor does it presuppose a lifeless concept of 
man's future life with God. The doctrine of purgatory, 32 of the 

••See F. Gaboriau, Intervieiw sur le mort avec Karl Rahner (Paris: Lethielleux, 
1967). 

20 ThT 15; ThD 13. 
31 ". • • [l]t is man who dies. In death something happens to him as a whole, 

something which, consequently, is of essential importance to his soul as well: his 
free, personal self-affirmation and self-realization is achieved in death definitively" 
(ThT 19; ThD 18) . 

82 " That doctrine implies a further maturing of man, even after death, though 
in accord with his final decision during life, through. temporal punishment for sin 
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coming resurrection of the body and the future consummation of 
the whole universe, in fact indicates a further development of man 
towards his ultimate perfection in every respect. 33 

Becoming is intrinsic to person right through and beyond 
death itself. The impression is of a dialectical struggle between 
man's spirituality and materiality, consistent with the tension 
described as concupiscence, a struggle 34 that has not even 
finished running its course until after death, although the direc
tion of its course has been decided before death. Just as nature 
resisted person before death, so also even after death one's 
nature lags behind the project which the person has made of 
himself. Personal becoming as process, as becoming, is presented 
even as a consistent explanation of the eschata. For our pur
poses it suffices to note that " ... death of its very nature is a 
personal self-fulfilment" 35 ••• and that" ... the finality of the 
personal life-decision is an intrinsic constituent of death itself 
as a spiritual and personal act of man." 36 

Again we would have been able to predict that Rahner would 
take this position, since it fallows from his premises of personal 
becoming through a person's free, ethical acts: to recognize a 
truly personal aspect in death is to find death a free, human act. 
Person becomes person through such acts; thus, 

... death cannot merely be an occurrence which is passively under
gone (though it is clearly that), and a biological event which man 
as a person faces powerlessly from the outside, but it must also 
be understood as an act that a man interiorly performs. Moreover, 
rightly understood, it must be death itself which is the act, and 
not simply an attitude the human being adopts towards death but 
which remains extrinsic to it. Just as man is both spirit and matter, 
liberty and necessity, person and nature, his death too must ex
hibit this real, ontological dialectic, so intrinsic and essential to 
him. . .. in death the soul achieves the consummation of its own 

(i.e., the endurance of the repercussions of the world on the never perfectly right 
moral attitude of man " (ThT 24; ThD 24) . 

•• ThT 26; ThD 26-27. 
••See STh III 89-98; ThI III 72-75. 
•• ThT 29; ThD 80 . 
•• Loe. cit. 
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personal self-affirmation, not merely by passively suffering some
thing which supervenes biologically, but through its personal act. 
Death, therefore, as the end of man as a spiritual person, must be 
an active consummation from within brought about by the person 
himself, a maturing self-realization which embodies the result of 
what man has made of himself during life, the achievement of 
total self-possession, a real effectuation of self, the fullness of freely 
produced personal reality.3 1 

Now because our search is for a metaphysics of personal be
coming, and not for a theology of death, we can omit the speci
fically theological in this essay. But there is no reason to rest, 
as though finished, when once it becomes clear that Rahner's 
concept of person is inseparable from person-as-becoming. The 
how of our becoming is more important than the fact, a fact 
far clearer now than ever expressed in SW, and more developed 
than in HW, where only the essentials were provided. Rahner 
repeatedly states, and we have begun to see in how many ways, 
that the person is self-realization, self-actualization, self-attain
ment, self-appropriation, self-possession, self-affirmation, self
formation, self-fulfilment, self-completion, self-enactment, self
achievement, self-effectuation, self-decision, sell ,;isposition, etc. 
We have already seen that the how of this self-enactment is self
transcendence. And Rahner repeatedly states that the how is 
through free, ethical acts, those eminently personal acts that 
constitute the enactment of man's nature. But death itself is 
here understood precisely as just such a person-enactina'. (per
sonizing) act. Perhaps, in fact, death makes this aspect of per
sonal becoming even more clear, since death is at once both a 
depersonization and personization. 38 But death has this sig
nificance as summing up a life only because death is present 
throughout the whole of that life, unless the person tries to 

37 ThT 9?9-30; ThD 30-31. 
38 "Death appears both as act and fate, as end and fulfilment, as willed and 

as suffered, as plenitude and emptiness. It seems to involve an empty, unsub
stantial, uncanny character, a kind of depersonalization [Entpersonlichung: de
personization], loss of self, destruction, and at the same time the plenitude of a 
person's attainment of total self-possession, the independence and pure immanence 
that characterize personality" (ThT 38-39; ThD 41). 
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escape from his being-toward-death. 39 Rahner clearly under
stands death as much more than an unfortunate final disaster 
miserably undoing and depersonizing man, not the business of 
the last day but of every day: indeed death reveals the 
meaning oi the everyday personal becoming oi man. 

Clearly it cannot be an act of man, if it is conceived as an isolated 
point at the end of life, but only if it is understood as an act of 
fulfilment (a concept which an ontology of the end of a spiritual 
being can fully justify), achieved through the act of the whole 
of life in such a manner that death is axiologically present all 
through human life. Man is enacting his death, as his own con
summation, through the deed of his life, and in this way death is 
present in his actions, in each of his free acts, in which he freely 
disposes of his whole person. 40 

39 See Rahner's article on Heidegger. See also STh III 89-93; Thl III 7fl-75: 
"Man can, of course (to use a Heideggerian phrase) try to run away from the 
ontological structure of his being,' from this ' being made for death' which con

cerns the whole man. He can try to cover up this his death-situation by talk, 
by keeping himself busy, by immersing himself in daily routine, by taking flight 
into the anonymity of' everyone;' he can therefore also take the sting out of every 
Passion-by trying as much as possible to avoid it, by taking flight into amuse
ments, into harmlessness, into bourgeois optimism, by the iioporific of a hope for 
improvement (of an individual or social kind)-and he can cover up its character 
c.f the relentless approach of death and of a 'prolixitas mortis.' But when man 
makes a personal existential decision with regard to this death-reality of his 
human existence, then his decision can only consist of a 'yes' to this reality. 
For only by saying yes to it, can a free person turn a necessary fate externally 
imposed on him into a free act of the person himself .... Asceticism, therefore, 
is nothing other than the personal, free grasping-of-his-own-accord of his neces
sary being-unto-death. . . . Passion expresses the necessity of death in man 
taken as nature, whereas asceticism expresses the freedom of death in man taken 
as person. . . . Dying-at least when it is accomplished in a personal way and 
by a yes given to the Christian revelation of life--is the most complete and defini
tive act of hoping faith, and this is the real meaning of Christian death." 

• 0 ThT 41; ThD 43-44. "Man's death, insofar as it is his own personal act, 
extends through his whole life. . .. any moral act of man i.o; to be considered aii 

a disposing over his entire person with regard to his interior destiny, and ... 
such a disposition receives its final character only in death. . . ." (ThT 57-58; 
ThD 62-63). " ... death, as a human action, is precisely the event which gathers 
up the whole personal act of a human life into one fulfilment" (ThT 63; ThD 69). 
" Death is an act. Certainly it is the extreme case of something undergone, the 
event in which what is obscure and beyond control disposes of man, ineluctably 
taking him from himself, in the ultimate depth of his existence. Yet at the same 
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Rahner's personalism transcends discussing death in a nar
row traditional way. He follows and develops the fil conducteur 
of his entire anthropology, person as becoming. His essay on 
concupiscence showed this, and the same has appeared in his 
entire anthropology, person as becoming. His essay on con
cupiscence showed this, and the same has appeared in his essay 
on death: the constant and unifying perspective is how the 
human person enacts that potential which he essentially is. 

I admit to a certain dissatisfaction in prescinding from the 
theological aspects of death (as we did also from concupi
scence). Without considering God as person, involved in the 
"good death," man's personness can come off looking pretty 
abstract. For Rahner personal becoming is clearly theonomous: 
but rather than enter into the kind of detail appropriate to 
elaborating the theological aspects of death, I remain on the 
philosophical level because Rahner provides plenty of con
crete detail in other essays for those interested in pursuing the 
point. By remaining "philosophical" I mean considering the 
differences between the uses of freedom for good or evil taken 
as affecting man himself rather than his relations to God. 
Besides, from everything .said about freedom so far, it is clear 

time death is an act, and in fact the act of all acts, a free act. A man may be 
unconscious at the moment he is dying. Death may take him by surprise, if 
what we mean by death is the instant at the end, in which the death which we 
all die throughout our lives orientated towards this moment is manifested. But 
just because we die our death in this life, because we are permanently taking 
leave, permanently parting, looking towards the end, permanently disappointed, 
ceaselessly piercing through realities into their nothingness, continually narrowing 
the possibilities of free life through our actual decisions and actual life until we 
have exhausted life and driven it into the straits of death; because we are always 
experiencing what is unfathomable and are constantly reaching out beyond what 
can be stated, into what is incalculable and incomprehensible; and because it is 
only in this way that we exist in a truly human manner, we die throughout life, 
therefore, and what we call death is really the end of death, the death of death. 
Whether this death of death will be the second death or the killing of death and 
the victory of life, depends completely on us. Hence, because death is permanently 
present in the whole of human life, biologically and in the actual concrete experi
ence of the individual person, death is also the act of human freedom " (ThT 76-
77;' ThD 84-85). " ... whenever someone dies freely, the whole of his life is 
present" (ThT 97; ThD 109). 
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that Rahner's understanding of freedom must be our next con
cern; he makes nearly everything hinge on one's use of freedom. 
Before turning to his first full treatment of freedom, let us con
clude the present study by examining briefly what he states 
about freedom here. " Good and bad freedom are not simply 
the same activation of the same liberty only in different direc
tions and towards different objects. Just as freedom, as an 
intentional power, is specified by its object, so it is itself really 
specified by this object, 41 i.e., it is different in itself according 
to the different objects towards which it is directed. And it can 
be described through this difference, which is intrinsic to 
it. ... " 42 One's death is not a morally neutral event, 48 but has 
the character of one's free acts and their objects. To reject a 
neutral death is to reject a neutral personal becoming, since 
death is the ultimate personizing act. It is thus inevitable that 
we must study freedom in general and ethics in particular, if 
we are to understand personal becoming, because free acts, pre
cisely as self-enactments of the person as free, ontologically de
termine the very essence of the person. 44 It is therefore to free
dom that we must next turn attention. 

Needless to say, in conclusion, there is much more in this 
essay on death than is reflected in the above treatment. We 

u" If we are reluctant to admit the possibility of innocently missing the final 
peak of life which, after all, in itself is obligation binding on every man, then 
we have to reject the idea that death can be a moral act of the merely natural 
order without relation to salvation or perdition " (ThT 85; ThD 95). 

• 2 ThT 97; ThD 109. 
43 " Everything depends on the object of one's freedom. Freedom, is this intra

mundane sense of the psychological and moral capacity to decide to act in this 
way or that, receives its meaning and value ultimately from the object for which 
and upon which one decides" (STh II 98, 108; ThI II 101). 

u " ... [T]he 'act' of a sub-personal being has essentially a more extrinsic re
lationship to the nature of this being than in the case of a being which is aware 
of itself and realizes itself in freedom. In this case, the being is entrusted to itself. 
Though it cannot use its freedom to ' destroy ' itself or eliminate itself, the free 
act still affects the nature in such a way that it is not merely the subject of the 
act, but becomes in a certain sense the act itself. Man for instance does not 
merely commit evil actions: he himself becomes evil by these actions. And vice 
versa, where a free spiritual being is willed and accepted, the self-realization as 
such is will and accepted, and not merely 'made possible' and (eventually) fore
seen " (STh IV 169, n. 10; ThI IV 130, n. 10). 
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have concentrated only on those points relevant to the question 
of personal becoming. It would be repetitive to dwell longer on 
the topic; the intrinsic relationship between death and be
coming a person is clear enough for now (in his study of time, 
Rahner returns to some of these same basic points). 

In summary, for Rahner, death can be seen from the view
points of nature and person. He aptly uses the term Entper
sonlichung, depersonization, to speak of how death appears to 
nature, and contrasts it with death's meaning for person. 
Death as depersonization is loss of self, bondage, emptiness, 
complete dispossession of self, and a suffering of fate; death 
as personal becoming, as personization, is just the opposite, a 
self-appropriation, freedom, self-fulfilment, self-possession, and 
a £elf-disposing act. 

3. Freedom I. Our approximately chronological order sug
gests that freedom would most appropriately be next; the logic 
of personal becoming also suggests this. So far we have (1) 
seen the basic constitutive principles of person identified (in 
SW) as spirit and matter, (2) identified becoming as the very 
essence of the relation between these constituents, not only for 
their own constitution (emanation) but also for the self-enact
ment of the constituted essence (innerworldly causality), (3) 
noted the importance of freedom and love (in HW), (4) found 
(concupiscence) how these principles derive momentum and 
face inertia as the person strives, throughout the history of 
a whole lifetime, to enact nature in his self-becoming, and (5) 
have just seen (death) how the dialectic of spirit and matter, 
person and nature, is a process of enactment (spirit enacts itself 
in matter, person enacts itself by enacting that spiritual
material nature) culminating in death seen as a free, personal 
act. Human self-enactment is free. As my free act has the 
value of its object, my life (my battle with concupiscence) and 
death share the value of my use of freedom. Thus we turn now 
to freedom. 45 

••Note that the concupiscence essay first appeared in 1941 and then again 
in 1954, that on death in 1949 and then in 1957, and the present essay on free-
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Again note the focus: freedom is important 'because it is 
primarily through free · activity that personal becoming is 
effected. Becoming is intrinsic to man not merely as· it is for 

dom dates from 1952 but appeared in the second volume of tll.e STh in 
Rahner profited from the time between early and later appearance of some o.f his 
studies, reworking them, adding to them. While the study of freedom will be our 
next major stop along the route, other essays from the second and third volumes 
of STh, also from the same period, will be used as minor stops and will appear 
(as before) in footnotes, insofar as they relate to the matter being treated in the 
text. 

I would like to offer a word of to anyone resigned, perhaps unwillingly, 
to a purely arbitrary sequential treatment of Rahner's major essays, such as the 
order of their appearance in English. The order chosen here is not the strict order 

of composition or publication. There is a real, identifiable evolution in Rahner's 
concept of person. The foundations laid in SW and ev.en in HW dealt. with person 
almost exclusively in less than explicitly " p.ersonalist" categories; love as will
to-person (in HW) was a portent of future ideas. In the distinction (in the essay 
of concupiscence) betwren person and nature, added to the earlier one between 
spirit and matter, Rahner went beyond SW and HW while making this advance
ment a linear one flowing from the metaphysics of spirit becoming itself in matter; 
concupiscence became another way of talking about personal becoming. As we 
have just seen, death is also made more meaningful when seen from the viewpoint 
of personal becoming, Rahner's fait primitif. 

Rahner did not really deal with the free act in depth, nor did he eve11 scratch 
the surface of the most important factors of personization, until he studied love 
and the interpersonal; but the fact is that he did go on to do so, as we shall see, 
and fully consistently within the sweep of his dynamic of person as personization. 
Up to the time of the first essay of freedom, that is, in 1952, he was still working 
out "metaphysical foundations, as though each time, in each essay, he set out 
to apply his metaphysics, as worked out in SW and HW, to a particular question 
(in theology, spirituality, etc.), and then realized that a little more "working 
out" was called for. Thus the "applications" became occasions for devekpmg 
his ideas, and his essays consequently (and predictably) began to show an evolu
tion. The consistency is evident and unquestioned, but the essays were more 
•.han mere explicitations of already worked-out concepts. Hints there .are, and 
ihey help confirm the consistency, but in light of later essays the earlier omis
sions become all the more noticeable. If it can be said without contradiction, 
Rahner gave the impression of discussing person impersonally, at least until free
dom, guilt, and love came in for explicit study. 

As we turn to Rahner's essay on man's dignity and freedom, recall that we 
are trying to narrow the focus somewhat as we proceed to study . Rahner's in
creasingly mature treatments of person. We have seen much on the basic nature 
of the human person, but for the most part in tern:is of the fundamentiµ con
stitutive principles. We can expect gradually to narrew the focus down. to the 
particular acts (flowing from that nature) which are most relevant to an exi>IaniL-
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any finite being, but a fortiori because man is free and can thus 
take even his basic nature into his own hands, can decide who 
and what he is and is to be. Thus to know man as person, as 
free, is to ha.ve to take this becoming into account, and to 
define man is thus to offer an open definition, i. e., one that 
remains open to all man can become in history. 

A knowledge of essences which includes the concrete knowledge 
about the possibilities of nature (which in part are to be freely 
realized), must rely on a twofold method: (I) On a transcen· 
dental method. . . . (2) The reflection on the historical experience 
man has of himaelf, without which the notion of man remains 
' empty' and without which this notion has no clearness and conse
quently no power in history. Such reflection is indispensable be
cause only in this way can we recognize the metaphysical possi
bilities . of man as a free being who, because he is free, cannot be 
adequately deduced from something else clearly given. Since this 
reflection, being itself a ' historical becoming ' process, is essentially 
unfinished, the understanding of the essence is permanently in via 
in spite of its a priori and transcendental metaphysical element. 
To give an adequate design of man (what he is and ought to be
come) by an a-priori-rationalistic reason is impossible. Man must 
always refer also to his history and thus even to his future in 
order to know what he is. . . . Because man really knows ' con
ci:etely ' about himself in this historical experience only-an experi
ence which is still in a state of becoming-there is no manifest 
knowledge of essence without tradition (of a natural kind and of 
the kind of saving history) and without a venturing, planning, 
devising, anticipation of the future ... ,46 

This free becoming is not some epiphenomenal or accidental 
addendum, but is the very construction of the human essence 
itself; the very capacity freely to construct the human essence 
is, in fact, an essential part of that essence. It is because man 
is personal and free that his essence is given to him as an open 
task, to be shaped in self-disposing, self-enacting deeds. Rahner 

tion of person as becoming. We have already noted that concupiscence, death, 
purgatory, indulgences, hell, heaven, and many other " doctrines " have new 
clarity and sense from the viewpoint of Rahner's concept of person. The next 

essays, both taken from STh II (i.e., on freedom, 1952, and on guilt, 1958) 
will advance us closer to a fuller grasp of this concept; from STh III only one 
essay (on time) will be treated. 

•• STh II 249-250; Th! II 286-287, my emphasis. 
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thus does not attempt to define man in the usual closed way, 
but rather in terms of the kind of acts that effect per1mnal be
coming. He offers the following terms 47 to characterize" man's 
personal nature": (I) "man is spirit;" (2) "he is freedom;" 
· (3) "he is an individual;" (4) "he is a community-building 
person;" 48 (5) "he is (qua human person) an incarnate, 
mundane person;" 49 (6) he is oharacterized by "the super
natural, existential." 50 

To put it somewhat differently, in terms of the human " ex
istentials," Rahner continues: 

With this essence and this dignity of man there is given a plurality 
of human existential dimensions (Emtentialien): (a) He is a 
corporeal-material living being, in a biological community of life 
with its material surroundings, and with a care for its will to live. 
(b) He is a spiritual-personal, cultural being with a diversity of 
personal communities (marriage union, family, kinsfolk, a people, 
the State, the community of nations), and with a history. (c) He 
is a religious, God-centered being (by nature and grace), with a 

'" See STh II 251-253; Thi II 239-240. 
••"Person is not the opposite of community; rather, both are correlative realities, 

i. e., qua person, man is intended for community with other persons (God and 
men)' and there is community only where there are persons and where persons 
are protected; he is a perfect person in the mecuure in which he apens himaelf in 
love and service for other persons" (STh II 251-252; Thi II 293, my emphasis. Note 
how this recalls the high point of HW where openness is the necessary condition 
for establishing encounter, dialogue, and mutuality-and thus personal becoming
and where love is seen as will-to-person. 

49 Person as incarnate " ... realizes himself in his ultimate core only in a spatio
temporal, pluralistic expansion, in concern for his bodily existence (economy) and 
within a community communicated in a tangible manner {marriage, parent-and
child relationship, the State, Incarnation, Church, sacraments, symbol, etc.). The 
personality of man, therefore, cannot be relegated to an absolutely internal realm. 
It requires a certain space for realizing itself. Such a space, although it is to a 
certain extent 'external' to it (body, earth, economy, sign, symbol, State), is 
nevertheless essentially necessary and hence must be so constructed that it permits 
personal self-realization " (STh II 252; Thi II 289-240). 

50 " The supernatural existential ... means: the person, as we hiive just out
lined him, is called to direct communion with God in Christ, perennially and in
escapably, whether he accepts the call in redemption and grace or whether he 
closes himself to it in guilt (by the guilt of original sin and of personal sin). 
. . . The supernatural existential is related to what we have called the personal 
nature of man, as gratuitous gift of God, as grace. In this way m!lll exists in 
nature and ' supernature' " (STh II 252-!!58; Thi II 
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'Church,' in a history which either damns or saves. (d) He is a 
Christ-centered being, i. e., his being possesses an ontic and spir
itual-personal capacity for communicating with Jesus Christ in 
whom God has forever made the countenance of man his own and 
has opened the reality of man, with an unsurpassable finality, in 
the direction of God; only thus was the real possibility of a direct 
coJ;nmunion of all men with God established with finality. Hence 
we can speak ultimately of God only by engaging, even in the midst 
of all this (in the midst of theology) in anthropology, and ulti
mately any information about anthropology, about the nature and 
dignity of man, can be given only when we engage in theology 
about God and from God.51 

Rabner gives the above outlines, as though to show where 
freedom fits, and then immediately sets about studying various 
aspects of freedom. These outlines, which describe certain 
identifiable structures of the human person, really identify ca
pacities for action. Man's freedom is conceived first as a ca
pacity (an opening), which as such can be defined in the only 
way possible, viz., as open, and then as fulfilled, as given con
tent; thus freedom is a capacity fulfilled by action terminating 
in an object; but this " definition" stops without going further. 
By being open, it is reflexive, a created participation in self
causation (power to become). Freedom is a possibility 52 as 
well as a It is a possibility for self-achieve
ment, for personal self-becoming. No more clearly could Rab
ner have manifested his central concern to be personal be
coming; not only did his studies of concupiscence and death 
turn out to be approaches to person as becoming, but here 
again freedom is seen to be but another way to speak of this 
one main insight; viz., the temporal, relational, free nature of 

• 1 STh II 253; ThI II 240-241. 
.. Ultimately " ... freedom is the possibility, through and beyond the finite, 

of taking up a position toward God himself. . . . And so freedom is possible only 
where there is a transcendental openness to the infinite God, that is to say in the 
spiritual person " (STh II 259; ThI II 246) . 

•B " Freedom is self-achievement [Selbstvollzug: self-enactment] of the person, 
using a finite material, before the infinite God. . .. Freedom . . . is the manner 
of the appropriation and realization of the person . . . it consists in being able 
to eff11ct oneself once and for all into finality" (STh II 260-262; ThI II 246-248, 
my emphasis. Freedom's own essential goal is " ... the true achievement of the per
son" (STh II 262; ThI Il 249, my emphasis) . 
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person. Freedom is precisely the power of' becoming, and its 
arena of action is " ... in love and service £or other persons." 54 

Freedom has no meaning unless one understands what it is 
freedom for,. and it is for the enactment of persons. "Free
dom ... is the manner of the appropriation and realization .of 
the person." 55 One can, of course, do rather badly by his free
dom, but freedom is not correctly conceived as the power to go 
against nature and law, but as the power to effect oneself, to 
enact oneself, in harmony with the very end and meaning of 
person, which is to love.50 The commandment is: Thou shalt 
love! 

If freedom does not consist in a power to go against oneself 
but in the power of personal becoming, then it becomes clear 
that "the moral law as such (in contrast to the forced com
pliance with it) is not a limitation of freedom, since it does 
after all presuppose freedom of its very nature and turns to it 
(since it is fulfilled only when it is obeyed freely), and since 
it orientates freedom to its own essential goal, viz., the true 
achievement of the person." 57 Thus freedom's own goal is 
achievement of person, and ethics is its logic; hence Rahner 
calls ethics " ... the laws of the spiritual person ... ," 58 thus 
bringing ethics also into the unifying perspective of his con
trolling insight and central theme. 

There is, finally, a text that sums up well what has been said 
about both death and freedom; it also makes even clearer that 
both death and freedom are most meaningful when understood 
in terms of that theme: 

But if it be true that all life points of itself constantly forward to 
death, that it is all the time a process of dying, then clearly death 
is merely a more obvious indication that there is present in the 

•• STh II 252; Th! II 239. 
•• STh II 261; Th! II 247. 
•• " Freedom, however, does not consist in always being able to do the opposite 

of what has been done up to now, but it consists in being able to effect oneself 
once and for all into finality " (STh I 262; Th! II 24'8). Being able. to '"effect 
oneself into finality " is an expression that readily rejoins the above concept of 
death, again showing the internal consistency of Rahner's personalist anthropology. 

•• STh II 262; Th! II 249. 
•• STh II 254; Th! II 241. 
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existence of every man a deeper region in which everyone is left 
to himself, a line of being pointing to himself alone. In death it just 
becomes unavoidably evident in all its clarity that everyone has to 
make something of himself, to do and to suffer something by him
self alone. What region of being is it, then, which reveals itself 
in death, which issues in it as its ultimate conclusion, which gives 
itself its final mark and seal in it? 

It must be something in which man has to do simply with him
self as such, something which is strictly his own task, which he 

. alone can fulfill and in which no one else can substitute for him. 
But this is the case only where he himself is, in the strictest sense 
of the word, the task, where he is at once doer and deed, where 
doing and what is done are the same, both identical with himself. 
This is the case with man's liberty, where with the whole force 
of his nature he gives ultimate meaning and character to his whole 
being, where he forms his own existence into what he wants to be. 
Here he is essentially alone. For the doing and what is done are 
inalienably his, they are as much his own as he is himself. For his 
action is the forming of his eternal physiognomy; it is himself in 
his eternal uniqueness. And hence only he himself can ever per
form this act of eternal destiny. Everything that is done to a man, 
everything that happens to him, remains subject to the ultimate 
pronouncement of his liberty, in which he is still capable of under
standing and accepting his lot (what is done to him, what is alloted 
to him); so everything that remains on this side of that ultimate 
personal verdict is not yet what finally counts in man. Only to 
a being that is not free is its ' lot ' really its destiny; for the free 
being his destiny lies in himself. . .. But when man with his whole 
being is called to a free decision about himself, he finds himself 
without intermediary before his God. . . . it is a case of that 
supremely personal actualization of the individual's being.59 

In his study of guilt, 60 Rahner not only shows the foregoing 
analyses to be correct, but also advances another step forward 
toward truly (overdue) interpersonal concept of person and 
becoming. In fact, the virtue of that essay, to which we can 
now turn, is not so much its analysis of guilt (man's materiality 
and temporal existence sufficiently ground the possibility of 
conversion) but its different (and difficult) approach to the 

of personal interdependence. 

•• STh III 815-816; Thi III 264-265, my emphasis. 
•• STh II !l79-!l97; Thi II 265-281. 



IV 
APPLICATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT: 

THE MIDDLE PERIOD 

1. Guilt: The Emerging Interpersonal. The present essay is 
for our purposes a study of person as social becoming (personal 
becoming as interpersonal becoming). Until we study Rahner's 
essays on love, this is his most important contribution to an 
interpersonal theory of free, ethical self-enactment. It is among 
his more philosophically challenging essays (along with the 
Quaestio Disputata on hominization and the similar study of 
the unity of spirit and matter) .1 

It is important, and easy by now, I hope, to recognize that 
to know that personal becoming is Rahner's central doctrine 
is to unify and make understandable his multitudinous essays. 
That this is basically a philosophical position, 2 its roots going 

1 STh VI 185-215; Th! VI 153-177. 
2 The following is a good summary of that position, emphasizing Rahner's com

mitment to a doctrine of person. " Man is that strange being who attains self
consciousness only by being conscious of something other than himself,. who 
deals with himself by occupying himself with something else (even if this be 
merely the perception or thought of himself), who catches sight of himself only 
by perceiving an object. Man always requires some material distinct from himself 
which will act as the Archimedean point, so to speak, from which alone he can 
attain himself. He must be in-the-world in order to be capable of being personal; 
he must diffuse himself in order to concentrate himself on himself; he must· ' go 
out' (as the German mystics used to say) in order to be able to enter into him
self and into the very core of his person. Thus we may quite rightly say that 
in the case of man, who is a creature and essentially in-the-world and who is at 
home with himself only by being-with-others, the act of freedom springing from 
the core of his person, where man is ultimately concerned with himself and his 
relationship to God (both indissolubly bound up with one another), is necessarily 
achieved in a material which, although different from the real spiritual core 
of the person, is nevertheless the prerequired object on which the act of freedom 
is exercised. Man's relationship to himself, and his action on himself and before 
God, is inevitably mediate, i.e., by means of objects " (STh U Th! II 
270). In other words, personization is self-personization, hut it is not for that 
reason possible in isolation: it is self-personization through and in and with the 

119 
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back to SW, is also evident; it is also, of course, theological. 3 

There is one long text containing Rahner's profound formula
tions of the interpersonal. There is no way round it; nothing 
will do but to work it out. Therefore I will first quote it, then 
analyze it. (Because of its length I'm dropping the text, the 
longest quoted in this study, into a note, 4 to save space.) 

world, the world of things (objects) and especially the world of other persons. 
(Though this "especially" may not be obvious in the text, it will be soon.) 
Raimer goes on to present " ... an ontological conception of man's nature . . ." 
(STh II 286; Th! II 272) . 

•"Indeed, the culminating point of the process of becoming a person [Per
aonwerdung: personal becoming, personization], which takes place through the 
grace of a most direct relationship to God, signifies the highest form of com
munion of persons who have become in this way most personal in the one eternal 
kingdom of God-the highest form of the eternal communion of all saints. ' In· 
dividual and community ' . . . are two sides of the one reality of achieved and 
redeemed persons which can only increase or decrease together and to the same 
degree" (STh II 129; Th! II 122). 

• " Man is a being constructed, as it were, from the interior towards the outside. 
has, on the one hand, a spiritual-personal nucleus giving him an 'intentional' 

transcendental relation to 'Being as such and in its totality,' and hence to God, 
and rendering him capable of hearing the word of God as such. Man's transcendent 
orientation and consequent freedom and openness towards all being allow him 
to maintain a selective, deciding, consenting or denying attitude towards in
dividual things (and the merely represented totality of being and hence God 
in this sense), since he always transcends everything limited and desires the whole. 
Being as such, God. On the other hand, man always has to achieve [vollziehen: 
enact] himself as a person in an 'intermediary reality' (in einem Mittleren), 
formed by the union .of his animated corporeality and embodied spirituality to
gether with their concrete, material and propositional objectifications, and by the 
external world of equally real persons and things as well as by the objectifications 
produced there by 'external' actions. This 'intermediary reality '-which alone 
provides man with the means of cognitive access to himself, free control over 
himself,. and a conscious, free attitude towards God-is at the same time different 
and unseparated from the 'seminal' (ursprunglich) human person. There is no 
permanently fixed boundary-line between these two spheres of man which are con
tinually undergoing osmosis into one another; man constantly transforms himself 
into the objectifications of his body, thoughts, and actions-in-the-world; he de
posits himself into them without being abimrbed by them (like brute-animals) 
and without having to deliver himself to them completely; and when he objectifies 
himself in this way in the world, he is constantly referred back again to him
self and to God. These objectifications are ' he himself ' and yet not he himself; 
he is in the Other and becomes the Other, but never in such a way that he can 
be in a.s js in his '?Wll s\)lf. For he is never coµtain(ld totalljY in th".' 
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Since part of the difficulty of this text comes from its termi
nology, I suggest a distinction, consistent with (though not 

Other which expresses him and shows him to himself and to others. And the 
Other is also never completely only his expression, since the intermediary ma
terial itself includes structures alien to the person to which the person cannot re
fuse to submit himself up to a certain point and in varying degrees, if he is 
to be at all able to express himself in the Other by forming himself into it and 
so fulfil himself in this intermediary reality. Only by passing out of the depth 
of his being into the world can man enter into the depth of the person where 
he stands before God; this is roughly what the medieval mystic would already 
have said. Thus we may say that we must distinguish between [I] the •seminal ' 
person (urspriinglicher Person), understood as transcendent spirit and as freedom 
before God; the world-like and piecemeal 'intermediary reality' (Mittleren) 
in which the person, searching for himself, must achieve himself; and [SJ the 
•achieved' person (endgiiltigen Person) who has freely fulfilled himself via his 
intermediary reality. By the fact that the seminal person achieves himself in the 
intermediary ' world ' of his animated body and external surroundings, this consti
tutive sign (i. e., the intermediary reality of the person) becomes relatively inde
pendent; it may even remain when the act of the seminal person no longer persistl!. 
The connection between the act of the seminal person as such and its constitutive 
sign in the intermediary 'world ' of the person is fluid, both as regards their 
interdependence and as regards the expressive capacity of the constitutive sign. 
The intermediary ' wOl'ld ' of the person is at the same time the medium of the 
constitutive sign and the medium of influences exerted on the person by the 
•Other.' Realities different from the person, the surrounding world, Nature, 
heredity, other persons, and so on, reflect themselves into this intermedial'J' 
reality and create in this way an a priori basis for the possibilities of personal 
self-achievement in the sphere of the constitutive expression of the person; for 
personal self-achievement requires such an expression in the same medium 
as the 'Other.' In this way (and only in this way) the 'outer world' influences 
the person himself; it naturally does so in the many different ways in which the 
intermediary sphere of personal exercise of freedom can be determined: by physical 
influences, psycho-somatic influences of speech, and so on. Insofar as the seminal 
person and the Other find fulfilment in identically the same realm of the inter
mediary ' world ' of the person, there is ' interpenetration ' in this medium be
tween Action and Passion, between what is done and what is impoired, one's own 
and the Other; one's own is covered up by the Other and the Other becomes the 
property of the person; thus, the person posits the constitutive sign as the 'other 
part' of himself-while, conversely, the surrounding world, originally strange to 
the person, finds fulfilment by forming itself into the very medium belonging to 
the person as sphere of his self-fnlfilment. 

" The person finds certain pre-determined structures in its nucleus, psycho
somatic medium, and surrounding world which precede freedom and its formative 
control over the person. . . . the analysis of the nature and necessity of these 
structures is the task of theology, metaphysical anthropology, ethics, and all the 
1.>ther anthropological , .. " (STh JI 286-289; ThI lI 
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explicit in) Rahner's ideas: Where Rahner speaks of the Other, 
read "otherness," and then distinguish two othernesses (as 
Rahner does, without saying so) , which I call first otherness 
and second otherness. Now (and Marcel can help us here) 
first otherness is my own body, the material co-constituent of 
my being (along with spirit); my body-as neither something 
I merely have (as I have my pen, coat, or bicycle) and could 
dispose of without radically changing who or what I am, nor 
"something" I identically am (as is my" I" or personal center 
of consciousness and freedom)-is actually the ambiguous mid
point between being and having. As such my body is genuinely 
the first otherness of my spirit and mediates my consciousness 
and freedom into the world; my first otherness is the medium 
of being able to be in a world at all. " World " then, though 
also" otherness," is second otherness, not given except as medi
ated through first otherness. But " world " must be understood 
correctly, as I have emphasized in calling attention to Rahner's 
evolving concept of the interpersonal; i.e., world means pri
marily the other person, and secondarily the impersonal world 
of things. Man's becoming depends radically on both other
nesses; his personal becoming occurs, in its first, unfree emana
tion of spirit "into " matter, as first otherness, necessary be
cause human spirit is finite. His personal becoming occurs in 
its second, free stage in and through second otherness, i.e., 
other persons, and things. (We can omit the interesting and 
important truth that one's appropriation of one's body, from 
birth on, as conscious and free, is itself mediated primarily 
through other persons, so that, even first otherness depends 
on personal second otherness.) Both are radically necessary 
for human becoming, which thus shows itself to be interpersonal 
becoming, the radical necessity of community for becoming a 
person. 

Rahner neglects to distinguish these two othernesses, speak
ing merely of the other. Thus at one moment his" intermediary 
reality " is his own body (" his animated corporeality ") and 
at the next moment, without his signaling the shift, it is the 
other person and the world (" the external world of equally real 
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persons and things ") ; and then he turns right around and 
resumes speaking of " this intermediary reality," when he should 
maintain the clarity of two othernesses. May I suggest a 
second reading of the text with this distinction in mind: at 
first you will be trying to decide which of the two othernesses 
is meant by this or that description Rahner offers; but then, 
I trust, remaining obscurities aside, some new insight will 
emerge into Rahner's concept of the meaning of finite spirit's 
radical dependence on otherness as two othernesses for be
coming, with primacy to the second, because free. Only then 
will his concept of person as becoming become a metaphysics 
of personization as interpersonal becoming. 

This point clear, a few more points must be made. Once into 
the realm of second otherness (or the interpersonal and " inner
worldly ," as SW put it) , we must distinguish three concepts 
but only two beings. The three concepts are (1) the (po
tential) person as an original source of possibilities for be
coming, (2) the same person as "achieved," i.e., as having 
enacted these possibilities through, with, and in (3) others 
(persons and things). Only two beings (persons) are meant, 
not three; one same individual is called original or " seminal " 
and then, after interaction with the "intermediary reality," 
becomes an "achieved" person. 5 Despite the neutral (and 
therefore almost neuter) ring of the term "intermediary reality" 
(perhaps intermediate or medium says it better), primarily 
another person is meant. Buber would speak here of the "be
tween," and Rahner too speaks of a Zwischen.6 

We are not to think of this intermediate, therefore, as some-

" ". . . [T]he 'seminal person ' is a continuing dimension of the one person, 
fulfilled in the ' achieved person ' via the ' intermediary reality of the person ' " 
(Trans. note, ThI II 272) . 

6 See STh III 314; ThI III 264. The point in this passage is that in a perfect 
community of love there is no third something which forms the medium for the 
two persons in their personizations, but rather they mediate one another. As 
with Buber, the between of communion is constituted by the self-transcending 
acts of the two persons and is not distinct from them. See my article, " Person 
and Community. Buber's Category of the Between," Philosophy Today, 17 (1973) 
62-88. 
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thing to which we relate across a chasm of non-being; no false 
bridge is needed. Man is already always in the world by being 
sensible. "There is no fixed boundary-line between these two 

of man which are continually undergoing osmosis into 
one another; man constantly transforms himself into the ob
jectifications of his body, thoughts, and actions-in-the-world." 

The best way to explain what Rahner means by the constitu
tion of the intermediate, the "Other," would be to review his 
explanation of sensibility in SW. Suffice it to say that the 
other is absolutely necessary, not only for the minimal act of 
sensation, but for everything which depends on .sensation, in
cluding personal becoming; there never was any doubt about 
this, nor is Rahner merely restating that familiar thesis: he 
is saying that personal becoming depends on a personal other, 
and, even more important to this theological focus, that the 
ultimate becoming, even though this is through God, as ulti
mate person, must also occur in and through becoming in the 
world. Thus whatever difficulty remains in the text comes from 
Rahner's terminology, not from the ideas. While he is adapting 
the thesis of SW, i.e., man'.s need to turn to phantasms, his need 
for being and acting in and with the world in order to be and 
act at all, he is also saying the " the world " means not only thf: 
impersonal world of things but mainly the personal world. Fur
thermore, it is not just an " already out there " world but the 
world as " formed by the union of his animated corporeality 
and eiµbodied spirituality together with their concrete, ma
terial, propositional objectifications, and by the external 
world of equally real persons and things as well as by the ob
jectifications produced there by ' external ' actions." 

The intermediary reality is the union or combination of my 
action and that of the persons and things of the world. There 
is something from the" inside" (of the knower) and something 
from the "outside," and it is only the union which is "world." 
In other words, the world is partly " constituted " by the per
son interacting with it, not in the sense that anything becomes 
different in the things themselves, but in the sense that those 
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" things " become the particular objects sensed, known, and 
loved by this person partly because of how and what he con
tributes to the concrete acts of sensing, knowing, and loving. 
The senses are already always making a difference to knowl
edge (and consequently to love) because the content of human 
cognition and appetition depends on them. " Only by passing 
out of the depth of his being into the w01-ld, can man enter into 
the depth of the person where he stands before God." 7 Let 
us admit that Rahner is only beginning to make explicit his 
primacy of second otherness as personal world; I would never 
claim that he has, in this essay, fully arrived at his final posi
tion. It still .seems wordless, not dialogal. 

Now there is a further possible misunderstanding of the in
termediate sphere of reality because of the possibility of persons 
being" intermediates" for one another. We should expect that 
persons fulfil and achieve themselves only in other persons; 
thus two persons would be, in Rahner's terms, all three: both 
would be seminal and achieved and intermediaries-for-the-other. 
Thus there is no problem in his saying: "insofar as the seminal 
person and the Other find fulfilment in identically the same 
realm of the intermediary ' world ' of the person there is ' inter
penetration ' in this medium .... " This means more than that 
two persons unite in .some third object. 8 To "find fulfilment" 
in the " world of the person " is for two persons to inter
penetrate one another, as persons, i.e., as freely opening to one 
another. The rest of the paragraph refers to Rahner's meta
physics of sensation: the self loses itself, in its senses, to the 
other (the sensed object), while that other becomes part of 
the self, etc. But it must not be missed that Rahner is striving 

the essay on the unity of love of God and love of neighbor (STh VI 227-
298; Thi VI 281-249), to be treated later. Rahner is consistent in opposing any 
mysticism that attempts to bypass the world; see his VP. 

8 " Thus we have the third kind of community we must distinguish, the com
munity of love. It is founded upon a kind of mutual sharing of one's personal 
being, which is carried by love over into the other and intermingles with his. 
Here the basis of community is no longer a third term in which men meet one 
another: in love of person for person they meet one another in themselves " (STh 
III 814; Thi III 264). 
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(the language reflects it) to make this model work also on the 
level of person and of the free interaction of persons fulfilling 
and achieving (personizing) themselves in one another as 
necessary " media " or " mediations." He is thus attempting 
to apply to the realm of will and love the principles worked out 
(in SW) in the context of intellect and cognition. To apply 
a model from one realm to another realm causes difficulty and 
confusion: at one moment the medium seems to be the inter
action of the senses and the world; at another it seems to be 
interaction with another person. The point, of course, is that 
we meet persons in the world and can, to a limited extent, deal 
with persons as with any being in the world. Rahner simply 
leaves to us the task of recognizing where the realm of freedom 
enters to transform our understanding of " medium " into " per
son." In other words, Rahner is again talking about personal 
becoming. He is affirming that becoming a person demands a 
"medium," an "intermediary reality," an "intermediate," 
basing his "deduction" of man's sociality on the metaphysics 
of turning to phantasms. 

Now since our purpose in studying this essay is fulfilled when 
we have gleaned Rahner's ideas on person, we omit its many 
other aspects. We have noted Rahner's increasing emphasis on 
the social nature of becoming and have indicated the meta
physical basis he provides for man's dependence on other. His 
is admittedly, even here, not fully a "personalist" doctrine 
of interpersonness; it is based on an abnost impersonal meta
physics of cognition (the "almost" cautions us not to think 
of SW alone but to remember how love is placed at the very 
heart of knowledge in HW) ; his special focus is on the facts of 
sensation as a composite act of the senser and the sensed. He 
has nevertheless advanced his concept of personal becoming, 
while leaving until another time a more personal treatment of 
the interpersonal. 9 

9 This is the place to mention a few other texts concerned with man's reference 
to others, with his need for others in order to become himself. 
"(A) Man is to be conceived of as spirit, and as a bodily spirit: both together, so 
that he is body in order to be spirit, and only is a spiritual person 811 such (in the 
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There is one final point in this essay. It concerns the onto
logical meaning of the fulfilment and achievement of person. 
As noted, Rahn er' s concept of personal becoming is ontological, 
not merely psychological, not merely on the epiphenomena! or 
accidental level; the free self-disposition culminating in death 
goes to the very core and center of person as such. In this 

concrete) by incorporation. ' Corporeality ' is understood in the first place as spatio
temporal determination. Thus man has a world, i.e., he is a here and now in the 
one continuum of space and time and is himself a spirit who has a space-time. He is 
not a personal spirit first ' and then ' also an entity with a body. But bodiliness 
is the necessary mode in which alone he can reach the achievement of his spir
itual being. 
"(B) The personal spirit is a spirit referred to others. An absolutely lonely spirit 
is a contradiction in itsel£ and-so far as it is possible at all-is Hell. If (A) 
is correct, then what (B) means is that the bodily spirit which is man exists by 
necessity of nature (also) in relation to a Thou, which is itself present in its own 
spatio-temporal world as such. It is not only as an isolated person but also as 
isolated man that an individual man is incapable of perfection-or is Hell. Where 
there is man, there is necessarily-not only in fact-human community, i.e., bodily 
personal community, personally spatio-temporal community " (STh I 81!1; Thi 
I 

" Being a free, personal spirit, he is never merely a function of society, and 
yet, being a corporeal being, he never has an individuality which is absolutely un
related to society. He is always at home with himself, but he can never see 
himself except through the objectivations of his spirit: in the corporeal word, 
in the objectivated thought of his science and philosophy, in his artistic work. He 
is unique and irreplaceable, but can only find himself when he forgets himself 
in the love of another to whom he turns " (STh IV 474; Thi IV 883). Note 
how this last phrase echoes conversio ad phantasmata, the " tum to phantasms: " 
human knowledge is a turn to phantasms, human love, a " tum to other persons." 

". . . [M]an is pr.ecisely in this way open, one who does not possess within him
self what he essentially needs in order to be himself " (STh III Thi III 81) . 

" Man is placed in an ineradicable dualism of two basic lines of self-fulfilment; 
he is a being who is thrust out of himself into the world and the human com
munity, and he is a being who turns back upon himself. This double bent, to 
take possession of himself and what is not himself, in knowledge and love, consti
tutes his essential nature. The going out of himself and entering into himself 
condition each other. If he did not go out into the world, to the Other as 'thou' 
and (so far as one can still call this a going out) to God, he would find nothing on 
entering into himself but the hellish emptiness and empty isolation of the damned. 
And if he only went out of himself, then he would indeed be alienated from him
self, lost, scattered piecemeal. Gathering and scattering, entry into oneself and 
going out of oneself belong to each other essentially " (SG 477-478; see also 480; 
MG III 110-111; see also 114). 
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essay the term nucleus is used and means the same thing. He 
speaks, in the context of conversion, of " a fundamental trans
formation of the whole nucleus of the person." It is clear this 
means a re-orientation of the person's freedom. Free acts, 
therefore, reach to the very " nucleus " of the person, from 
which they issue. It means no merely accidental becoming, but 
a determination deciding the very who (and, in part, the what, 
i.e., that" part" of nature that is habits or "second" nature) 
of the person in his ontological essence. Without such a posi
tion, Rahner's concept of personal becoming would lack truly 
metaphysical significance. Person becomes essentially in his 
free acts, especially in his free, ethical acts. 10 Thus again: The 
person's ethical self-enactment (self-disposition) is his onto
logical self-enactment. Thus, consistent with his understanding 
of death as present through the whole of a life, Rahner recog
nizes that one's ethical self-disposition ordinarily does not come 
about through a dramatic conversion, but through the gradual 
taking a position that results from many daily self-enactments; 
one constructs one's total attitude by the many acts of ordinary 
life: 

10 " Is man ontologically and ethically really constructed in so loose and pluralis
tic a fashion in the carrying out of his existence, that one ' piece' of the man could 
be quite sound and another quiie corrupt, and that then in the final result the 
whole would have to share the lot of the corrupt part? It will surely be more 
correct (in spite of all the various species of virtues and vices) to conceive of 
man, where he disposes of himself as a whole before God in freedom, as really 
stamping the whole of his being through and through (which does not necessarily 
mean that he succeeds in this ' wholly ' at every moment) and that ways of 
behavior which contradict this decision in freedom do not possess that deep-rooted 
source in the innermost core of the person which is a prerequisite for an action 
which is also subjectively gravely culpable, even though such a personally peripheral 
way of behavior may be objectively of great and even t'.e greatest gravity .•.. 
The real fundamental decision of a person has rather the tendency to integrate 
into itself the life of the person in its entirety. . . . The essential difference is 
also without any doubt founded upon the essentially different personal depth from 
which the particular act as related to the core of the person proceeds and, if 
maintained in its process from the person, molds the person. If this is correct, 
then the same essential difference (not merely a difference of degree!) must in 
the nature of things subsist also between good acts. There are 'light ' and ' grave' 
good deeds" (STh III 430-431 and nn. !2 and 4; Thi III 365-366 and nn. 15 
and 17). 
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... there can be (according to the quite usual teaching of theology) 
a ' virtual,' implicit repentance, i. e., one in which the person does 
not directly fix his gaze upon his past action and renounce it as 
such, but without any such reflection on his past (because he does 
not think of it or does not explicitly recognize it any longer as sin
ful) he freely takes up an attitude toward moral good of such a 
kind that even without any express reflection his earlier attitude 
is in its essential core given up and rejected. How much of the 
growth fa moral maturity and wisdom of years does take place in 
this form.11 

£. Time: Materializing eternity. From STh III, devoted to 
theology of the spiritual life, we will only pause briefly over 
one essay, "The Comfort of Time." It is "in time" that man 
becomes. This fact has many levels of meaning and interpreta
tion. Although man's free self-disposition is rooted in a spir
itual principle, it takes place in time, and thus personal be
coming is temporal. This is a familiar notion, worked out in 
SW, repeated in the essays on concupiscence, death, freedom, 
and guilt. Here Rahner does not advance his basic doctrine 
significantly, but shows another side of becoming, i.e., its onto
logical link with the maturation of years. 

The older we become, the surer we are that we truly are. It is 
perfectly true that one thing cannot be taken away from us, ... 
viz., what we were and hence are. It is becoming and not what has 
become which passes away. What perishes is not the secret extract 
of life but the process of its preparation. When this process, which 
we normally call our life, has come to an end, then the perfect has 
arrived and this is ourselves as we have become in freedom.12 

We experience, with time and maturation, that a personality is 
truly something la;boriously constructed, and not just in a 
psychological sense. An old saw says something about every 
man over fifty being responsible for his face, and we all recog
nize some truth in this. But how much truer is it to say this 
of the deep core of the person, unseen and so much harder to 
know. 

11 STh III 484-485; Th! III 869. 
12 STh III 178; ThI III 144-145. 
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When we take any cross-section from a person's life and com
pare it with another, years earlier or later, we recognize how 
unpredictable is the person, how impossible to say who and 
what he will become. 

So long as this eternal element in us is still in the process of be
coming, it remains an open question as to what it will be: either 
something freely given over to God in his grace or something re
fused to God and thus condemned to its own closed finiteness. This 
decision can take place at any moment in time, it can even change 
(as long as we still have room for freedom in the finite). But then 
such a decision (once it has really been taken) is on every occasion 
concerned with disposing the whole person, no matter how much 
the material of the life in which it is exercised may change. Such 
a decision does not only determine the disposition of the whole 
person (since it determines its eternal destiny as a whole and not 
merely a part of our existence, merely ' implicating ' everything 
else) ; it also acts as the result of the always present totality of the 
person and thus out of the latter's previous life, because only the 
whole person can master the whole. It risks the life which has 
gone before; it works with the gains of its previous life. It may 
do this in a more or less intensive manner, i. e., it may win a greater 
or lesser amount of the personal reality which is still possibility 
into the 'essence' of life preserved in the (apparent) past, but it 
cannot act other than as the act of the one (as such) who had 
lived this life up till now in 'this' particular way. . .. The in
tensity, the existential depth, the freely acquired personal charac
teristic, all of which have developed in one's life up till then, all 
enter as intrinsic elements into the new act of decision and put 
their stamp on it. In every moment of the free, personal achieve
ment of existence, the past becomes an inner, essential principle 
of the present and its acts. . . . the present ' disposition ' neces
sarily contains the whole previous life (at least this), because one 
cannot turn the clock back; one's past is conserved in the present 
of the person out of which arises every act by which a person really 
decides about himself as a whole in freedom.13 

Note the continuity with Rahner's conception of freedom, 
the person's power to enact himself in the direction of the 
values around which his whole life revolves. " Time " is another 
way of saying that the human person, because finite and there
fore material, becmnes. Time is a comfort because we need time 

13 STh III 175-176; Thi III 145-147. 
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in order to become ourselves, and we are given time to do so. 
Even what .seems to be an instant reorientation or conversion 
really must be understood as a summing up of a whole life-time. 
But it is not necessary to think of a " lot of time." Actually, 
very little "material" is required as a basis for that self-dis
position which effects one's eternal destiny, and the same ma
terial can be used differently and thus .serve for a person's 
fulfilment as well as his vitiation. But the main point is that 
when time has run its course, personal becoming is essentially 
complete (whether in good or evil), with purgatory and heaven 
or hell being the" catching-up" of nature with person. Again 
note that to speak of time as running and as having run its 
course is to .speak of death as present throughout all of a life, 
of death as the " polishing " or finishing point of a life; it is 
also to speak of freedom as the power to stamp a life with a 
character. As Rahner puts it," if we are saved, then the person 
we have become is the full realization of the one we were able 
to be; there is nothing left over. In the end, the law according 
to which we began-if it is fulfilled at all-is fulfilled com
pletely." 14 To the objection that no one could possibly fulfil 
in his lifetime all his possibilities, he answers by agreeing, but 
assigns these " factual " possibilities to a different realm; he is 
concerned with ethical fulfilment and in this realm there is not 
the same infinite range of possibilities, but more a simple ques
tion of Yes or No, not one of degree.15 

u STh III 179; ThI ill 150. 
15 ". • .[O]ne must not overrate the significance of the difference in external situ

ation for the proper achievement of man's existence. For otherwise it would 
be a strange arrangement of life by God, if in most cases of this free spiritual 
creature-which after all is called to realize its being freely-this realization did 
not come to its proper fulfilment. It is not necessary here to attempt to prove 
philosophically that there can be no spiritual creatures who, without any fault of 
their own, do not reach their proper perfection. . . . May we in a sense ' postulate ' 
that Go<l leads everyone in such a way that each one finds his complete perfection 
if he finds perfect happiness at all? . . . no one escapes the necessity (now or 
later) of really having to catch up with himself by hard effort, so that eternal life 
may really be the full result of time. If we remember that ultimately good and 
evil are distinguished not as 'more' and 'less' but as 'yes' and 'no '-even 
though the formally evil is a deficit in an existent-then it is not really so difficult 
to ensure that every life in the long run grows into the whole fulness of reality 
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This said, Rahner carries through to the point that this 
" final completion " is a full and perfect completion: " Purga
tory can be conceived absolutely as the integration of all the 
manifold dimensions of man into the one basic decision of man 
(which no longer changes after death)." 16 Now to speak of 
" the one basic decision " recalls what we noted, under the 
heading of freedom, about the value certain acts possess be
cause or the depth of self involved in them. Free ethical acts 
were identified as those enacting man to his very core. Rahner 
again affirms this doctrine in the present context, but puts it in 
terms of " mortal and venial." 11 

which is implanted in it. Thus, there only remains the question whether it fulfils 
itself in an absolute yes or absolute no to God. Hence, only these two possi
bilities and not merely shadowy forms of life are possible where the end has 
arrived in its complete finality. One may catch up with oneself more slowly or 
more quickly, more actively or more passively; but to remain forever 'behind 
oneself ' is a merely abstract possibility which does not seem to belong to the 
world and history of the personal spirit. . . . Anyone who thinks differently seems 
to us to be thinking too much in terms of the experiences of the material world. 
In the world of the quantitative there certainly is more and less, and in it there 
cannot be anything which could not just as well be more, since in this world 
(as long as it keeps its proper form) perfection is impossible. But where there 
is spirit and freedom, there is final completion" (STh III Thl III 
15H58). 

16 " The payment of a punishment of this kind [purgatory] could in this case 
be conceived only as a maturing process of the person, through which, though 
gradually, all the powers of the human being become slowly integrated into the 
basic decision of the free person. . . . The profundity of the ' option f ondamentale ' 
which has been made during life can no longer grow in the life beyond. But this, 
in its turn, does not exclude the possibility of conceiving man as still really 
maturing in the purgatory condition of 'Purgatory.' We are not, at any rate, 
in any way compelled by the dogma of the Church to think of ' Purgatory ' as 
a purely passive endurance of vindictive punishments, which, when they have 
been 'paid for' in this sense, release man in exactly the same condition in which 
he commenced this state of purification. For not every ' change ' or ' process of 
maturing ' must necessarily be already what is theologically described as growth 
in grace, increase of merit, advance in the degree of glory. Such a change of 
condition in the degree of maturity can just as well be conceived as an integration 
of the whole stratified human reality into that free decision and grace which, 
having been made and won in this life, is in itself definitive " (STh II fl06-fl07; 
Thl ll 197-198). 

17 " [T]he basic decisions about the relationship towards God (and thus also 
about its measure) are not really built up of those factors which are present in 
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What we find, therefore, in this essay on time, is a concept 
of person that is totally consistent with Rahner's basic prin
ciples. Personal becoming is the free disposition of self; a dis
posing of self can go, precisely because it is free, in either of 
two directions, and the person one becomes, the ontological 
reality of who and what one is, is in one's own hands. No one, 
not even God, can so love another as to make that other be
come a person despite himself, passively, receptively: per
sonization is self-personization. In our loving others we leave 
them free; it is their response which is their own loving self
personization.18 No one's love for another creates that other 
a person but rather provides the possibilities for the other's 
self-enactment. And time is the necessary "accompaniment" 
to finite spirits, i.e., to spirits who are in matter, and there-

the case of venial sin and of the corresponding existentially morally good, 'slight' 
acts. It is in the latter rather than in the former basic decisions as such (insofar 
as these are the result of a whole life) that the 'more or less' is at home .... It 
is an obvious fact that every mortal sin as such, regarded in itself, tries to integrate 
the whole of life into a no to God and hence is in itself the most terrible thing 
a man can do. It is also clear that, as a consequence, every such action certainly 
does not come up to the possibilities of spiritual, personal (supernatural) self
actualization which the person could have achieved had he not sinned. . .. How
ever much 'experience ' may seem to contradict it, there is nothing in the world 
which could be so indispensable for one's own self-realization that it could justify 
and give meaning to opposition to the holy will of God. Everything which sig
nifies a fulfilment for man can be found on the way to God, even though this 
way may seem to lead only into the desolate and empty wastes of the kind of 
renunciation which makes man miserable. . . . Even sin, therefore, is always a 
real piece of existential realization, of real self-fulfilment, a part of the way to
wards the real goal (however much the imagination balks at this) . One should 
indeed say that the deeper and the more radical sin is, the more the sinner in
volves and achieves his own person in this, and the more he must realize (even 
though in a radically false direction) the possibility of his existence. . . . For 
in everything one has done in the past, one really did only one thing after all 
(even though it became part of a synthesis together with the many other things 
one did, a synthesis which characterizes it even in its fulfilment), viz., one tried 
to attain oneself completely. . . . Eternity does not, properly speaking, come after 
time but rather is the fulfilment of time" (STh Ill 188-188; Thi ill 158-157). 

18 ". • • [A] direct love for a man cannot penetrate efficaciously and creatively 
to that point where the man is in reality and properly 'himself.' All direct love 
does not reach as far as the real self, to the 'soul' in the sense of the capacity 
to make a personal choice for salvation " (STh ill 8!t!t; Thi Ill 271). 
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fore cannot dispose of themselves fully in one time-less act, as 
do pure spirits. Time is a " comfort,'' therefore, because it 
seems good to man that he is unable to constitute himself com
pletely evil in one act (and that he cannot constitute himself 
good in one act is accepted as the necessary other side of the 
coin) ; and it seems good that there is something about purgatory 
which can be thought to resemble time, thus allowing the last 
maturation of the person. 

3. Symbol: Materializing Meaning, Embodying Spirit. 19 To 
study Rahner's essay on symbol, as well as the later essay on 
the identity of spirit and matter and the quaestio disputata on 
hominization, is to feel oneself returning to the problematic of 
SW, i.e., to the constitution of man's basic," starting" essence 
in its self-perfecting actions; all have strong philosophical con
tent. Thus, were we following a thematic rather than a chrono
logical order, these three (symbol, spirit and matter, and 
hominization) would have been discussed with SW and HW. 
But this would have meant mixing philosophy with theology, 
at least to the extent that Rahner used theological as well as 
philosophical sources in those essays,20 and meant spanning al
most twenty-five years, thereby obscuring the evolution of his 
Personbegriff. Instead, note both consistency and develop
ment: symbol (because human, not subhuman or superhu
man) is a phenomenon of self-becoming, personization. This 

19 A strict chronological order would suggest VP, NG, MG, and DEC before 
STh IV. VP and MG, however, are better considered supplementary to more 
detailed treatments elsewhere in Rahner's writings. NG's chapters on the in
dividual and on ethics belong with the study of the individual in DEC, the former 
complementing the latter (and later) treatments. Rather than moving to the 
properly ethical realm so soon, we would do better to spend more time with the 
foundations of ethics. This means first of all trying to establish man's nature 
still more clearly (e.g., the essay on symbol), and then trying to advance our 
understanding of the free act (e.g., the essays on leisure and power). In studying 
these essays from STh IV, we always have one question in mind, viz., their 
relevance for person in his task of becoming. 

•• The essay on symbol is called " The Theology of Symbol; " that on spirit and 
matter is subtitled "A Christian Understanding;" the subtitle of Hominization 
is " The Evolution{lry Orii:lin of !\Ian e.s a Theological Problem." 
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next textual unit 21 represents nothing really new or startling; 
it is simply an attempt to use the notion of symbol in an onto
logical way. Rabner shows that the underlying idea is Thomist: 

21 "All beings are by their nature symbolic, because they necessarily ' express ' 
themselves in order to attain their own nature. . . . Our task will be to look 
for the highest and most primordial manner in which one reality can represent 
another-considering the matter primarily from the formal ontological point of 
view. And we call this supreme and primal representation, in which one reality 
renders another present (primarily ' for itself' and only secondarily for others), a 
symbol: the representation which allows the other ' to be there.' ... A plurality 
in an original and an originally superior unity can only be understood as follows: 
the ' one ' develops, the plural sterns from an original ' one,' in a relationship of 
origin and consequence; the original unity, which also forms the unity which 
unites the plural, maintains itself while resolving itself and ' dis-closing ' itself into 
a plurality in order to find itself precisely there. . . . Being as such, and hence 
as one (ens as unum), for the fulfilment of its being and its unity, emerges into 
a plurality .... But this means that each being, as a unity, possesses a plurality
implying perfection-formed by the special derivativeness of the plural from the 
original unity: the plural is in agreement with its source in a way which cor
responds to its origin, and hence is ' expression ' of its origin by an agreement 
which it owes to its origin. Since this holds for being in general, we may say that 
each being forms, in its own way, more or less perfectly according to its degree 
of being, something distinct from itself and yet one with itself, ' for ' its own 
fulfilment. . .. every being as such possesses a plurality as intrinsic element of its 
significant unity; this plurality constitutes itself, by virtue of its origin from an 
original unity, as the way to fulfil the unity ... being is of itself symbolic, be
cause it must realize itself through a plurality in unity. . . . The self-constitutive 
act whereby a being constitutes itself as a plurality which leads to its fulfil
ment . . . is however the condition of possibility of possession of self in knowledge 
and love . . . a being ' comes to itself ' in its expression, in the derivative agree
ment of the differentiated which is preserved as the perfection of the unity. 
For realization as plurality and as possession of self cannot be disparate elements 
simply juxtaposed in a being, since possession of self (in knowledge and love) 
is not just an element, but the content of that which we call being (and hence 
self-realization). And it comes to itself in the measure in which it realizes itself 
by constituting a plurality. But this means that each being-inasmuch as it is, 
has, and realizes being-is itself primarily ' symbolic.' It expresses itself and 
possesses itself by doing so. It gives itself away from itself into the ' other,' and 
there finds itself in knowledge and love, because it is by constituting the inward 
' other ' that it comes to ... its self-fulfilment, which is the presupposition or the 
act of being present to itself in knowledge and love. . . . a being, to attain ful
filment, constitutes the differentiation which is retained in the unity. . • • A 
being comes to itself by means of 'expression,' insofar as it comes to itself at 
all. The expression, i. e., the ' symbol ' . . . is the way of knowledge of self, 
possession of self, in general " (STh IV 278-285; Thi IV 224-280). 
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the manifest, visible ' figure ' on the one hand ( eidos and 
morphe together), and the 'essence' which gives rise to the figure 
on the other hand, make up together the full sense of one concept. 
For how does the figure-forming essence of a being (material, to 
start with) constitute and perfect itself? It does so by really pro
jecting its visible figure outside itself as its-symbol, its appearance, 
which allows it to be there, which brings it out to existence in the 
world: and in doing so, it retains it-' possessing itself in the other.' 
The essence is there for itself and for others precisely through its 
appearance .... But apart from the concept of formal causality, 
there are other concepts of Thomist ontology which belong to the 
sphere of the self-realization which is a self-proclamation and 
hence-in the broadest but original sense-constitutive of a symbol. 
Here the concept of ' resultance ' should be noted. St. Thomas does 
not merely think of a finite being as a reality simply complete, 
constituted by God in its essence and faculties. He does not merely 
see it as a passive and static reality, which then sets a number of 
accidental acts, of an immanent or tranS<ient nature, which emanate 
indeed from the substance by efficient causality and to this extent 
'determine' it, but leave it untouched in its inner nature. He also 
recognizes an inner self-realization of the total essence itself ... 
prior to its accidental 'second' acts: a self-realization which ob
jectively and conceptually, according to St. Thomas, cannot be 
simply reduced to formal and material causality ... and can still 
less be subsumed under the categories of the ordinary (second) 
'activity.' Thus St. Thomas recognizes, e.g., a 'resultance,' an 
' out-flowing ' of the faculties from the substance. Thus for him 
the essence as a whole builds itself the faculties belong to 
the totality of the essence, in spite of their being accidents; the 
substantial kernel emanates into its faculties and only thus attains 
its own possibilities; it finds itself-since it must be spiritual and so 
on by projecting from itself the ' otherness ' of its faculties. 22 

Now this is just the doctrine of SW in other words-resultance 
and out-flowing refer, of course, to emanation-as becomes 
clear when Rahner applies the notion of symbol to man's 
"body." Thus we see that "the bodily reality of man, and so 
his acts in the dimensions of space and time, history and soci
ety, are conceived of as symbolic realities embodying his person 
and his primordial decisions; " 23 " the human body ... is the 

•• STh IV 286-289; Th! IV 281-288. 
23 STh IV 800; Thi IV 242-248. 
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natural symbol of man; " 24 ". • • the body can and must be 
considered as the symbol, i.e., as the symbolic reality of 
man .... " 25 

Essential to finitude is relation to otherness, both in being 
(creation, origin from otherness) and in becoming: if a being 
could fulfill its needs in and of itself there would be no way to 
understand why it had not already done so; becoming is always 
through otherness: "The symbol strictly speaking (symbolic 
reality) is the self-realization of a being in the other, which is 
constitutive of its essence. Where there is such a self-realization 
in the other-as the necessary mode of the fulfilment of its 
own essence-we have a symbol of the being in question." 26 

Thus " ... the body is the symbol of the soul, inasmuch as it 
is formed as the self-realization of the soul, though it is not 
adequately this ... the soul renders ,itself present and makes 
its ' appearance ' in the body which is distinct from it." 27 

Personal becoming, the necessarily interpersonal expression 
of finite being, is clearly the central working concept for Rah
ner's whole anthropology. Symbol means spirit's act outside 
itself toward others in order to enact its own reality. Rahner 
sees the symbols of the heart, the sacraments, and the Church 
itself as lending themselves to this developed notion of symbol, 
as clarified in its light. For our purposes the basic notion of 
person becoming through incarnate action is the main point 
to be grasped. If this notion is clearer for some when expressed 
in terms of symbol, then pausing over this essay was useful. It 
is not a necessary constituent of Rahner's philosophical con
cept of person, but another approach and expression. 

We now have Rahner's sketch of the broad sweep of human 
life as a whole, unfolding in time, within the dialectic of spirit 
and matter, person and nature, culminating in death, whose 
final decision effects heaven or hell, purgatory being the last 
fulfilment of nature catching up with person, all this through 

2 • STh IV 301; Th! IV 243. 
2 • STh IV 305; Th! IV 246. 
2 • STh IV 290; Th! IV 234. 
2 • STh IV 306; Thl IV fl47. 
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free ethical acts in general and love for others in particular, and 
everything flowing from the metaphysical principles of spirit, 
matter, and becoming as worked out in his philosophical works. 
Rahner continues working more and more on the "fine points," 
the details that fill out this broad sweep from birth to death. 
Obviously the main focus is still on the free act, with personal 
becoming accomplished through the most excellent of free acts, 
love, 28 which Rahner at least stated in HW and studied in de
tail in STh V and VI. Becoming is, however, not restricted 
to love; person is enacted by every use of freedom. Therefore 
the full range of free acts, particularly the ethical, because a 
person enacts himself as a whole through them, must be 
studied. Since freedom is itself only understood in terms of 
freedom for, not just freedom from, we face the problems of 
work and leisure, of freedom as task, of the proper use of power, 
of the range of man's self-creation (man as experiment, as 
changing his nature, as the new man, with the new morality, 
all in later volumes). But where philosophically can we locate 
these and questions of theology, religion, grace, Christ, the 
supernatural existential, etc.? I must deal with them as Rahner 
does, under the aegis of the anonymous Christian, proposing 
to each person certain explanations and interpretations of his 
experience.* 

••Love has yet to receive Rahner's attention in a separate essay; and later 
both freedom and love receive new treatment in second essays (thus my Freedom 
I and II, Love I and II) . 

* Editor's Note-As stated in the Preface, three sections from the original dis
sertation have been omitted: (A) " Work and Leisure: Uses of Time, Uses of 
Freedom," (B) " Power: the A Priori of Freedom in Particular and of Enactment 
in General," and (C) "Salvation History, Personization History." For the in
terested reader, the following references indicate the relevant texts interpreted by 
the author in these sections. 

A. STh IV 469; Th! IV 37·9, STh IV 475-478; Th! IV 888-887. STh IV 476-
477; Th! IV 884-885. STh IV 478-479; Th! IV 886-887. STh IV 482; Th! 
IV 889. 

B. STh IV 495; Th! IV 899. STh IV 501; Th! IV 408. STh IV 487-488; Th! 
IV 898. STh IV 489-490; Th! IV 894-395. STh IV 491; Th! IV 895-896. 
STh IV 491-492; Th! IV 396. STh IV 502, 503, 505; Th! IV 404, 405, 406. 

C. STh V 115; Th! V 97. STh V 116-117; Th! V 98-99. STh V 122-124; Th! V 
103-105. STh V 288-241; Th! V 209-212. STh V 508; Th! V 446-447. 
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4. Love I: There is one commandment: Thou shalt love/ The 
more specific intention of this essay is to compare the " com
mandment " of love with the other commandments. It will be 
enough to take the two concepts of love and commandment and 
see how they relate to one another: for Rahner love is the 
personizing act par excellence, and the commandment to love is 
the commandment to become a person. 

After stating that ". . . every moral value is ultimately a 
personal value ... ," 29 Rahner relates love to person right from 
the start of this es.say, calling it the only value-response proper 
to person. 80 He then proceeds to relate it to person as be
coming: 

... as long as we regard the virtues only statically in their ' nature,' 
they do in fact implicitly contain each other, always presupposing 
that we see their full nature [volles Wesen] in its adequate realiza
tion [Wesensvollzug]. But precisely this realization of nature has 
its own history-it ' becomes '-and is not always fully given; a 
virtue realizes itself only gradually and thereby, it is true, realizes 
also love. Morality is the free personal acceptance of one's own 
pre-established nature, confidently coming to grips with one's own 
dynamic reality in all its united though multiple dimensions and 
precisely coming to grips also with that nature which realizes itself 
only when it turns lovingly to another person and when it accepts 
its own nature as the nature of the mystery of love. This accep
tance does however, have its history; it is not present all at once 
(as in the case of the angels), but is temporal and becomes. This 
means, however, that something already ' is ' at a particular mo
ment in time and can already be described in its nature; it means 
that there already is ' something realized ' which nevertheless comes 
to its proper completion only in the completed whole of which it 
is but an element. We must not overlook the mystery of the tem
poral moment in the history of a temporal being ... man's ex
istential acceptance of his own nature has a history; man always 
discovers new dimensions of his own personal nature (and in the 
same way and at the same time necessarily discovers such different 
dimensions of the personal reality of others). [Each moral be
coming is J ... a temporal moment in a movement tending towards 

•• STh V 495; Thi V 440. 
••"The value-response due to the person, however, is simply love and nothing 

else, since every other evaluation lowers the value of the person " (ibid.) • 
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the total acceptance of the whole personal being of man; this ' al
ready ' acquired individual virtue becomes perfect only once it is 
really integrated into the totality of the acceptance of one's own 
nature, i. e., love.81 

Rahner identifies the historical becoming of the person with 
self-enactment of his nature as that of a loving person. This is 
by no means the first time that love has been placed fully at 
the center of personal becoming. When freedom was discussed, 
love was seen to be the optimum use of that freedom, already 
identified as the domain of those acts which most profoundly 
came from and returned to the innermost core or heart of the 
person. Free acts, it was said then, tended to integrate the en
tire person as a whole in a certain value-direction. Now love 
is seen to be the full self-enactment of the person: 

... love is not the end of the integration of these partial moments 
of man's self-realization: rather, love is this self-realization itself as 
such and as a whole, without this wholeness being merely the sum
total of moments .... In love, the person realizes himself complete
ly, and by love, everything which had already happened previously 
in the spiritual history of the person's gradual self-discovery is 
accomplished and integrated in this one act ... it is the sole com
plete self-realization of the one person in its very unity . ... 32 

Rahner here affirms the basic notion of person as an evolving 
potential. Love, as referring to person as a whole, is the index 
of person. One becomes a person in love, learns who and what 
he is in love, 33 realizes (enacts) himself completely in love. 
But love itself is also subject to becoming, and thus the de
velopment of love in the person indicates the very becoming 
of that person. Rahner consequently identifies the history of 
one's loving with the history of one's personal becoming. Love 
itself, therefore, is a potential to be enacted. 34 Here we see 

81 STh V 496-498; Th! V 441-442: some emphasis added. 
82 STh V 498-499; Th! V 443; my emphasis. 
88 ...... The one person ... himself ... learns who and what he. is (as a whole 

person) when he loves " (STh V 499; Th! V 443) . 
•• "Love may already be present and yet may still have the task of realizing 

itself. The temporal nature of man necessitates not only a gradual temporal ap
proach to love in successive stages, but necessitates also the kind of historical 
nature of love itself to be in successive stages. Love may already be present-it 
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more clearly than ever just how central to Rahner's entire 
anthropology is the concept of becoming, of a potentiality to 
be enacted in time, linked with the equally basic concept of 
dynamism toward the full becoming, or enactment, of that po
tentiality. The following text is one of the best for stating this 
concept and relating it to the becoming of the person in and 
through love: 

... the full nature of any virtue even as such exists only once it 
has fulfilled and lost itself in love. The concept of the ' fulfilled 
nature' of a virtue is certainly somewhat obscure and vague. Yet, 
if we do not wish to do harm to the fitting description of reality as 
it really is in its becoming, then we must be careful not to face this 
concept with the dilemma that a being is or is not, and that there 
is no third possibility. An embryo is also already a human being; 
human nature is already ' present ' in the three-day old embryo; 
a beginning has been made which is irrevocably the beginning of 
a human being, and is this and nothing else. Yet man is neverthe
less a being having eyes and capable of singing, a being which 
loves, and it cannot be said that these possibilities have nothing 
to do with the nature of man. The nature of the embryo is intel
ligible-even though it is a reality by itsdf-only in and in view 
of what it is yet to become. Potency is not only prior to act but 
is an active potency only in its active intentness towards act, and 
this dynamism of the full development of nature is something with
out which potency itself cannot be understood. This dynamism it
self, however, can be grasped only from the point of view of full 
act and the full realization of the nature. Hence, the notion of 
a full realization of nature (which must not be understood in a 
quantitative and additive sense) is a necessary one. Hence it can 
also be said that it is possible to find human self-realization in a 
stage in which it is not yet fully present (although the real move
ment towards full self-realization has already begun, and we there
fore find ourselves already in the moral sphere), and then we are 
dealing with man's individual virtues which are not the same as 
love. This human self-realization can also be viewed as full self
realization (even though still continuing historically) which indeed 
'engages' man completely, and then we have love.85 

may, in other words, already be man's 'commitment in freedom' in the very 
core of the person-and yet the integration of all the dimensions and capacities 
of man, his love of God with his whole heart and might, may still be a task 
not yet completed by this man ' (STh V 499; Thi V 443-444). 

35 STh V 499-500; Thi V 444: my emphasis. " It is an internally connected history 
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Furthermore, Rahner's apparent digression concerning Aqui
nas's view that love must come at the beginning of personiza
tion serves to emphasize the nature of person as becoming. 86 

Rahner partly criticizes Aquinas's view precisely because it 
does not allow for temporal historical development in personal 
commitment (love). In Rahner's view, a person's first real 
". . . taking possession of himelf by his freedom . . ." 87 does 
occur comparatively early in his history, but it is preceded by 
" ... a groping 'preliminary practice' for the real total self
realization, a 'training period' in which man already has cer
tain moral experiences which are a necessary presupposition 
for his realizing sufficient matter to make it seriously possible 
to speak of a real self-commitment." 38 Such a conception of 
love as the beginning obviously implies that love must develop, 
since love is also the end. Thus the basic and initial decision 
to love, no matter how weak and "formal" (the form later 
to be filled by the content of historical acts of love) it is at the 
beginning, 

... by the very nature of personal reality ... characterizes rather 
that beginning of man's spiritual history which, as a genuine source, 
continues to govern the development of this historical life of the 
spirit into the individual virtues. This fundamental decision of 
love alone gives these virtues their whole, otherwise impossible, 

of a realization of nature, not overlooking the fact, of course, that in a spiritual 
history the earlier phase remains ' preserved ' and actualizes itself ever anew 
with regard to the object corresponding to it" (STh V 502; Th! V 446) . 

•• " It seems to us that Thomas Aquinas placed that total ' commitment ' which 
we call 'love ' at the very beginning of human self-realization. His reason for 
this seems to be that he cannot conceive a spiritual movement of freedom except 
in virtue of an original orientation to the goal as such, which original choice 
towards the goal is simply the love (or the refusal) of the absolute Good and 
Being which supports the whole movement of the Spirit. This probably explains 
the noticeable lack of interest in St. Thomas for a more exact psychological descrip
tion of the various stages of the process of justification. This would also explain 
the presupposition on which his whole theology of justification is based, viz., that 
the acceptance of justification is exercised by virtue of the grace of justification 
and so is fundamentally a momentary event which itself does not admit of 
a temporal duration " (STh V 508-504; Th IV 447-448). 

87 STh V 505; Thi V 448. 
•• STh V 506; Thi V 449. 
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deep-rootedness in the core of the spiritual person and thus helps 
them to perfect their own essential nature, a perfection aimed at 
by them of their own, already given, nature .... man-in his free 
realization of himself as a person-can realize and accept these 
individual values in temporal succession and can already recognize 
and affirm their particular nature without having already realized 
himself completely in the one love. This does not dispute but 
rather includes the fact that these individual virtues themselves at
tain the fullness of their nature in love." 39 

From the foregoing it is clear that love itself (as habit, vir
tue) is subject to becoming, to development in each one's per
sonal history. Love .sums up the other virtues and is their 
index; love's role in the summing-up or focusing of the person 
is proper only to love and is " non-transferable," so to speak. 
" There is only one ' virtue ' which asks man for himself-really 
himself wholly and completely-and this is the virtue of love 
and it alone; all other virtues only ' participate ' in this nature 
of the one love; insofar as they are destined, even though out 
of their own nature itself, to be more than just themselves." 40 

For Rahner one of the basic differences between love and 
the other virtues is love's nature as an "infinite becoming," a 
quality worth noting espeoially in light of love's being the chief 
act of person and of the person's becoming; not only is person, 
as personization, a becoming without limits, but love, which is 
person in act as most properly person-and is very will-to
person-is also a measureless becoming. 

For love cannot be performed or negotiated. It is never simply 
present but is always on the way to itself. Whereas the other vir
tues, as it were, transcend themselves, love is always present only 
in its transcendence into its own nature. . . . love itself is of its 
very nature measureless. It must be love with all one's might, with 
all one's heart and spirit. As long as we are pilgrims here below, 
we never' have' this love. For who can honestly say that he loves 
God and his neighbor with all his heart? Moralists make subtle 
distinctions about this in order to bring out the fact that one can 
love even now, in a determined moment of one's still temporally 

•• STh V 506-507; Th! V 450. 
•• STh V 508; ThI V 451. 
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unfolding existence, just as the Gospel demands it: with all one's 
heart. But whatever may be said about these distinctions, ulti
mately this whole ethical system trying so desperately to be ab
solutely objective cannot avoid admitting that if someone were to 
refuse point blank any willingness and any attempt to love God 
more than he does now, then in such a case there would no longer 
be any love at all. Moralists usually express this admission by 
saying that the striving after perfection is a duty imposed under 
pain of grave sin on every man and not just on certain categories 
of people, even though the manner of realizing this obligation ( e. g., 
by fully determined means, such as the Evangelical Counsels, or 
by other forms of radical renunciation) does not simply thereby 
fall under this duty itself. Yet what else is this obligation to strive 
after perfection but the duty of a greater love than one actually 
possesses? What else is it but an admission that one only achieves 
the love one ought to have by admitting that one has not yet at
tained that love to which one is obliged? This unique characteristic 
of love is not destroyed or ' dulled ' by admitting with the moralists 
that one also has a duty for the future which one has actually to 
admit now; but precisely as a duty for later on this commandment 
of greater love is always valid but not ' for always,' i. e., for every 
moment. For the readiness of really becoming freely involved in 
a development and a dynamism towards a later condition is surely 
something quite different from someone admitting today that he 
must pay his tailor bill tomorrow, which today he is still able to 
leave quite unpaid. He must start out today on the adventure of a 
love which not until tomorrow will be what it should be tomorrow 
because, and if, he has really opened himself to it today in an inner 
readiness which he could refuse, in which latter case love would 
not become tomorrow what it ought to become then, because it 
was not today what it ought to have been today. Love today is, 
therefore, what it should be today only if it acknowledges today 
that it is something of which more will be demanded tomorrow. 
It is true love even for today only to the extent in which it reaches 
out to become more than it is today, only if it is really on the way 
and forgets what it is now, reaching out for what lies ahead of it.41 

Love, as a becoming without finite measure, has a horizon on 
which man can set no limits; and human becoming shares this 
characteristic. 

In the above quotation, Rahner introduces the notion of 

"STh V 508-509; ThI V 451-45!'l; some emphasis added. 
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obligation and with it the notion of commandment. Perhaps 
love is presented as commandment only so that men will take 
it seriously. Everyone who has studied the notions of love and 
the person, in no matter what academic discipline, can easily 
get indigestion from all the rhapsodizing about these two over
worked subjects. Love talk seems prone to a rich diet of the 
choicest words. And it always seems so far removed from the 
real world; one occasionally, in reaction to this, is inclined to 
think of Sartre's negative presentation as a refreshing breath 
of honesty in the midst of so much moralizing and idealizing. 
I believe that part of what is felt as indigestion can be described 
as an impatience and embarassment with oneself and society 
for failing to incarnate and implement those words of ardor 
about love and person. Banal as it sounds, part of the truth is 
that to read and write about love and person on the one hand 
and then to cut corners in real, everyday life, is obviously either 
not to take the matter seriously, in which case it seems only 
words from the first, or indeed to take it quite seriously, as 
something truly personal, and then to feel the disharmony be
tween one's words and works; and it certainly then seems a 
lot easier to change one's words, or at least to make light of 
them, play them down, or otherwise try to make one's conduct 
less self-condemning. Perhaps, then, to call love a oommand
ment is to try to get love taken more seriously, to lift it from 
the warm and sticky world of romantic and sentimental " love," 
and place it, perhaps a bit coldly, in the world of law. No mat
ter what the reason, Rahner's treatment of love here in this 
essay is such that he avoids the usual alienating "love " lan
guage quite .successfully while at the same time keeping the 
requisite force in his expressions. For Rahner, love as a com
mandment is practically the same as becoming a person as a 
commandment, i.e., the task of every man to enact (realize, 
actualize) himself. Thus he says: " One may speak of a com
mandment of love as long as one does not forget that this law 
does not command man to do something or other but simply 
commands him to fulfill himself, and charges man with himself, 
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i. e., himself as the possibility of love .... " 42 It is because he 
sees love in this light that he is so strong in his statements 
about the unique unifying role of love in enacting man as a 
person, in his deepest center and core of himself: 

. . . love itself does not represent some assignable performance 
which could be accurately determined; rather, it is that which every 
man becomes in the irreplaceable, characteristic way of his own 
unique realization of nature, something which is known only when 
it has been accomplished. . . . This one heart which man has to 
engage-the innermost center of his person (and on this basis also 
everything else found in the individual)-is something unique: 
what it contains within its uniqueness, what is engaged and given 
gratuitously in this love, is known only once it has been done, when 
the person has really caught up with himself and hence begins to 
know what is in him and who he is in the concrete. By this love, 
therefore, man embarks on the adventure of his own reality, all 
of which is at first veiled from him. He cannot comprehend and 
evaluate from the very start what is actually demanded of him. 
He is demanded; he himself is staked in the ,concreteness of his heart 
and of his life lying still before him as an unknown future and re
vealing-once it has been accomplished and only then-what is 
this heart which had to wager and expand itself during this life.48 

Thus love seems to be a commandment and a commission 
because personal becoming, the adventure of self-enactment 
in and with others, is a commandment and a commission, just 
as personal becoming becomes a commandment because love 
is a commandment. And because it is of its very nature an 
open becoming, and thus as such an unknown which stretches 
forward into the future, toward its horizon, becoming a person 
is truly an adventure into the measurelessy just as is " ... love 
which consists in venturing into the boundless .... " 44 

This notion of " venturing into the boundless " cannot fail 
to recall Rahner's familiar notion of the essence of spirit as 
openness. Love, as will-to-person, must remain as fully open as 
that which it wills, of course; and since person, as a measure-

•• STh V 514; Th! V 456; my emphasis. 
•• STh V 510; Th! V 452-458; my emphasis. 
"STh V 512; Th! V 455. 
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less becoming, is the willed fruition of love, so must love itself be a 
measureless openness, an openness and readiness placing no 
a priori limits on itself. This is the meaning of love's openness 
to that " more " that ". . . will be demanded tomorrow." 45 

Of itself, all love is ready in its immeasurable nature to accept all 
love offered by the other, and to perfect itself in this acceptance. 
Consequently, morality and the fulfilment of the law always consist 
in one's readiness to allow oneself to be loved by God in the full 
measure and with all the demands on one's own love that is deter
mined by God's love, and to enter into the experience of the radical 
and profound nature of this love which comes out to meet us. To 
this extent, all love of God is a readiness for the supernatural com
munity of life, while this in its turn means nothing else than the 
most radical intimacy of God's love for us in which his most ab
solute divinity is communicated to us. . . . The basic meaning 
of the Christian ethos is not that we must respect objective ma
terial norms which God has imposed on reality. For all these ma
terial norms become real norms only once they become the 
expression of the very structure of the person. . . . The only ulti
mate structure of the person which expresses it perfectly is the 
person's basic capacity for love, and this capacity is boundless. 
Hence, man too is boundless; every sin is ultimately merely the 
refusal to trust in this boundlessness; sin is the less love which, 
because it refuses to wish to become greater love, is no longer love 
at all.46 

In this essay Rahner has clearly affirmed the relationship be
tween love and person and especially between love as a be
coming and person as a becoming; i.e., he has affirmed his thesis 
of per.son as becoming and of personal becoming through love. 
There is more here than a routine coupling of the two notions 
of love and person. It would be a mistake to write off Rahner's 
understanding as just another " personalist " view which turns 
out to be as gratuitously denied as affirmed. We must place 
his statements against the background of his philosophical prin
ciples as presented earlier and locate his ideas within the con
text of the contemporary focus on freedom as the essential note 
of the per.son. If nature is essence seen as a .source of acts, 

•• STh V 509; Thi V 452. 
•• STh V 512-514; Thi V 455-41i6. 
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then to be a person is to be a source and product, a cause and 
an effect, of love, the free act par excellence. Thus if activity 
( operatio) is nature itself seen in its own second act, then love 
is person as seen in act. Love as a habit ( virtus) and love as 
act rnean person: person is at once the " nature " (essence, 
source) whence issue these acts of love and the essence consti
tuted by these acts of love. This saying is not so paradoxical 
as it may seem, not more paradoxical nor difficult than the 
question how a habit can be both a source of actions and the 
result or product of those actions. This " paradox " is itself 
but another emphasis on becoming. The virtue of love, as 
habit, does not constitute a new power not there before; habits 
are specifically human phenomena, proper to free beings who 
are also potential beings. God, as perfect and without po
tentiality, has no habits. Man, as a finite, incarnate spirit, 
" creates " his nature because he " creates " his " second" na
ture. Man is not who and what he is because of one or another 
isofated act, but because of the attitude and set he gives his 
life, the stamp of virtue or vice he puts upon and into it, i.e., 
because of the habits he freely acquires, in his own self-ap
propriation, in time. Man, as incarnate, enacts himself in time 
precisely through the self-enactment occurring in acquisition of 
habits. The notion of self-construction does not contradict tra
dition. Love is not only act but virtue (habit) , i.e., a person's 
self-enactment takes a definite direction. 



v 
BECOMING II, FREEDOM II, LOVE II: 

THE LATER ESSAYS 

Despite there being a STh XII, the last significant statement 
on our topic, except for one essay in STh X, treated in the con
cluding summary, occurs in STh VI. Since it has been my 
method to interpret each essay for its maximum light, noting 
later essays only for their advances and developments, it be
comes possible to say that after the second essay on love, in 
STh VI, no major change occurs in the basic doctrine begun 
forty years ago with SW. 

The three headings of this final section, becoming, freedom, 
and love, refer to four chief sources. Becoming signifies the 
essay on hominization, in the series Quaestiones Disputatae, 
and the essay on ·the unity of spirit and matter, in STh VI; 
other minor essays provide supplementary material and derive 
from STh V1, STh VI again, STh VIII, IX, and X. The chief 
source for the discussion of freedom and love is STh VI, with 
supplementary material from STh X. In addition, the LThK 
and SM, as well as Rahner and Vorgrimler's KThW, provide 
brief treatments of matters we have treated more at length. 
This itinerary reveals my judgment that with STh VI we have, 
substantially, Rahner's mature positions on the essential facts 
of his concept of person. STh XI, on the history of the practice 
of confession, is not useful here. STh VII, IX and X, therefore, 
contribute refinements and applications rather than new posi
tions. STh VII consists of short articles on the spiritual life. 

There is another way of organizing this same material, re
calling the idea of first and second otherness. Thus under first 
otherness would fall becoming as treated under hominization, 

1 Recall that the English translation began to split the German into two, be
ginning with STh VII. STh VII thus became Thi VII and VIII; STh VIII became 
Thi IX and X; etc. 
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the essay on spirit and matter,2 and the essay on evolution. 8 

The rest of the treatment of becoming, e.g., the essay on " ex
pe11iment man " 4 and that on the " new man," 5 plus those 
(major) essays on freedom and love, would then come under 
second otherness. Thus, under first otherness we examine the 
kind of becoming that is more relevant to man as material, as 
incarnate, than to man as spirit. Man as spirit, on the other 
hand, is more the concern in the concept of second otherness. 
Despite possible confusion, we might say that under hominiza
tion Rahner is more interested in man's "body," while in the 
latter (second otherness), he is more interested in man's spirit 
(even though hominization is the question of the origin of 
man's soul in the evolutionary context). I am tempted to call 
the former hominization and the latter personization (except 
that the person is the whole) because second otherness is pri
marily the result of freedom. 

1. Beooming II. The question of hominization, though broader 
than that of evolution, is largely the problem of how man, 
through evolution, came to have the " starting essence " with 
which he now finds himself. There is, predictably, a certain 
review of and overlap with SW; but this essay, coming some 
thirty years later, offers new points worth integrating into that 
consistent position. 

In Hominisation 6 we face the difficulty that the problem 
called hominization, as it turns out in Rahner's treatment, is 
to explain how spirit can come from matter, the difficulty 

• STh VI 185-!U4; Th! VI 153-177. 
• STh V Th! V 157-192. 
' STh VIII Th! IX 
5 STh V 159-179; Th! V 125-153. 
• llominisation is the transliterated German title as well as the English (i.e., 

British-English) way of spelling what in American-English would take a "z," 
thus hominization. There are three articles concerned with Hominisation and the 
essay on the unity of spirit and matter. J. Donceel, "Teilhard de Chardin and 
the Body-Soul Relation," Thought, 40 (1965), 371-389; J. Donceel, "Causality 
and Evolution: A Survey of Some Neo-scholastic Theories," The New Scholas
ticism, 39 (1965), 295-315; H. Falk, " Can Spirit Come from Matter? " Interna
tional Philosophical Quarterly, 7 (1967), 541-555. 
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arising because earlier (in SW) we were explaining how matter 
emanated from spirit. Now so flagrant a conflict, more than 
mildly irritating, provokes one to resist letting the author have 
it both ways. Are we supposed to presume a deeper unity? 
Are we totally to discount the temporal? Are we supposed not 
to question whether we should speak of spirit before matter 
or matter before spirit? To draw some useful insight from this 
difficulty, one that advances our understanding of his doctrine 
of person, we should he open to suggestions from his perspective 
as well as to new ways of speaking of spirit, matter, and be
commg. 

To say, e. g., that matter is what we know first, evidenced 
by the idea of immateriality, which for many is the sole ad
missible (and, significantly, negative) meaning allowed for 
the concept of spirituality, is to imply at least a logical priority 
of the material over the spiritual (immaterial). We might 
call such a perspective empirical, materialist, objective, in con
trast with one which begins with the subject and claims that 
what is first and better known is spirit; this second perspective 
could be called rationalist, idealist, subjective. That man ad
mits of both viewpoints as possible perspectives on himself 
suggests his dual, composite nature, his hylomorphic unity. 

Ra'hner's is clearly the latter perspective. In PH he says: 
"What' spiritual' means is an immediate non-empirical datum 
of human knowledge, though it needs, of course, to be articu
lated and interpreted by reflection. It is only on the basis of 
that knowledge that it is possible to determine the actual meta
physical meaning of ' material.' It is an unmetaphysical and 
ultimately materialistic prejudice common among scientists 
to suprpose that men primarily deal with matter and know pre
cisely what matter is, and then subsequently and laboriously 
and very problematica:lly have to' discover' spirit in addition, 
and can never properly know whether what it signifies cannot 
after all be reduced to matter in the end." 7 Rahner's frank 
dualism is, of course, Aristotelian and Thomist, not Platonic or 

44; HE 47. 
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Cartesian: unwilling to be either an idealist or an empiricist, 
in any monist sense, he refuses to reduce matter to spirit or 
spirit to matter, all the while attributing primacy to spirit. 8 

Rahner therefore clearly holds for a logical priority of spirit 
over matter, as well as a priority of nature, or ontological 
priority. In a sense this smacks of the " Gordian knot " ap
proach to the problem of the meaning of spirit. To anyone 
wanting to reach a genuine metaphysics of person, the problem 
always gets back to the meaning of spirit. Once the buck is 
passed to spirit, it has to stop. Traditionally-or, let us say, 
before Descartes and the turn to the subject-especially in the 
Aristotelian-Thomist tradition, sensible reality was interpreted 
both as the first known and as a material thing; that the res 
sensibilis could as well be one's incarnate self or another in
carnate spirit, went practically unnoticed. Thus the problem 
of knowing the meaning of spirit was acute because derivative. 
Rahner's ".Dhomism, via Rousselot and Marechal, very Kantian, 
Fichtean, and Hegelian, and thus very much from the view
point of substance as subject, reverses the problem, finding it 
easy to say what spirit is and practically impossible to say 
what matter is. Whereas spirit was formerly defined in terms 
of matter (as the immaterial), now matter is defined in terms 
of spirit. 9 Thus Raihner says: " ... spirit is a reality that can 
only be understood by direct acquaintance . . . It is only pos
sible to say what matter actually is by contrast with spirit so 
known." 19 This introspective appeal is completely consistent 

• This primacy is shown, in one way, by attributing spirituality analogously 
to God: "We only term God 'spirit' because the spirituality that we experience 
rightly seems to us to be what is higher in the world, and because it includes in 
its very essence a transcendental conscious relationship to the fundamental original 
ground of all that exists, which we call God, and consequently, through this limit
lessness of its orientation, it positively and intrinsically does not include the nega
tivity of what is absolutely and in every respect merely finite" (PH 47; HE 51). 

•E.g., PH 48; HE 52: " ..• it is not at all so directly evident what 'matter' 
is . . . ' spirit ' is already posited and its nature expe1·ienced by asking a question 
about it .... matter is, namely-what is closed to a dynamic orientation above 
and beyond itself towards being in general." 

10 PH 49; HE 58. Matter is called "'solidified' spirit ... " (PH 51-52; HE 57). 
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with Ra:hner's transcendental approach which, as we have seen 
before and will see again, explains being in terms of knowing. 

Now we have already noted, in SW, that "finite spirit ... 
is spirit in the world ... ," 11 and that " matter, therefore, is 
the outward expression and self-revealing of personal spirit, in 
the finite realm." 12 Thus, the three key concepts remain spirit, 
matter, and becoming, the last being the most problematic be
cause it names the relation between the other two, a " defini
tive " relation in the full sense of the term. And because a 
study of Rahner's concept of person is a study of (at least) his 
concept of finite spirit's becoming (through and in) matter, 
and because his treatment of these concepts is more detailed 
and direct here than in SW, we can .see the importance of PH. 

There is one last methodological point that must be faced 
before we enter into the line of reasoning proper. The ground 
of Rahner's general theory of causing and becoming, the point 
on which he has been criticized by anti-transcendentalists, is 
his method of arguing " subjectively," i.e., from knowing about 
knowing, experienced interiorly by a subject, to knowing about 
being. As he says," ... for human beings the ontologically first 
and fundamental case or paradigm of a ,being and of its funda
mental properties is found in the being himself who knows and 
acts." 13 Disallow argument from this ground, and the whole 
development of cause and becoming is also disallowed and de
clared vain. Rahner's point is at least, of course, that being, 
acting, causing, and becoming are nowhere more accessible to 
man than in himself, in his own conscious experience as being, 
causing, changing, becoming.14 In addition, the paradigm for 
being is the knowing subject, spirit as self-presence (becoming 
such in and through self-absence) , not the so-called " real " 

11 PH 54; HE 59. 
12 PH 54; HE 60-61. 
18 PH 70; HE 81. 
14 A position which is, prima facie, not very Thomist is also held by J. de 

Finance, in Existence et liberte (Paris: Vitte, 1955); de Finance is, of course, 
another Thomist who has not closed himself to contemporary thought but has 
developed his Thomism in the light of and in dialogue with that thought. 
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things in the " already out there real world." Thus Rahner 
is unequivocal: ". . . if the genuine concept of becoming is 
to be attained, it must be attained in the operation of cognition 
itself." 15 It is not idle to warn the reader that granting Rahner 
this methodological point is crucial, since ihis argument about 
becoming as self-transcendence will follow directly from that 
event (i.e., self-transcendence) as worked out in his meta
physics of knowledge.16 

This point made, we turn to the argument proper, insofar, as 
always, as it is relevant to his concept of person. The basic 
general question is how beings can become more,17 can tran
scend their present selves.18 The more specific question in PH 
is the origin of the soul within an evolutionary framework. 
After considering and dismissing the traditional theories of 
change in terms of eduction from the potency of matter (educ
tio e potentia materiae) and ooncursus, Rahner tailors a con-

15 PH 71; HE SQ. Despite the mention of cognition alone Rahner does not 
intend this sens:u negante but sensu aiente; i.e., willing, freedom, and love just 
as clearly affirm being and manifest becoming as does knowing, perhaps even more. 
His general treatment of freedom and love shows this. The following quotation, 
though concerned with the supernatural existential, is a further indication of this 
truth: " ... the concept of potentia obooientialis must not be confined, as it too 
often is, to man's knowledge. If, according to Scripture, God is love and not 
' thought of thought,' no understanding of man and of the absolute fulfilment 
of his being (by grace) can succeed, unless man is considered as freedom and 
love, which again may not be considered just a by-product of the act of knowl
edge" (STh IV 235-Q36; ThI IV 186-187). 

16 This is not the place to critique Rahner's general methodology. Suffice it to 
say that although transcendental anthropology as a turn to the subject seems 
to be altogether sound and greatly to be preferred to the naive realism of an 
older empiricism, nevertheless, as an absolute starting point for knowledge of being 
and becoming, it must be " corrected " by a return to the intersubjective; in so 
saying I once again affirm my judgment that Levinas's primacy of the ethical 
over the metaphysical illuminates a basic methodical need in Rahner, and in 
Aristotle, Aquinas, and in Hegel and Heidegger, for that matter. 

17 On becoming more, as contrasted with merely becoming different, see PH 6fl-
64; HE 71-73. 

18 Rahner's expressions are " ... transcend themselves ... ," " ... active 
change and becoming of finite beings ... ," " ... an active transcending of their 
own natures, whereby an existent itself by its own activity ... actively moves 
beyond and above itself" (PH 61; HE 69). 
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cept to the situation and then asks whether such a concept is 
valid or merely a smokescreen to cover our lack of a valid con
cept.19 Now since the reason why we need a concept at all is 
to understand change as an increase in being, which is itself 
understood as possible only to God, the concept or theory Rah
ner constructs is offered as a statement of how God can be 
at once the transcendent Ground of all becoming and still 
allow the agent real causality (contra occasionalism). Here 
Rahner feels he has something new to suggest, thanks to his 
method of transcendental deduction already mentioned. And 
what, in fact, do we find in this something new? Once again, 
now with more force and detail than before-and not to our 
surprise, since we have so often in this study reaffirmed it as 
Rahner's basic thesis of his anthropology, philosophical and 
theological-we find offered anew the concept of personal be
coming. Thus he says: " ... becoming is to be conceived as 
the becoming and operation of a being which fulfils itself and 
so reaches its own accomplishment," 20 and this paradigm of 
becoming, the enactment of person, is to be the validation 
of the general doctrine of becoming. In other words, out of 
the experience 0:£ personal self-enactment through self-transcen
dence is to be derived a theory of all cases of becoming. More 
precisely, by doing a transcendental deduction on human self
transcendence, i. e., by learning what must be the a priori .situa
tion of man in his becoming (the transcendental a priori con
ditions for the very possibility of human becoming) , Rahner 
can then name the conditions of all becoming. 

It is at this point that one who has understood SW simply 
coasts through the explanation Rahner then offers, and one who 
has not, begins to gnash his teeth. Since we have already been 
down that road, we need not do so again. Suffice it to say 
that basing himself on his metaphysics of knowledge, specifical
ly here on the openness of spirit dynamically transcending finite 
objects as it moves toward the horizon of being as such, Rahner 

10 PH 61-70; HE 69-81. 
••PH 71; HE 82. 
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claims to validate, in the experience of this transcendence of 
the finite by the finite toward the infinite, a concept of the 
infinite's supporting the finite, without interference, obtrusion, 
or special ad hoc intervention, non-objectively (the horizon is 
not an object but is known only as the condition of the knowl
edge of what is known as an object) .21 In the experience of 
knowing (objective knowledge, i.e., knowledge of objects), 
Rahner identifies four 22 characteristics of the non-objectively 
known horizon: the horizon is essential, immanent, superior, 
and in a causal relation to the dynamic tendency of the agent 
toward that horizon. Now these same characteristics were 
those Rahner built into his theory tailored to the needs of ex
plaining hominization as the origin of the soul in an evolu
tionary framework. But because that question is not our pre
cise concern, and because the explanation comes from SW in 
the first place, we omit the intricacies of the ensuing discus
sion. What remains relevant in PH can be detached, now that 
we have understood the context adequately. 23 

Rahner, in identifying the four aspects mentioned above, 
has added to the concepts of V orgri;fj and finite spirit, and there
by to the content of his concept of person. In his present ap
plication this is an affirmation of the possibility of becoming 
in and through dependence upon God as the absolute sup
porting ground of being. "Becoming involves," he says, 
" ... that the agent advances beyond and above itself from 
its own lower plane to a higher, in a self-transcendent move
ment." 24 Further, "the agent's rising beyond and above itself 
in action and becoming takes place because the absolute Being 
is the cause and ground of this self-movement .... it is ... true 
self-transcendence." 25 Thus he can conclude that " ... there 
belongs to the essence of a spiritual being an ever-open onto-

21 PH 71-74; HE 82-87. 
22 Ibid. 
28 It is very tempting to dwell at length on these pages of Hominisation, but 

digression here would be a luxury. 
2 • PH 75; HE 88. 
25 Ibid. 
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logical transcendence towards heing in general, and so a rising 
above and beyond self." 26 To be a person is to be spirit and 
to be spirit is to have the task of self-enactment through self
transcendence. 

Rahner goes on to speak of the evolutionary development 
of matter towards spirit and the creation of the soul, applying 
his general theory of becoming, i. e., becoming as supported 
by the ground of absolute Being, which explains how the 
" more " can come from the " less." We can conclude treat
ment of this essay by saying that we have here more than an 
a fortiori argument supporting the thesis that personal becoming 
is Rahner's key concept: we have a metaphysically and 
methodologically consistent explanation of the possibility of 
becoming (a becoming previously, and often, seen to be neces
sary) , and an explanation, in the precise terms required, of the 
interrelations of spirit and matter. Finally, we have once again 
implicitly, and to that extent disappointingly (though, in Rah
ner's defense, the context was not entirely appropriate), the 
opening for the affirmation that personal becoming is essential
ly interpersonal becoming since the self-enactment requires self
transcendence toward some other than oneself. That conclu
sion, however, takes us into second otherness, whereas PH ex
plicitly concerned only first otherness; thus Rahner did not de
velop his principles in a manner befitting that further applica
tion. Nevertheless, since the dynamic transcendence toward 
the unobjective horizon of being always takes place in the 
presence of some " object," 27 and since it is not inconceivable 
but rather probable that the nature of that object," as the con
tent of that " object," should not be totally irrelevant to the 
formality or structure of that dynamism, then it seems quite 
appropriate that more self-enactment should occur when self
transcendence takes place toward another person; in this way 
will that " articulation and interpretation " of experience which 
Rahner admits to be necessary, 28 lead to right conclusions about 
the nature of spirit, person, and 'becoming. This conclusion 

••PH 76; HE 90. 07 PH 89; HE 107. ""PH 44; HE 47. 
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is not facile, and it must again be suggested that an already 
interpersonal or dialogal starting point would be more concrete, 
realistic, and fruitful. 29 

After PH the essay on the unity of spirit and matter, in STh 
VI, adds little new. Its comparative brevity contributes clarity 
by omitting even the abbreviated transcendental deduction of 
PH, itself an abbreviation of SW. It would therefore be repeti
tive to conduct a full study of that essay; in fact even to cite 
a few (of the many possible) quotations about becoming as 
self-transcendence, etc., especially when Rahner admits that 
whole sections of the essay are merely taken over from PH, 30 

seems unnecessary. The same can be said of the essay on evolu
tion in STh V. Although it antedates PH, and thus also, of 
course, the essay on spirit and matter in STh VI, and gives es
sentially the same basic doctrine on spirit and matter as ap
Jleared in those later efforts, yet, because of its better and more 
detailed development of that doctrine, PH must be the pre
ferred source. And as with the essay on spirit and matter, that 
on evolution offers many quotations such as to fill footnotes 
to overflowing. In other words, both the 1962 article on evolu
tion and 1963 essay on spirit and matter basically are repeti
tions of PH with applications, deletions, and simplifications; 
one c'Ould therefore read them as supplementary. 

2. Freedom II. We can be brief in treating Rahn er' s essay 
on freedom because, as the second treated, only part will be 
new; and even that new part will receive its adequate con
sideration only when we take up (next) the essay on love, since 
freedom is the capacity to love. As was true before, freedom, 
because it is understood as rooted in man as spirit, and thus 
as transcendence of finite particulars toward the unlimited hori
zon of being, 31 can be easily misunderstood merely as the ca-

20 We are again reminded of Metz's attempts at "personalizing" HW, attempts 
judged vain by E. Simons in Philosophie der Offenbarung (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 
1966); see 93 ff. 

• 0 See STh VI 556; ThI VI 401. 
• 1 See STh VI ThI VI 179. 
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pacity to choose from among those finite goods.82 In this new 
essay on freedom, especially in the sections entitled " Freedom 
as Total and Finalizing Self-Mastery of the Subject" 33 and 
" Freedom Regarded as a Dialogic Capacity of Love," 34 Rah
ner again confirms that his central concept is that of person to 
be actualized in transcendence. Now when person is defined 
in terms of spirit, and spirit is defined as capacity for being, 
and then being is distinguished, in terms of spirit, as true and 
good, spirit is then itself further distinguished as capacity for 
the true and the good, or intellect and will. Rahner's "per
sonist " understanding of this tradition, consonant with the 
modern "turn to the subject," 35 is to place the essence of free
dom not in its effect on objects but in its effect on the subject. 
Thus if becoming a person is self-actualization in and through 
self-transcendence, then freedom is the power or ability (Ver
mogen) for this self-actualizing self-transcendence: " ... free
dom is ... the capacity to make oneself once and for all, the 
capacity which of its nature is directed towards the freely 
willed finality of the subject as 36 And as we shall see 
in the final part of this .section, while Rahner here, under the 
heading of freedom, brings to completion (especially as freedom 
to love) his doctrine on person as becoming in self-actualization 
(or self-enactment) , in the next, under the heading of love, he 
brings to completion his doctrine of person as becoming in self
transcendence, naming human interpersonal love as the meta
physically necessary condition for personal becoming; he thus 
brings his one and whole doctrine to fulness, uniting all its 
parts. 

But before we turn to that final point, let us examine in 
more detail Rahner's understanding of freedom, first as the 
ability or power of self-enactment into that fulness which is 
the whole person, and second as the power or capacity to love, 
this latter point being a hint of and a bridge to the full essay 

••See STh VI 220-221; ThI VI 182-188. 
•• STh VI 221-225; ThI VI 188-186. 
•• STh VI 225-229; ThI VI 186-190. 
85 In P. Eicher's terms, "die anthropologische Wende." 
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on love. Rahner clearly states that " ... by his freedom man 
can determine and dispose himself as a whole. . . ." 37 The 
becoming occurring through free action is neither primarily 
some change in the world of objects and things, no matter 
how significant, nor merely a " moral " or "juridical " event, 
in the sense of accidental, or imputed to the subject, as we 
have seen before,. but the very becoming whole of that subject, 
the very becoming who he is, becoming wholly good or evil in 
his being (insofar as his finitude, as understood in terms of 
the study of concupiscence, so allows): " ... man by his free 
decision really is good or evil in the very ground of his being 
itself .... " 38 

Using a new expression, reminiscent of, but more trenchant 
than, the distinction between " freedom from " and " freedom 
for," Rahner speaks now of" freedom of being," a phrase which 
can only mean freedom to become: " freedom is first of all 
'freedom of being.'" 39 This he understands as" ... a transcen
dental mark of human existence itself ... ," 4-0 not " ... merely 
an external event happening to man . . . ,41 and thus a true 
self-enactment: the potential person becomes an actual person, 
an enacted person; "Freedom ... is the self-exercise [Selbst
vollzug; self-enactment] of the man ... , this freedom in which 
man is capable of achieving himself. . " 42 

•• STh VI 221; Thi VI 184. 
87 STh VI 222; Thi VI 184. 
88 Ibid. In my judgment, this primacy of the ethical, at least in the sense that 

a free, ethical act makes an ontological or metaphysical difference, i.e., a dif
ference to and in the being who a man is, can be understood as a primacy of 
the ethical over the metaphysical, in more than Fichte's sense, i. e;, in the sense 
Levinas gives to the ethical as the absolutely original encounter, " beyond being," 
in the face to face encounter of another human person, Lefore thought and free
dom. In the following essay on love Rahner emphatically places himself meta
physically at the point where Levinas begins phenomenologically, thus implicitly 
transcending whatever dependence on Western objective philosophy, from Aristotle 
and Aquinas through Kant, Hegel, and Heidegger, he displayed for the thirty years 
until these two incomparably important essays on freedom and love. 

•• Ibid. Seinsfreikeit is the term Rahner uses. 
••Ibid. 
" STh VI 223-224; Thi VI 185. 
•• STh V 508-509; Thi V 451-452, some emphasis added. Thus emerges the 

possibility of joining Rahner, whose metaphysical anthropology is at once the 
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But how does this self-enactment take place? Is it a solitary, 
acosmic event? So often Rahner's early terminology and his ex
planation in terms of the self and its horizon of being have 
allowed an impersonal interpretation, as we noted when men
tioning Metz's five notes to HW2, notes which Metz knew were 
fully justified both by the facts and by Rahner's evolution. 
What Rahner had left implicit, except for hints here and there,48 

before 1965, finally and fully become explicit in his affirmation 
not only that self-transcendence is the absolute condition for 
self-enactment, as in first otherness, but also that this self
transcendence must be necessarily towards another human per
son in I-Thou interpersonal love, to use Buber's terms. This 
affirmation, banal, perhaps, from someone else, has greater sig
nificance when Rahner finally is able to identify with it, be
cause it comes not from the de facto but from his de jure 
transcendental metaphysics of person as finite spirit becoming 
through first and, most important, second otherness. Rahner 
does not merely gratuitously assert, remaining vulnerable to 
an equally gratuitous denial, but thoroughly grounds this doc
trine in his transcendental method, thus manifesting perfect 
continuity and consistency with that method and his starting 
point. In the present essay on freedom, first given as a lec
ture in November, 1964, Rahner signaled ideas he would de
velop and publish more fully first in early 1965. After ex
amining his works through the years ending with the publica
tion of STh XII in 1975, we can safely say that, with the essay 
on love in STh VI, Rahner reached his mature and definitive 
position on person as becoming. Let us turn now to that es.say 
rather than delay over the formulations in the essay on free
dom, preferring to place in notes any "note-worthy" parallel 
texts. 

3. Love II. The bridge to the present essay from that on free
dom is, as was said, that freedom, fully understood, is freedom 

most profound and implicitly the most contemporary metaphysics of person, 
with Levinas, whose phenomenology is the most profoundly interpersonal and 
implicitly the most metaphyical phenomenology. 

u See STh VI 556-557; Thi VI 401. 
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to love,44 i.e., the ability or power to become through loving. 
As free, love issues from and reaches to the essential core of 
the loving person 45 bringing self to fulness.46 But is this free
dom to love going to turn out to be the philosophically classical 
"love" .of being, in the sense of .a Platonic reverence for the 
universal idea or. form, a HegeHan Absolute, or Heideggerian 
Being, or the theologically classical love of God? Yes and no. 
Rahner brings transcendental anthropology fully into the con
temporary world, reversing the traditional reduction of love 
of neighbor to love of God, by a thorough understanding of 
love of God as radical love of one's fellow hu.man being.47 This 
doctrine must not be understood as a philosophical sell-out of 
transcendence to immanence or as a simplistic option of the 
many over the one; Rahner's transcendental method, if one 
has understood SW and the necessity of conversio, is, in fact, a 
satisfying experience of transcendence given in immanence and 
the one in the many. Nor may it be understood as a theological 
sell-out to secularization, to atheistic Christianity, or to any 
death-of theology and its denial of transcendence, the 
supernatural, or grace; Rahner's specifically theological con
cepts of the supernatural existential, the anonymous Christian, 
the experience of grace, etc. (and they too ultimately receive 
their full understanding only in terms of Rahner's philosophy 48) 

are always the simultaneity of transcendence and immanence, 
of multiplicity in unity. Rahner is contemporary in his 
thoroughly existential affirmation 49 of the primacy of multi-

" " Freedom is always self-realization [Selbstvollzug] . • . the capacity of love . 
. . . the basic act of man into which absolutely he can synthei!ize his whole nature 

and life . . ." (STh VI 225; ThI VI 187) . 
*"Freedom's source and goal is " ... the innermost center of the person ... " 

(STh VI 226; ThI VI 188). 
•• " The only ultimate structure of the person which manages to express it com

pletely is the basic capacity of love ... " (STh VI 227; ThI VI 188) . 
" " Human freedom . . . is always freedom . . . vis-Ct-vis some intramundane 

Thou ... " (STh VI 228; ThI VI 189). "The opening out , .. 
requires an intramundane Thou [Du]. The original relationship to God is- love 
of neighbor " (STh VI 228-229; ThI VI 189; Ralmer's emphasis). 

48 See W. Shepherd, Man's Conditwn (New York: Herder and Herder, 1969). 
•• Rahner cites with approval Kierkegaard and Blonde! when speaking of" ..• the 
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plicity over unity, of freedom and love over the reductiveness 
of knowing, of individual person over universal idea. Granted 
that this was a latter-day explicitation, it was implicit in the 
basic metaphysical doctrine of a finite spirit radically depend
ent on otherness, both first (natural and pre'-free) and second 
(personal and free). Rahner is metaphysfoally affirming that 
subjectivity requires intersubjectivity in order even to be sub
jectivity: " ... freedom.is really subjectivity and· ... subjec
tivity is in itself and in its self-presence a more original reality 
than individually existing objects .... 50 This freedom, under
stood as a self-disposing by the subject towards finality, is 
necessarily mediated by ... intersubjectivity. · ... "51 Thus, 
just as subjectivity is being iound at " full strength," more than 
in objects or in the Umwelt, so also freedom and its agent, 
'Subjectivity, are at full strength only in intersubjectivity. 

Thus, empowered by a presumed and presupposed phe
nomenology of love,52 and emboldened ·by a theology of love 
which he interprets to say not " merely " that salvation is in 
loving rather than in knowing but that '' ... the love of God 
and the love of neighbor are one and the same thing . . . ," 58 

Rahner moves to a transcendental metaphysics of love, i.e., 

concept of subjectivity in Kierkegaard, the notion of ' action ' in Blonde! . . .".as 
showing that ". . . there is such a basic act of freedom which embraces and 
the whole of existence " (STh VI 224; · Thi VI 186; repeated in STh VI 245; Thi 
VI 208). 

•• STh VI 281; Thi VI 191. 
51 STh VI 288; Thi VI 198; though " intersubjectivity " here is translating the 

relatively less forceful Mitwelt, it should be clear that this latter term has more 
explicit in it than we are allowed to say may have been in Heidegger's Mitwelt, 
at least in Sein und Zeit (see pp. 118, 125, 129, and 800; in English, pp. 158-155, 
162-168, 166-168 and 846). This text of Rahner's also includes the impersonal 
world, or Umwelt, and by not quoting it I mean only to emphasize his use of 
Mitwelt. 

•• Rahner frequently in this essay on love says, somewhat apologetically, that 
he cannot offer such a phenomenology, all the while admitting its necessity. It 
is in Levinas that the beginnings of such a phenomenology can be found, although 
D. von Hildebrand's Metaphymk der Gemeinschaft (Regensburg: Habbel, 1980, 
1955, 2nd ed.) and S. Strasser's Das Gemut (Utrecht and Freiburg: 1956) precede 
some of it. 

•• STh VI 280; Thi VI 288. 
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a metaphysics yielded by the transcendental method. 54 Rahner 
is not actually offering here a wholly new metaphysics derived 
from a wholly new starting point, viz., the intersubjective en
counter (instead of the " encounter" with objects and "ob
servation" of causality and change in the world of objects) . 
Rather he simply refers us to the metaphysics of horizon, gen
eralizing to "whole" spirit what occms in "part" of spirit 
(i.e., in intellect), and then deducing for or applying to will, 
freedom, and love, the same doctrine of " transcendence in 
immanence," or transcendence beyond the ground only in the 
presence of the ground (love of God, the divine person, in this 
case, being given only in the actual present act of love of 
neighbor, the human person, just as knowledge of being was 
given only in knowing objects) .55 Once again we are aware 
of SW as the basis of all of Rahner's metaphysical anthro
pology, both philosophical and theological, because of the con
sistent application of his transcendental method. 

Let us now complete treatment of this essay, fittingly by 
quoting his own words, some with comment, some without. In 
the sections of the essay entitled "Love of neighbor as the 
basic activity of man" 56 and "Love of neighbor as man's 
manifestation of his wholeness and essence " 57 interpersonal 
love is identified with the depth and breadth of personal be
coming, not only reaching to the deepest center of a person 
but also integrating more of the potential for personhood, in 
the widest reaches of human existence, into free personal be
coming. Under the first heading, basing himself on the primacy 
of the ethical and rooting this in freedom as self-disposability 

••See STh VI !Z84-285; Th! VI 237-238: "Love as a reflected and explicit 
mode of action and as an unconceptualized transcendental horizon of action." 

55 " The transcendental horizon is . • . the subjective possibility [and thus the 
ground!] for the individual. object to show itself at all . . . ; the transcendental 
horizon is that which is itself given only in the encounter with the object of 
a concretely historical experience . . ." (STh VI 284; Th! VI 237). These two 
are " moments " or constituents of one experience; the very experience itself re
quires both, and this absolutely. Neither is given without the other. 

5 • STh VI 286-289; Th! VI 239-241. 
OT STh VI 289-292; Th! VI 241-244. 
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(recalling the first essay on freedom) , Rahner states: "love 
of neighbor . . . is . . . the basis and sum total of the moral as 
such." 58 He goes on to articulate this by explaining that 

... the true and proper surrounding of man is his personal en
vironment of persons in the world through which man finds and 
fulfils himself (by knowledge and will) and-gets away from him
self .... the world of things is of significance only as a factor for 
man and for his neighbor. This follows first of all from the a priori 
structure [worked out in SW] .... the world of things can be a pos
sible object for man's concern only as a moment of the world of 
persons.59 

We have come a long way from the" impersonal personalism" 
of HW (and, a fortiori, of SW) in this affirmation of the 
primacy of the personal; and yet Rahner insists that it was 
all implicit there (thus confirming the interpretation this study 
presents). This can only mean, if Rahner's transcendental 
method be taken seriously and consistently, that while sub
jectivity (i. e., person as spirit, as intellect and will, will 
meaning freedom, especially freedom to love, to be and to be
come through loving) is the paradigm for being,60 intersubjec
tivity is the paradigm for becoming. In terms of first and second 
otherness, Rahner here is affirming, on a metaphysical basis 
and level, the radical necessity for second otherness, the other 
person, for human becoming. In fact, as has been said before, 
first otherness is mediated through second othemess. 61 "Ma
terially ... the a posteriori object is the necessary mediation 
of the knowing subject to itself and so . .. the human perronal 
·Thou is the mediation, the 'being-within-oneself,' of the sub
ject." 62 In other words, that necessity of phantasms estab
lished in SW, for all its traditional abstraction, is here claimed 
to mean the necessity of the personal other for the very coming-

"" STh VI !'l86-!'l87; Thi VI !'l89-240. 
•• STh VI !'l87; Thi VI 240. 
00 This point has been made in correction with discussion of that method itself. 
61 Confirmation of this metaphysical thesis comes from phenomenology; for 

one example see the work by W. Ver Eecke based on the studies of hospitalism 
by Rene Spitz. 

•• STh VI 228; Thi VI 240-!'l41; my emphasis. 
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to-himself of the person. 63 Rahner offers a supporting "argu
ment " by referring to the dependence of knowledge on love; 
of course the primacy of love over knowledge was affirmed al
ready in HW when the very intelligibility of the existence of 
contingent beings was shown to require an act of will whereby 
the unnecessary is freely posited in being. Rahner merely ap
plies these ideas again: 

... the free self-disposal ... is precisely the loving communication 
with the human Thou as such .... since knowledge ... attains 
its proper and full nature only in the act of freedom . . . it has 
a fully human significance only once it is integrated into freedom, 
i.e., into the loving communication with the Thou. The act of 
personal love for another human being is therefore the all-embracing 
basic act of man which gives meaning, direction, and measure to 
everything else.64 

Lest one miss the meaning of this affirmation, note again 
that Rahner is operating on the level of being, of metaphysics, 
n.ot phenomenology. 65 Thus: " ... the essential a priori open-
ness to the other human being ... " 66 as belonging " ... as such 
to the a priori and most basic constitution of man . . . is an 
essential inner moment of his (knowing and willing) transcen
dentality ." 67 There is no mitigating this radical dependence on 
second otherness for personal becoming: ". . . the whole in
calculable mystery of man is contained and exercised in this 
act of love of neighbor .... [For a person] love ... is the whole 

·of himself in which alone he possesses himself completely, meets 
1himself completely .... " 68 This metaphysical dependence re-

••"As. person" probably should be added, in order to allow for that minimal 
consciousness and elemental choosing on the animal, potentially human, level, 
conceived in terms of those unfortunate 'cases, such as hospitalism, of human 
deprivation. 

•• STh VI Thl VI Ml. 
••Phenomenology, i.e., in the admittedly narrow sense of description of what 

appears. Phenomenology in the sense of an uncovering of the very structure of 
being through its presence to consciousness turns out to be another transcendental 
method. 

00 Ibid. 
87 Ibid. 
•• STh VI fi89; Th! VI 
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fers not only to the " whether " of personal becoming but also 
to the " how much " : ". . . . by love of the Thou . . . man 
really experiences in it who he is . . . ; . . . the totality of 
reality ... opens itself only if man opens himself radically 
in the act of love and entrusts himself to this totality." 69 

Finally: 

... in the act of love for another, and in it alone and primarily, 
the original unity of what is human and what is the totality of 
man's experience is collected together and achieved ... [:] the love 
for the other concrete Thou ... is man himself in his total achieve
ment [V ollzug ]. . .. this love is really the fulfilment [Vollzug] of 
the total and hence also spiritually transcendental nature of 
man .... 70 

4. Summary and Conclusion: Interpersonal Experience. By 
way of summarizing the whole and concluding this study of 
Rahner's concept of person as becoming, let us look at an essay 
from STh X. But before turning to that essay on experience 
of otherness as God and of otherness as another human per
son, 71 let us take a few moments to recognize several essays 
of supplementary significance between STh VI and XII. 12 

•• STh VI 290; Th! VI 24!!. 
70 STh VI 290; Th! VI 243; Vollzug is, of course, enactment or actualization, 

the familiar and favorite term for that "drawing" (ziehen) to fullness (voll) 
which reminds us that personhood is a potential to be actualized, brought into 
act (en-acted) . 

71 See "Selbsterfahrung und Gotteserfahrung," STh X 133-144. The theological 
use of the term and concept of person in trinitarian discussions need not occupy 
us here. That the term has a history and difficulties is interesting and instructive, 
but not necessarily a philosophical jw;tification for those usages. See Rahner's 
The Trinity (New York: Herder and Herder, 1970; trans. by J. Donceel) esp. 
103-115, "The Problem of the Concept of Person." The entry "Person" in 
the KthW, by Rabner and H. Vorgrimler (Freiburg: Herder Biicherei, 1961) 282-
285 is also good; in English as Concise Th11ological Dictionary (American title 
drops the " Concise "), trans. by R. Strachan and ed. C. Ernst (London: Burns 
and Oates, 1965) 351-354. In general, of course, this brief work, as well as SM 
(often working from and bettering the LThK) is very useful for briefer summaries 
of Rahner's main ideas previously treated more fully in the essays we have 
studied. 

72 STh VII and VIII, as noted above, were each published in two English 
volumes. STh VII, as noted before, concerns the spiritual lif.e; STh VIII, IX, 
X, and XII return to dogmatic theology; STh XI contains Rahner's early works 
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There are three essays in STh VII which reexamine themes 
treated previously. The short essay " On Christian Dying," 78 

without adding anything new, restates simply the essential idea 
of freedom as power of final becoming. The essay," Why and 
How Can We Venerate the Saints?" 74 reemphasizes man as 
essentially intersubjective, as becoming through others, be
coming good or evil, holy or not, especially through personal 
love as the basic human act; and the unity of love of God and 
love of neighbor is reaffirmed. The essay, " On the Evangelical 
Counsels," 75 underlines the universality of the task of becoming 
(call to perfection) , again in terms of personal love " even " 
as criterion of becoming through the counsels (vows). 

In STh VIII five essays deserve mention. The essay " One 
Mediator and Many Mediations," 76 emphasizes man's inter
communicative existence as the basis of mutual mediation of 
all men on every level of becoming and offers a sort of " social
ism " of grace, merit, and indulgences. The essay on " The Ex
periment with Man: Theological Observations of Man's Self
Manipulation," 77 and "The Problem of Genetic Manipula
tion," 78 both serve to apply the ideas of becoming and freedom 
to contemporary issues, again to show that free becoming is 
man's task and responsibility. The short and unlikely essay, 
"A Brief Theological Study on Indulgence," 79 serves to sup
port a point of this study in viewing indulgences as a mode of 
becoming. And the essay," Immanent and Transcendent Con
summation of the World," 00 once again affirms that all self
fulfilment requires others. 

on the history of the sacrament of penance. Uniform in appearance with the 
twelve (to date) volumes of the STh is a Register (Index) to STh 1-X compiled 
by K. Neufeld and R. Bleistein. 

78 STh VII 273-280; Thi VII 285-!W3. 
" STh VII 283-303; Thi VIII 3-23. 
75 STh VII 404-434; Thi VIII 133-167. 
76 STh VIII 218-235; Thi IX 169-184. 
77 STh VIII 260-285; Thi IX 205-224. 
78 STh VIII 286-321; Thi IX 225-252. 
79 STh VIII 472-487; Thi X 150-165. 
•• STh VIII 593-609; Thi X 273-289. 
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In STh IX we find more on man's dependence on others for 
self-enactment and on love as self-transcendence, 81 as well as a 
brief treatment once more of the theme of death, 82 and a further 
emphasis on freedom and hecoming. 81 In STh X there is still 
another essay on death, 84 and again free becoming is central; 
there is published (in German for the first time) an old philo
sophical essay on truth, 85 dating from 1938 (published in 
Portuguese) and translated into English in 1964. 

It is the essay on self-experience and God-experience, 86 how
ever, that can serve as the focal point of these later volumes 
of STh, volumes whose essays add nothing substantially new 
to the culminating essays of STh VI. In this essay Rahner 
illustrates both his form and matter, his structure and content, 
his method and conclusions. The primacy of the subject, as 
source of paradigms, as very paradigm, plus the transcendental 
method as a way of reaching the nature of that subject (nature 
understood as the conditions of possibility of that subject's ex
perience), produce not only a model of approach to other 
anthropological questions, philosophical and theological because 
transcendental, but also produce experientially self-verifiable 
conclusions. The most important conclusion is Rahner's latter
day explicitation of this same primacy of the subject as ac
tually a primacy of the inte1'.subjective, i.e., of person (since 
this word must be understood as an essentially relational con
cept: person in community-though, of course, so also should 
subject, at least in the ordinary sense of there being no " sub
ject" without an" object") .87 We have already seen becoming 
as evolution, whether only as explicitation (something it seems 
a user of transcendental method can always claim) or as ac-

81 STh IX 242-256; Thi XI 280-244. 
• 2 STh IX 828-885; Thi XI 809-821. 
88 STh IX 519-540; Thi XII 181-201. 
•• STh X 181-199; Thi XIII 169-186. 
8 " STh X 21-40; Thi XIII 18-81. 
•• STh X 188-144; Thi XIII 122-182. 
87 Discussion remains possible on whether this is a latter-day conclusion or a 

latter-day explication of an already (and from the beginning) implicitly and 
transcendentally necessary structure. 
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tually something new added in later years. Now in this essay 
we find, as it were, a theoretically more remote basis, both in 
method and in content (revealed by that method) , of Rahner's 
ideas on person as becoming. Experience in general precedes 
the distinction into knowledge and freedom (intellect and will, 
as the two "powers" of spirit); thus a transcendental theory 
of experience-one thinks of Merleau-Ponty and late Sartre 
who speak of lived experience (le vecu) instead of conscious .. 
ness-underlies one of knowing (and thus of the key concepts 
of spirit, matter, and becoming, as in SW, HW, and PH, to 
mention only a few sources and to think now only of first.other
ness) and one of loving (and thus of this spirit-in-matter in its 
second becoming, through second otherness, in freedom and 
love, as in HW and in the essays of freedom and those .on love 
0£ God and love of neighbor) . In other words, Rahner is here 
claiming that prior to the articulation of structure and 
content through conscious, reflective, explicit use of transcen· 
dental method, there is already a unity of experience of self 
(Selbsterfahrung: self-experience) and experience of God (Got
teserfahrung: God-experience BB) which is the condition of pos
sibility, as source and ground, of all that can be worked out 
in terms of knowledge and freedom (love) .B9 

88 In a strictly philosophical attitude one would, of course, have to insist that 
this God-experience " really " is a life.:experience (Lebense:rjahrung) or a being
experience (Seinserfahrung), i.e., an experience of being as the infinite horizon 
enabling us to experience finite beings, including ourselves (Selbsterfahrung) 
as finite; naming this " God " would seem to be an act outstripping strict philo
·sophical bounds. Yet we must also recognize Rahner's claim in numerous essays 
which, since not directly relevant to our theme and our philosophical treatment, 
have not been cited, that philosophy must eventually pecome theology when it 
reaches fulfilment since (as is clear in his ideas on grace, the supernatural 
existential, and the anonymous Christian) the concrete, contemporary philosopher 
also lives, experiences, knows, and loves within an already and always . graced 
horizon. 

•• Thus this essay's main point is already contained in Rahner's ideas of the 
supernatural existential and the anonymous Christian: the very horizon of ex
perience itself has been changed by the historical event of. Christ, so that it 
is now impossible to experience anything as a pre-Chrislian did. See STh X 184; 
Thi XIII U3: " The transcendental directedness of man to the unencompassable, 
ineffable mystery, which is the condition of the possibility of knowledge and free-
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Let us tum to the text itself. The first point is that self
There is the familiar notion, of course, that in transcending to
ward the infinite horizon of being finite objects are experienced 
(then known) as finite. 91 I want to emphasize the vice ver.'fa, 

the und umgekehrt. These two, self-experience and God-experi
ence, mutually condition one another; they are given, actually 
in one complex, multi-faceted activity. 92 But even. more I want 
to call attention to two questions: How does experience of 
my life or of my own being (Lebens- or Seinserfahrung) "be
come" experience of God ( Gotteserfahrung) ?; and : Is there 
another experience which makes possible both self-experience 
and God-experience? These two questions have one answer, the 
answer this study has emphasized, and called second otherness. 
It is the point of the most valid criticism of Rahner (yet one 
which he can escape) , the point of the doctrine of unity of 
love of God and love of neighbor. 

The constant refrain of this study (that the concept of per
son is central to Rahner's transcendental anthropology, both 
philosophical and theological, and that this concept is one of 
'person as becoming, becoming first as spirit becomes itself in 
world or matter, and second as this constituted " starting" es:. 
sence of materialized-spirit-spiritualized-matter now freely re:. 
lates to a world primarily constituted by others like myself) has 
emphasized second otherness, the arena of freedom and love, 

dom and thus of very life as a subject, has the. meaning of an actual, even though. 
unthematic [implicit] God-experience." 

experience is the condition for God-experience, and vice versa.90 

90 See STh X 136; Th! XIII HZ5: " ... the original God-experience is the condition 
of possibility and constitutive clement of self-experience ... "; " ... without God
experience no self-experience is possible ... "; " ... self-experience is the condition 
for God-experience. because a reference [relation] to being as such and thus to God 
can be given only where (precisely in the Vorgriff toward being as such) the 
subject himself is given in distinction from .his act and its object." 
, 91 See STh X 137; Th! XIII 126: "Man's transcendentality toward absolute 

being, in knowledge and freedom . . . is also the condition for the possibility 
that the subject experience himself strictly as such and in this sense has already 
and always 'objectified' himself." 

92 Thus Rahner speaks of the unity (not the identity, or Selbigkeit) of experi
ence of self and experience of God; see STh X 135-136; Th! XIU 124-125. 
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of at least the ethical, as the most important condition for 
personal becoming, because it is free. Rahner has already 
claimed the unity of love o:f God and love o:f neighbor. Now 
he claims the unity of experience of self and experience of neigh
bor. The point not to be missed is that it is not experience 
o:f things, of objects, which conditions the experience of self, 
of being a self, of becoming a self, of becoming a person, but 
another person. 

" Man comes to himself only in encounter with other men, 
with the other person who presents himself historically to his 
experience in knowledge and freedom, with the other person 
who is not a thing but a man." 93 Rahner admits that in the 
abstract one might try to conceive of this self-becoming as hap
pening through an " object." But " object " here, in itself, is, 
he wants to emphasize, a neutral term which gets involuntarily 
or instinctively thought of as a thing. 94 "But in actuality it's 
quite otherwise," he says.95 

Man's other, i.e., the being with whom man is [acts, lives, knows, 
loves],96 is not just any object with which he can bring into act his 
experience of himself. The true, living, concrete life-experience, 
which is identical with concrete self-experience has, relative to 
its ' objects,' a structure in which not all beings stand with equal 
right on the same plane; this life-experience is, despite the pre
dominance today of the thing-oriented sciences, sciences which also 
include man as one such thing in their range of objects, an ex
perience of a world of persons, a world in which things are elements 
in the encounter with and because of persons, not the other way 
around. In the knowledge and freedom of the concrete, active 
living of life, the I is always related to a you, just as originally 
with the you as with the I, always experiencing himself only inso-

•• STh X 138; Thi XIII 127. 
•• STh X 138; Thi XIII 127: Rahner seems almost autobiographical in this 

"wir" and in the phrase "in einer alten philosophischen Gewohnheit." Note 
that the translation is mistaken in making unwillloUrlick mean "not without 
reason," for it means "instinctively," "involuntarily"; i.e., it's something to 
be resisted. 

•• STh X 188; Thi XIII 127. 
••This long way of translating Mitmensck seems necessary because the standard 

"fellow creature" or " fellowman " doesn't sufficiently call attention to the neu
trality Rahner wants the term to have in this context. on the other hand, 
usually can be divided into Umwelt (things) and Mitwelt (persons). 
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far as distinguishing himself from and identifying himself with 
the other person in the encounter. The original objectivity of self
experience happens necessarily in the subjectivity of the encounter 
with other persons in dialogue, in trusting and loving encounter. 
One experiences oneself not in experiencing things but in experi
encing persons.97 

What has Rabner essentially said? Now he has a unity of 
three experiences: experience of self, of another person (finite, 
human) , and of God (of being-or Being-and then, inter
pretatively, or as "articulated," God-infinite, divine person) . 
These three experiences are three relations, or experiences of 
the subject or self as living three relations: to himself, to his 
fellow human person, and to God.98 Rahner already said that 
self-experience occurred in unity with God-experience. 99 Now 
he says that" self-experience happens in unity with experience 
of others." 100 In 1965 he had already, and forcefully, affirmed 
the unity of love of God and love of neighbor, and on the basis 
of the same methodological paradigm that allowed his thesis of 
self-transcendence in PH, essential to a true concept of person 
as becoming, viz., the transcendental method of horizon in the 
activity of intellect (cognition) and will (freedom, love). In 
other words, just as God (as Being-or ground of being [in 
this example, being as knowable-the true]) is co-known non
objectively in every act of knowing objects, and just as God 
(as the infinite good or value) is co-loved implicitly in every 
act of choosing finite goods, so Rahner here is, as it were, 
getting these two acts down to their ground as the basi,o ex
perience of relamon to otherness. And what does he say? He 
says what has been his constant, if sometimes none too trans
parently presented, thesis, right from the start: one becomes 
oneself through others, the thesis of this study, Rahner's doc
trine of personal becoming. One becomes a knower both 

97 STh X 138-139; Thl XIII Hl7. Rahner's emphasis. 
•• STh X 139-140; Thl XIII 
•• God is here conceived, again, at least as that ground of being supporting cog

nition of all objects as objects, as intellect moves toward it as horizon, and sup
porting love of freedom toward all finite goods as not the whole of goodness to 
which will opens. 

100 STh X 189; Thl XIII HS. 
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through the other who is God (the non-objectively co-known 
supporting horizon) and through the other who or which is the 
objectively known. One becomes a lover, in like manner, 
through the other, as when, in loving the concrete other, the 
source and support of all being and goodness is co-loved. 

Now it may be said that if we reduce experience to knowing 
and loving, then all we do is use one word to include two, as 
when spirit includes intellect and will (as its emanations and 
specifications relative to being's transcendentality as truth and 
goodness and vice versa). Rahner is, however, attempting here, 
in this essay of 1971,101 to show a radical, metaphysical depen
dence of person on person for becoming. This is more than 
saying the radical, metaphysical dependence of finite, created 
being on God as infinite creator, source of being; that applies 
as well to things and does not speak to or about persons; thus 
even my knowing things, and even knowing them as finite and 
thus as requiring an infinite horizon as measure, etc., is not of 
itself an experience of myself, a Selbsterfahrung, and therefore 
not really a God-experience; hence the woefully inadequate na
ture of "proofs" for God's existence based on such "experi
ence." Thus also the necessity of experience of the personal 
other (" der" Andere instead of "das" Andere) . 

That this reading of Rahner,is so can be shown clearly. To 
use our terms first and second otherness, e.g., it has already 
been said that second otherness is even the medium to full 
first otherness; in other words, the other person is even the 
mediation of my own body; the way I appropriate my incarnate 
self is in and through relation to you. Now Rahner could not 
assent to this unless he held a primacy of the other, and a pri
macy of person-experience (person-knowledge, 
over thing-experience, and he does.102 My own experience of 
my own embodiment presupposes my encounter with your em-

101 In 1969 and 1970, and even earlier, he had alrea,dy been using and working 
in terms of experience; see "Gotteserfahrung heute," 161-176 in STh IX; Thi XI 
149-165. 

10• This thesis, increasingly common among psychologists, thus has a metaphysical 
as well as phenomenological basis, as, e.g., in Buber, Kwant, Strasser, A. Brunner,. 
and Levinas. 
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bodimeiit, the embodiment of another person. 103 Furthermore 
(and this is extremely significant for our thesis that Rahner's 
concept is one of personal becoming, i. e., that one becomes a 
person. through community, through other persons), Rahner 
denies full reality to a" person" (or better, an individual) who 
is not in relation: "he who hasn't.found his neighbor is truly 
not present to himself; he is not a concrete subject, capable of 
self-identity, but at most an abstract philosophical. subject, a 
man who has lost himeslf ." 104 Abstract, untrue, lost, without 
identity-these mean without relation, a purely " philosophi
cal " (rational, logical) conception. The. individual finds him
self and becomes a person through finding his neighbor, through 
relation, in which he is also now true, concrete, a living person, 
not a dead abstraction. 105 

So there is self-encounter or self-experience (self-identity, 
self-knowledge, self-appropriation) only one encounters 
another person, in the experience of distance and relation. 106 

Now how and where does God-experience fit in? Is it cause 
or .effect of experience of another, itself the cause or at least 
condition of self-experience? 101 Rahner speaks of these three 
as three aspects of one experience, as three aspects which 
mutually or reciprocally condition one another. 108 But is there 
no priority, even of time, if not of logic? Rahner clearly comes 
down strongly on the side of love of the finite human person 
as the most essential of the three. In essence he says that only 
in loving another person can I and do I open up to the breadth 
of horizon that is God, and only this openness is a true and 
deep enough enactment of my freedom to touch the innermost 
core of my personhood and thus account for personal becoming. 

10• STh X IS9; Thi XIII 127 . 
.., STh X 139; Thi XIII 128. This is the contemporary distinction between 

individual and person, individual being the abstract entity conceived as without 
relations, person being the concrete entity conceived with all its relations. 

10 • Note the opening words of the quotation above: "The true, living, con
crete, etc." 

100 STh X 188; Th! XIII rn7. 
107 And when we now read self-experience, let us alsp understand self-identity, 

self-knowledge, self-appropriation, freedom, etc., i; e., personal becoming. 
lOB STh x 139; Thi XIII 
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Sometimes Rahner seems to be saying that experiencing God 
is the goal, end, or purpose of experiencing self and others, 
and then God-experience seems to mean not just the back
ground or supporting condition of experience (love, knowledge) 
of self and others-which is the usual way God as horizon 
"operates" in Rahner's treatment, e.g., in the concepts of 
genuine becoming as becoming more, not just becoming dif
ferent (self-transcendence), as in PH, or in the concept of ob
jective knowledge (but less so in the concept of love of God 
and love of neighbor) -but now reaching God, so that knowing 
and loving others become means to this end.109 Any language, 
of course, of means and ends must be guarded so that person, 
whether human or divine, be preserved from any reduction to 
pure means. 

Sometimes, on the other hand, Rahner seems to be saying 
that love of neighbor is everything, the fulness of the law, 
man's whole destiny, that in loving one's neighbor or not one 
finds or loses oneself and thus is saved or not, and that in loving 
one's neighbor one has already found God, even if only im
plicitly .110 

What we must say, then, can be put in the old and familiar 
terms of in se and quoad nos, or ontological priority and logical 
priority. In other words, in terms of what must be absolutely 
first, prior, more basic, etc., experience (knowledge, love) of 
God is Rahner's meaning. Yet this ontologically prior and al
ready always given experience of God is itself by no means 
logically prior, hut only subsequently the product of articula-

10• This is the way we could read his statement (in STh IX 166; Thi XI 154): 
" This God-experience must not be conceived of as though it werfil one particular 
experience alongside others. . . . God-experience constitutes rather ... the ultimate 
depth and radical essence of every spiritual-personal experience (of love, fidelity, 
hope, etc.) and is thus precisely at the origin of the one totality of experience 
in which the spiritual person appropriates [takes possession of] himself and be
comes responsible for himself" (Rahner's emphasis). 

110 Thus STh X 140; Thi XIII rns-rn9: " ... love of neighbor is the fulness 
of the law and . . . in it the destiny of man as a whole is decided. . . man finds 
or loses himself in his neighbor; . . . man has already found God . . . only if he 
has truly reached out to his neighbor and in that other reached himself, in an 
act of unconditional love." 
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tion and interpretation in history, a history of self and God 
in unity. And these reversing (mutual, reciprocal) priorities 
are the very reason why a transcendental method is needed and 
why it can succeed. As Rahner says, 

... the relatedness of the subject, in every act, with the same 
transcendental necessity, applies both to God and neighbor as it 
applies to the subject himself, if God and the other person ... are 
not [to be merely] particular regional occurrences within the general 
area of experience, but actualities given with transcendental neces
sity, realities which open up and support experience as a whole.111 

A1J Rahner often said, on the strength of the transcendental 
method, beginning with SW, God, as support or ground of 
being, is given to man as the very condition of the possibility 
of man's experience at all and as such. God is just ·as immediate
ly given as what He grounds, in human cognition and freedom, 
but He is not given objectively but non-objectively, as the 
condition for what is given objectively. What Rahner has lat
terly emphasized is that the nature or content of this " object " 
is not a neutral question; the Mitmensch--the "with" of 
man-is not arbitrarily either of things or persons, hut must 
be first and foremost personal, or man's self-enactment is 
aborted and his openness inadequate: only in another human 
person, encountered in dialogue, in love, can self-transcendence 
occur and can my freedom be engaged. 

Thus while, in the absolute order, experience (love, knowl
edge) of God is the transcendental a priori condition for the 
very possibility of experience (love, knowledge) of self and 
experience (love, knowledge) of another, in the temporal order, 
the order of discovery, of time and of history, experience (love, 
knowledge) of another human person is the transcendental a 
priori condition for the very possibility of experience (love, 
knowledge) of self and of experience (love, knowledge) of God. 

Marquette University 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

111 STh X 140; Thi XIII rn9. 
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REVIEW ARTICLE 

KARL RAHNER: A NEG-AUGUSTINIAN THOMIST 

W ITH THE PUBLICATION of his anthology, A Rahner 
Reader*, Gerald McCool both testifies to the major sig

nificance of Rahner's theology within th.e contemporary Church and 
exemplifies in a special way his mentor's thesis that theology to
day must be a form of haute vul,garisation.1 Father McCool's 
Rahner handbook with his careful and clear introductory remarks 
to each selection is an excellent tool for introducing and over
viewing Rahner's thought. Rahner's pervasive influence on the 
post-conciliar renaissance in Catholic theology is . obvious to all 
informed observers. The task of extending the influence of this 
seminal thinker beyond the range of professional scholarship to 
serve the interests of the non-professional but seriously reflective 
Christian believer has been advanced by the contribution of Father 
McCool, who indeed deserves our gratitude for this welcome vul
garisation. 

Instead of a review of Father McCool's book however, the fol
lowing pages proffer observations on two major themes of Rahner's 
theology which seem to me to speak a word of consolation to the 
anxious spirit of our day. The first is Rahner's theological im
manentism-his retrieve of the Christian confession of the universal 
presence of God. His emphatic elucidation of this theme resonates 
refreshingly with our contemporary experience of the Deus abscon
ditus and a pluralistic world. The second theme chosen is Rahner's 
Christology, a theme which further illustrates· Rahner's im
manentism with his a priori " construction of the Christ " fol
lowed by his "turn to the object" in raising the question of the 
correspondence between" his Christ" and the of the Gospels. 

A word on the title of this article, Rahner: A N ea-Augustinian 
Thomist. If "transcendental" is the proper designation for his 

*Gerald A. McCool: A Rahner Reader (N. Y.: Seabury Press, A Crossroad 
Book, 1975), pb. Pp. xxviii + 881. $6.95. 

1 Karl Rahner, " Reflections on Methodology in Theology," Theological In
vestigations, Vol. XI, trans. by David Bourke (New York: Seabury Press), pp. 
68-114. 
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interpretation of Thomism in his philosophical prolegomena, "Neo
Augustinian" may be an apposite substitute for " transcendental " 
as Rahner moves from his philosophical " turn to the subject " to 
his theological reflection on the subject informed by grace.2 

!MMANENTISM 

Rahner forthrightly admits that the phenomenon of Catholic 
Modernism was a provocative stimulus for his understanding of 
the task of theology in the Roman Catholic Church of the twentieth 
century. 11 Without excessive decrying of the long period of dan
gerous secession from the spirit of the modern world which char
acterized official ecclesiastical policy, Rahner turned to meet the 
challenges of a world formed by the secular movements of the 
Renaissance, the Enlightenment, and science. He may even have 
suspected that this confrontation between Catholicism and mod
ernity was " too late." 4 Indeed, parallel to his efforts toward 
creative encounter with modernity, Protestant theologians, following 
Barth's lead, were indicting their own recent history of liberal 
adaptation to the modern ethos. Schleiermachian liberalism was 
ceding to a new affirmation of divine transcendence, the wholly
otherness of the Christian God with its consequence, the wholly
otherness of the Christian Church vis-a-vis the world and its pre
tences. 

Rahner was not the first Catholic thinker to sense the truth 
in the intention underlying the abortive Modernist movement. He 
had been preceded (among others) by the illustrious philosopher, 
Maurice Blondel. In fact, Rahner was to complement Blondel's 
phenomenology of the will with his own metaphysics of mind. If 
Blonde! had made a case for the thesis that man necessarily " .wills" 
God, Rahner would in similar fashion argue that man necessarily 
" knows " God. 

To situate Rahner's contribution to the theology of the divine 
immanence, a brief review of the liberal Protestant effort may be 
helpful. Schleiermacher's greatness rests on the fact that he recog
nized how cultural exigencies affect the theological task. Inherent 
in the acceptance of this task is, of ·course, the risk of rendering 
an adaptative benediction on whatever constitutes the mindset 

•Cf. Eugene TeSelle, Augustine the Theologian (New York: Herder and Herder,. 
1970)' p. 106. 

8 Cf. Rabner and J. Ratzinger, Revel,a,tfon and Tradition, Quaestiones Disputatae, 
Vol. 17 (New York: Herder and Herder, 1966), pp. . 
. •Cf. Rabner, "Theology and Anthropology," Theological lnvestigationa, Vol. 

IX, trans. by Graham Harrison (New York: Herder and Herder, p. 89. 
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of the contemporary addressee. However, the task of contemporiz
ing the tradition cannot responsibly be shirked by raising the 
timorous excuse of eschewing temerity. The tradition is not served 
by preserving it from history. Indeed, despite the "innocence" 
which today's post-critical theology finds in Schleiermachian liberal
ism, many would concede that its instinct was right-not to men
tion its impressive positive accomplishments in execution of its 
instinct. Contemporary reflection on theological method testifies to 
the appositeness of a" neo-liberal" model.5 The generally accepted 
"method of correlation" is not to be jettisoned but to be nuanced 
critically. The neo-orthodox approach to theologizing can be seen 
now as an interlude-helpful in dispelling the innocence which 
characterized modern liberal theology, but itself a non-viable option 
in face of its intrinsic demand for a sacrificium intellectus. 6 Finally 
awakened from its fideistic slumbers, Christianity today (at least 
in some of its most creative magistri) has accepted the risk of self
criticism in its most intensive form. An uncritical presumption of 
the validity of the Christian tradition has ceded to a " hermeneutics 
of suspicion." 7 

Like the Protestant Schleiermacher and the Catholic Blonde} 
Rahner addresses Western man, formed by the basically optimistic 
spirit of modernity in its critical stage, a stage introduced by the 
Kantian "turn to the subject." Common to all three of these 
modern theologians is a characteristic sensitivity to human sub
j ectivity. This sensitivity led them to focus theologically on human 
experience and thus to emphasize the experience of God and its 
pre-condition, the divine immanence. 

While he sincerely and deeply respects the characteristic em
phasis of the Judaeo-Christian tradition on the transcendence of 
God, Rahner also sympathizes with man's expressed feelings of 
alienation from a distant, absent God whose hegemony over the 
world has been replaced by human science and technology. This 
unfortunate distancing of God from the modern world is a result of 
the secession of the Christian Church from its public role in Western 
culture and society following the disastrous wars of religion after 
the disintegration of the Church in the sixteenth century. 8 To be-

8 Cf. David Tracy, Blessed Rage for Ordur (New York: Seabury Press, 1975), 
pp. 2-42. 

•Ibid., p. 9. 
7 Paul Ricoeur, Freud and Philosophy: An Essay on Interpretation, trans. by 

D. Savage (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970), p. 82 ff. 
•Cf. Wolfhart Pannenberg, "Christianity as the Legitimacy of the Modem 
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come again a visible and suitable witness to the reality of God 
the Church must retrieve from her own tradition the Christian 
affirmation of the divine presence or immanence. In terms of this 
tradition one might observe here a " neo-Augustinian " turn-a 
concern to resonate with Augustine's understanding of God as the 
answer to the restlessness of the human heart. God, whom we 
have found before we can begin to seek, is the immanent source of 
our unlimited outreach toward Himself. 

Rahner would concur with Tillich's analysis of the necessity for 
an Augustinian type of philosophy of religion for our world-an 
approach to God whereby we find at the end not a Stranger who 
alienates, but, enigmatically, our own true selves ... 9 The form 
that Rahner's neo-Augustinianism takes is Thomism turned to 
the subject a la Kant. It would be extraneous to the nature of 
this article to present a lengthy description of this transcendental 
Thomism. Such descriptions and critical evaluations are readily 
available. What follows below is an attempt merely to focus on 
the way his theological immanentism completes Rahner's philo
sophical conclusions on the restless dynamism of the human subjec
tivity. 

Rahner avers that the condition for the possibility of human 
knowing and willing is the infinite openness of man, an openness 
philosophically evaluated as not there for its own sake but as the 
dynamic basis for man's historical acts of knowing and willing 
in reference to the multiplicity which describes his world. Thus, 
Absolute Being is affirmed as the "orienting term" of man's in
finite outreach, the conditioning factor for historical existence. 

The theological evaluation of this transcendental anthropology 
is the leitmotif of the Rahnerian system. As exemplified, for in
stance, in his well known " Mystery articles," 10 this theological 
anthropology affirms the Christian God as the true ' Whence' and 
' Whither' of human self-transcendence. Religiously evaluated, 
man's openness is given "for its own sake "-a gracious Goal sus
tains and fulfills the movement of human life. 

Rahner's theology of grace offers further elucidation of this 'sus
taining Goal ', this ' Whence ' of human transcendence, through 

Age," ThB Idea of God and Human Freedom, trans. by R. A. Wilson (Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, 1973), pp. 178-91. 

•Paul Tillich, Theology of Culture (London: Oxford University Press, 1969), 
p. 10. 

1° Cf. Rahner, "The Concept of Mystery in Catholic Theology," Theological 
Inves.tigations, Vol. IV, trans. by Kevin Smyth (Baltimore: Helicon Press, 1966), 
pp. 36-73. 
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the notion of quasi-formal causality. Grace is primarily Uncreated 
Grace, the Gift of the Holy Spirit, who is indeed the " earnest " 
of life eternal by his universal presence, preveniently filling the 
openness of man as both the invitation to and the primal affirma
tion of God's gracious self-donation as man's salvation. For those 
familiar with scholastic philosophy the notion of formal causality 
refers to the essential, intrinsic constitution of a being. According
ly, to say that the Holy Spirit is given to us in the modality of 
formal causality is to claim a most intense, intrinsic relationship 
between the Spirit and the " new man." Lest he be indicted for 
proposing pantheism, Rahner carefully points out the analogous 
use of this category of causality. Quasi-formal causality is a good 
example of a limit concept with the " quasi " serving as an explicit 
qualifier.11 Viewed as a limit concept, quasi-formal causality gains 
in its hermeneutical potential to express the inexpressable-the 
Holy Spirit (the divine immanence) is intimior intimo meo.12 God 
is the " matrix " as well as the " horizon " of human life.13 

CHRIST: THE PARADIGM OF DIVINE IMMANENCE 

The theology of the early Rahner is often characterized as over
whelmingly transcendental and aprioristic. Once his philosophical 
anthropology had supplied him with his method or model, his entry 
into theology was through his faith affirmation of the fulfillment of 
human aspirations, articulated in his construction of an archetypal 
Christology. 14 In accord with his own variation on the method of 
correlation Rahner sought throughout his systematic theology to 
show the intrinsic connection between man's self- and world-under
standing and the central themes of Christian revelation. An 
apologetic concern to manifest the relevance of the tradition (a 
relevance of which the theologian is personally assured by his faith 
commitment) is the stimulus behind this understanding of the the-

11 Cf. Ricoeur, "Biblical Hermeneutics" Semeia 4 (1975), pp. i9-148. Ricoeur 
adapts Ian Ramsey's notion of the qualifier in religious discourse to express and 
preserve the limit-function of religious and theological language. 

1 • St. Augustine, The Confessions, trans. by F. J. Sheed (New York: Sheed 
and Ward, 1943), p. 49. "Yet all the time you were more inward than the most 
inward place of my heart . . ." 

13 Gregory Baum, Religion and Alienation (New York: Paulist Press, 1975) 
Thus does Baum express divine immanence I transcendence. 

" Cf. E. TeSelle, Christ in Context (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1975), p. 47 ff. 
Archetypal Christology expresses " the view that Jesus is in some way the mani

or actualization of the archetypal ideal for all humanity " (p. 48) . 
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ological task. 15 This concern to clarify the relevance of the tradi
tion is evident in Rahner's consistent indictment of all forms of 
extrinsicism in Catholic theology. 

Rahner's archetypal Christology is the central exemplification 
of his intrinsicist methodology. Theology becomes anthropology 
under the sign of Christ. A dialectic is constituted whereby the
ology is at once theocentric and anthropocentric, or theocentric 
in and through its anthropocentrism. This vision of theology.· is 
executed through the construction of a transcendental Christology, 
the a priori delineation of the Savior. The Christ is thus envisioned 
as the Realsymbol of God precisely as the graciously accomplished 
instantiation of God's creative purpose, the making of man, the 
image of God. Here we have Rahner's reenactment in philosophical 
language of the figurative transformation of the Pauline theme of 
the Second Adam into the archetypal Christ in whom all men 
(his " members ") are saved.16 

In broad strokes this summary of Rahner's Christology shows 
him at his transcendental 'best. Before we turn to the a posteriori 
claims of the Christian tradition concerning the salvific significance 
of Jesus of Nazareth, we already have a measure (transcendental 
Christology) with which to measure Him. The given Christ of 
the tradition has mediated his own transcendental possibility, 
which, when reflectively articulated, now renders it possible to 
recognize Him as the " absolute Bringer of salvation." 

The later Rahner (after Vatican II) evinces a shift of concern 
from the aprioristic, transcendental dimension of theology to the 
aposterioristic, categorial level of lived historical experience. While 
he continues to emphasize the importance of transcendental the
ologizing, topical themes come more and more to demand his at
tention. Thus, the later volumes of his Theological Investigations 
are filled with essays on. matters of current concern such as the 
present situation of the Church, pluralism, and political theology. 
We also note an interesting turn to the object in Rahner's con
frontation of the high dogmatic Christology of the tradition with 
the findings of recent traditional-historical studies on the self-under
standing of the historical Jesus.17 While it was customary for the 
early Rahner to give a passing bow in the direction of a posteriori, 
historical studies, and then to move with single-hearted dispatch 

15 Cf. Tracy, op. cit., pp. 27-81. 
16 Cf. Pannenberg, " The Later Dimensions of Myth in Biblical and Christian 

Tradition," op. cit., p. 78. 
17 Cf. Rahner, " The Position of Christology in the Church Between Exegesis 

and Dogmatics," Theological lnvestigatiom, Vol. XI, pp. 185-214. 
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to his dogmatic (i.e. transcendental) theologizing, the later Rahner 
pauses more often carefully to consider the facts. 

In a way the centrality of Christology in his own system com
pelled Rahner to make an historical turn. Until recently nowhere 
in theology did there seem to be so much discrepancy between dog
matic assertions and the conclusions of historical criticism (often 
both noted and decried!) as in Christology. The apologetic motive 
inspiring his theology led Rahner naturally to face this discrepancy 
and to try to overcome it by presenting a reasonable reconciliation 
between the historical Jesus and the dogmatic Christ. Accordingly, 
in his recent essay, "The Position of Christology in the Church 
Between Exegesis and Dogmatics," 18 this apologetic concern is of 

1 • Ibid. 
paramount importance. Focusing on the position that the his
torical Jesus expressed an implicit Christology (a position sup
ported by significant critical scholarship), Rahner concludes con
fidently that what we know about Jesus's understanding of himself 
and his mission constitutes a sufficient basis (given the Resurrec
tion) for the dogmatic Christology of the Church. Moreover, 
Rahner is cheered in finding historical support not only for Church 
dogma but for his own Christology when he affirms " the fact that 
the dogmatic theologian only recognizes the a priori implica
tions of his own position at the radical level when he encounters 
them a posteriori in the findings of exegesis." 19 

CONCLUSION 

Rahner has served Catholic theology by modernizing it in the 
best sense of the term. He has presented a most attractive the
ological evaluation of human experience as the place where all men 
actually hear the gracious Word of God. He has invited us to 
assume a dialectical stance vis-a-vis the Christian tradition-a 
stance at once humble in its receptivity to the historical verbaliza
tion of divine revelation and yet critical in its awareness of the 
tendency of any thematization of experience to become a narrow 
ideology.20 The Spirit speaks to the human heart always and every
where, whether or not the human head is able to recognize in our 
religious language the corroborative illumination or the apposite 
expression of that gracious experience, that saving inner word. 

Rahner has recently (and accurately in the context) been called 
a neo-orthodox Catholic theologian. 21 If this appellative primarily 

19 Ibid., p. 195. 
••Cf. Rahner, "Ideology and Christianity," Theological Investigations,, Vol. VI, 

trans. by Karl and Boniface Kruger (Baltimore: Helicon Press, 1969), pp. 48-58. 
21 Cf. Tracy, op. cit., p. 80. 
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evokes the memory of our debt to the great Protestant theologians 
of this century who disabused us of our liberal innocence, it can 
also remind us of the gratitude we owe to Karl Rahner who re
trieved in modern form the great Catholic contribution to Chris
tian theologizing-the spontaneous tendency to begin from man 
the creature, the potentia obedientialis for God. This is an op
timism born not from the illusion of immanent progress but from 
faith in the immanence of God. 

The Washington Theological Coalition 
Washington, D. O. 

MICHAEL J. SCANLON, 0. s. A. 
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KARL RAHIDJR: Foundations of Christian Faith: An Introduption to .the 

Idea of Christianity. Translated by WILLIAM V. DYcH. New York: 

Seabury Press, 1978. $19.50. 

In a number of ways this book is a summary. In the first place, it is 
a theological summary-statement of the principal Christian beliefs in their 
resonance with contemporary human concerns. The distinctive Christian 
claims about God, human person and history, world, about Christ, Church 
and sacraments, about hoped-for destiny-each is expounded with a sensi
tivity to present cultural interests. Moreover, Foundations summarizes, 
brings to plenary statement, a career of public theologizing in the Roman 
Catholic tradition that has extended over forty years (beginning with 
early studies on patristic spirituality); in some way, the home-coming of 
that odyssey is narrated on the pages of this book. The book might 
also be taken as a one-volume summary of the fourteen volumes of 
Rahner's Theological Investigations (hereafter TI), not to mention of the 
principal motifs that Rahner contributed to the Mysterium Salutis series. 
The basic themes and fresh insights of TI are granted a more succinct but 
also more systematic treatment in Foundations. In this respect, if keyed to 
the corresponding more extended items in Tl, the present book will provide 
a most serviceable introduction and map of Rahner's theology; indeed, in 
at least the first two chapters, Rahner has achieved a mode of expression 
that renders his thought somewhat more accessible than is the case with 
parallel treatments in Hearers of the Word or in certain items of Tl, for 
example. Finally and most importantly, this book presents a summary of 
Rahner's thought: the distinctive style, motivations and deployment of his 
theological thinking. For encountering that thinking in its utmost con
ciseness of basic principles and in particular clarity of line and movement, 
Foundations seems destined to be inscribed on the list of theological 
classics. For, to a degree that is exceptional in the history of theological 
thinking, Rahner's enterprise has exhibited a remarkable consistency over 
the years. Surely the spine of this consistency has been Rahner's posses
sion of his transcendental method of inquiry from the very outset of his 
theological career (at least from the completion of Spirit in the World); 
this transcendental perspective has proved to be the Archimedean point 
of Rahner's project. But the consistency of his thinking has not been 
simply methodological but also contentual. For with a few axioms in hand 
(e.g." the 'immanent' Trinity is the 'economic' Trinity") Rabner has gen
erated a theological edifice that has varied little in the course of its 
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accomplishment. With one exception (the emergence of a dominant Christo
centrism), most of the peripeties in Rahner's thought have been the result 
of external factors: e.g., the perceived shift in magisterial teaching on 
monogenism; Metz's critique of the " privatization of salvation "; the emer
gence of future-oriented theologies. Precisely the inner consistency of Rah
ner's thought has permitted him to address these developments outside 
his system and to find a place for them within an already constituted 
theological universe, a place that does not jar the whole. No other work 
of Rahner's so strikingly illustrates that inner consistency nor so well 
reveals his theological universe as does Foundations. 

In any discussion of this work the issues of the audience of the intended 
address and of the mode of that address cannot be separated. As the 
"Preface " remarks (p. xiii) , Foundations grew out of lecture-courses that 
Rahner offered at Munich and Miinster in response to the requirement of 
Vatican H's Decree on Priestly Formation (art. 14) that a basic course 
treating the Christian mystery of salvation in an introductory and over
view fashion begin the theological formation of Catholic students for the 
priesthood. The latter were the original audience of this work. Nevertheless. 
in its present form, Foundations is addressed to the broader community of 
believers; on their behalf, it is an attempt to state the grounds upon which 
the Christian option to believe is both intellectually honest and responsible 
in the contemporary world. Indeed, as part of his treatment of the "Jesus of 
history/Christ of faith" problem in this book (pp. 228ff.), Rahner offers 
a fine account of the necessary relationship between faith and its " reason
able " ground. The second audience, then, are members of the Catholic 
community who possess a certain degree of intellectual sophistication and 
who experience the question and the challenge which the turmoil of con
temporary culture poses to the Christian commitment. Finally, an at least 
implicit apologetic interest can be detected in Foundations; it is a work 
of theological witness and invitation addressed to those who remain outside 
the publicly identifiable circle of Catholic Christianity. Not that Rahner 
thinks that simply reading this book will effect religious conversion. Its 
apologetic interest is the more modest one of removens prohibcns; it sum
mons this audience to re-examine the stance they have adopted toward the 
Christian option by exhibiting the authentic grounds for that option. Rah
ner's mode of address in Foundations is appropriate to all three audiences. 
Here he designates it "first-level reflection " (p. 6) , elsewhere an " indirect 
method" ("Reflections on Methodology in Theology", Tl XI, p. 75). 
Materially speaking, it consists in manifesting the point-by-point relevance 
of the principal Christian beliefs to the concrete stuations of each of the 
three audiences. Formally speaking, it largely coincides with Rahner's 
transcendental method of inquiry, which provides a "pre-scientific" per
spective (i.e., one in some measure independent of the systematician's 
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necessary rigorous dialogue with the various theological and secular sciences, 
which dialogue would not be to the point with any of the three audiences 
of Foundations) for highlighting the appropriateness of Christian symbols 
to the universal and necessary constitution of human transcendence. In 
Rahner's view, to be human is necessarily to be in the place where the 
Christian symbols are apposite; with Blonde!, he would argue the basic un
fulfillment of the human project apart from these symbols. Specifically, 
Rahner's mode of address can be illustrated by the actual interplay of 
idea (in the German Romantic sense of " concretizing universal ") and 
foundation (in the transcendental sense of "absolutely prior, universal 
and necessary ground") throughout his exposition of the Christian belief
system. Throughout Rahner is attentive to show how the concrete historical 
reality of Christianity can be traced back to what it means to be human
without thereby collapsing the historical into the transcendental. 

Both Rahner himself and his partisans have exerted themselves to show 
that his system, in its basic premises and its specific conclusions, is 
in continuity with the main lines of the Catholic tradition; indeed, given 
the climate in which Rahner launched his theological project, such a demon
stration of the substantial conformity was a task of great importance. With 
the exception of one or two recently published and largely programmatic 
studies, however, little attention has been paid to another continuity of 
Rahner's theology-i.e., its roots in German Romanticism and the latter's 
Idealist avatar. To neglect this connection is to underestimate what Rahner 
is about. In this connection, a comparison between Rahner's enterprise as 
distilled in Foundations and the theological enterprise of Schleiermacher is 
especially illuminating. Five points of comparison can be indicated. (1) 
Both Schleiermacher and Rahner have set out to find a haven for faith safe 
from the depredations of ongoing human inquiry. In the classical world
view, scientific inquiry and religious belief were positively, even symbol
ically, related: scientific investigation confirms the likelihood of religious 
truths (one need think only of the Newtonian apologetics of the eighteenth 
century), while the latter extrinsically defines the legitimate field of the 
former. By the time of Schleiermacher's Speeches and only increasingly so 
since, modern scientifically conditioned culture has become hostile to any 
extrinsic attempts to limit the charter of scientific inquiry and criticism 
and, in the end, to any pretended scientific status for religious truth-claims. 
If the " civil emancipation " of scientific inquiry by the Reformation is 
accepted as at least a fact (in Rahner's case) or even as an ideal turn of 
events (in Schleiermacher's), part of the theological task involves exhib
iting " room for faith," a space in which religious commitment can thrive 
unthreatened by the unceasing onslaughts of scientific discoveries and con
clusions. Schleiermacher, in anticipation of Darwin, and Rahner, in some 
measure in reaction to Darwin, have assiduously applied themselves to 
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showing precisely how faith can survive somehow " beyond " the field ceded 
to science. Both agree in this basic motivation for their respective projects 
of repositioning the context of religious and theological· disclosure. As 
a consequence of the dominant role of science in shaping modern culture, 
the theologian has been forced to discover a new foundational reality-i.e., 
the locale for raising the issue of the divine and of its relevance to the 
human. If the objective world-order has been abdicated to science as its 
unfettered province· of meaning, then some new juncture-point where the 
divine impinges upon the human must be sought. Attentive to the " sub
jective turn" that is another of the rubrics of modernity, both Schleier
macher and Rahner have repositioned the God-question, the question of 
foundational reality, within the field of the immanence of human con
sciousness; the basic constitution of the human person as necessarily 
conscious is consecrated as the temple of the divine epiphany. If the "sub
jective turn " is marked by the pre-eminence of perspective over content, 
then God must be perspectivally manifest; the transcendent identity of 
the divine (the "Godness" of God) is recast into a constitutive function 
and condition of human transcendence. (3) For both Schleiermacher 
and Rahner, the impact of the divine on the human is not, first of all, in 
discrete objectifying performances or cognition or evaluation nor in the 
discrete objects " there " to be known and prized. Behind the piecemeal 
deployment of the human is an original and grounding whole. In discover
ing a ground-perspective more primitive than the necessarily perspectival 
structure of the human encounter with world and history, both Schleier
macher and Rahner discover precisely that safe haven for religiosity that 
both were seeking. Indeed; this discovery of the original consciousness or 
original religiosity permits them once again to relativize the field and 
claims of scientific investigation. For not only is this original domain of 
human being original and independent of the domain of science; it is 
also the prior ground of and, in fact, necessarily actively immanent in 
the kind of mental performance that science is. Moreover, insofar as to 
the universalist claims of the Christian message there must correspond a 
universal foundation reality (i.e., a universal accessibility of those claims 
ex parte lwminis) , the discovery of original consciousness as original 
religiosity petmits both Schleiermacher and Rahner to weather the mod
ern loss of a public, universally accessible and agreed-upon world-order 
by the ·grace of a universal and necessary subjectivity. (4) Both Schleier
macher and Rahner h1sist that the concrete historical particularity of 
Christianity cannot be collapsed into one-for-one identity with original· 
and constitutive religious consciousness. The ground is not the grounded; 
apart from such transcendence of the ground and the original, there can 
be no ground- or originating-function. The historical reality of Christianity 
can be neither deduced from nor reduced to the identity of ·original 
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religiosity; for between them is the great abyss of freedom, human and 
divine. Yet Schleiermacher's dialectic of religious objectification is less 
systematic than Rahner's; the historical moment is the meeting-point of 
opposites and not their transsubstantiation into higher dialectical unity. 
For all Rahner's postulation that the a posteriori, historical and particular 
character of Christianity cannot be reduced to an undifferentiated religious 
a priori, between Schleiermacher and Rabner falls the monumental shadow 
of Hegel, whose dialectical resolution of particular into 1.1niversal follows a 
more relentless logic, a logic of original indeterminacy necessarily devour
ing its offspring determinations. (5) The hallmark of both Schleiermacher's 
and Rahner's theological enterprise is " theology as anthropology "; in 
religious experience perspective is all-important. Ground and origin 
become the impelling motive as well as the standard for criticizing and 
recasting historical doctrinal objectifications; it confers a kind of freedom 
upon the theologian in the face of a doctrinal tradition. Although both 
insist on the non-identity of the religious a posteriori and the religious a 
priori (that the former is somehow" more" than the latter) and that both 
original ground and its objectification are mutually conditionh1g, their 
actual theological ex;ercises manifest a different state of affairs. Historical 
objectifications are acquitted only at the bar of the a priori and insofar 
as they can demonstrate their compliance with its law. The a priori provides 
an ultimate standard for sifting the a posteriori that is privileged and non
reciprocal. In this respect, therefore, the " more " of the a posteriori and 
historical is necessarily "less "-at least, less a determu:ing factor in the 
project of theological criticism. If Schleiermacher is rightly accorded the 
title " father of modem theology ", then, insofar as the agreement of 
motive and tactic we have remarked can be sustained, with equal justice 
Rabner may be regarded as the " foster-father " of modem theology in the 
Catholic tradition, having reared the Catholic progeny of Schleiermacher 
that had been orphaned as a result of the Modernist condemnati011. 

This review has already noted tha,t Foundations is a g\Qbal statement of 
Catholic Christian statements about God, human person, human history, 
sin, salvation, Christ, Church, sa.craments and destiny and that this state
ment is elaborated from an all-pervasive transcendentl;\l peJ'spective (i.e., 
what must be the mutual divine and human conditions that make possible 
the histol'ical reality of Christianity as these beliefs?) . But a closer survey 
of the geography of this statement pay-$ dividends by 11eason of the Hgbt 
it can cast not merely upon Rahner's theological opinions on this or that 
subject (these are already in the public domain) but especially upon the 
distinctive charooter and movement of his theological thinking. At the 
risk of banality, the structure of FoundatioWJ can be compared to that of 
an onion bulb: distinct concentric circles layered upon one another and 
rooiating from a coi:e. The thinking is circular both in macrocosm 
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and in microcosm. That which corresponds to the core in Foundations is 
Rahner's transcendental account of human being: human being is human 
precisely because of the constitutive immanence of the divine to the cog
nitional and volitional axes of human activity, which immanence is a 
primordial compenetration of actuality and activity that forms the ground, 
the a priori, of each and every human endeavor of knowledge and 
freedom in worldly and historical situatedness. The core, thus, is an 
analysis of human transcendence in the abstract. The first circle that 
Rabner grafts on to this core in Foundations is the concrete supernatural
ity of this transcendence: human transcendence is as it is precisely in 
virtue of God's will to himself in the supernatural (=quasi
formal) modes of Incarnation and grace. Positive orientation to such 
divine bestowal is a concrete constituent of human being as human, without 
prejudice to ontological freedom of the absolute pole within the human. 
This orientation is the ground of the intrinsic ordination of all human 
history for the destiny of beatific communion. In another context, Rabner 
refers to this same structure of the human as encompassing an a priori and 
original divine revelation that is the ground of all particular historical 
religious manifestations and revelations. Each of the subsequent circles 
that radiate outward represent further historical particularizations of the 
eore of the macrocosmic structure as well as of its microcosmic inner struc
ture of a priori ground and a posteriori expression: actual immediate 
divine self-communication and its objectification a.nd mediation; inspiratio 
vs. detest<ttio in the biblical particularity; the a priori finality of the human 
toward the Incarnation and Christ's historical mediation; ecclesial particu
larity and sacramental objectification as rooted in the prior and original 
Christ-event. No other work of Rahner's so forcefully brings home the 
extensive richness of his theology-as well as its comparative intensive 
poverty. At least some of these layers of increasing historical particulariza
tion of original human transcendence are distinct from the others. Rahner's 
trans-cendental method is potent to impose this elegant macrocosmic con
centric structure upon the ensemble of Christian beliefs and symbols. At 
the same time, however, one cannot fail to note that it is in al1 cases the 
same microcosmic structure that nerves each layer: the sole model of ex
planation is the dialectically understood relationhip between ground and 
grounded, between an a priori factor and an a posteriori one. The reviewer 
has already suggested that Foundations o:tiers a privileged holistic vision of 
Rahner's exceptional consistency of thought. But the book also reveals the 
price at which the inner consistency of Rahner's theological project has 
been purchased: a certain reductionism, a lack of contour and "feel" for 
the theological occasioned by too few models of explanation. 
In no matter what field of human disclosute, e){planatory monism gives 
pause and makes· one yearn for some e:tplicct:ndum; that brings the methodo-
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logical juggernaut up short. The breadth of Rahner's systematization is 
betrayed by its narrow base of explanation; its very strength alludes to its 
weakness. 

Such observations are not intended to cavil at the theological pre
eminence of Rahner in Catholic theology nor to disparage the status ·of 
Foundations as a theological classic. A classic, in any :field, is a work that 
repays return for the experience of achievements but also of the adventure 
of achieving; it is cherished not merely for the thought it contains but also 
for the style of thinking. Such a work always :finds a hearing for the 
answers it provides, but also for the problems it raises, for the distinctive 
way it voices those problems and for the sake of contemplating afresh the 
problematic character of all human thinking. ·One treasures Foundations, 
therefore, because of the way Rabner novelly recasts Christian beliefs for 
a twentieth-century setting; but .more because of its own problematic and 
aporetic character. In the fashion of a· classic, Foundations exhibits the 
unresolved problems in Rahner's thinking, the dimension of that thought 
that is left uns!J,id and even contradictory. 

Two apoi:iai seemed destined to remain part of the legacy Rabner be
queaths to succeeding generations of theological endeavor. The first is the 
essentially problematic character of a dialectical thinking and discourse, 
something that Foundations witnesses at each turn. Insofar as Rahner's 
systematic thinking-through of the Christian symbols depends upon the 
dialectical principle of identity (i.e., the one and the same factor of unity/ 
identity is also the ultimate factor of difference, all difference being non
ultimate), those who cannot :find a home in German Idealism will continue 
to find Rahner's systematization questionable at every turn. Faithful to 
Hegel, Rabner claims that the inability to appreciate and sustain this 
dialectical point of view is the result of confinement within categorial think
ing, structured by the law of non-contradiction; to think the ultimate one 
must think ultimately, i.e. dialectically and in terms of the prior unity 
that grounds all distinction. But the postulated ultimacy and privilege: of 
this kind of thinking cannot escape questioning so easily, especially inas
much as the deployment of dialectical logic in Rahner's systematization has 
yielded certain (perhaps non-ultimate) contradictions at some cardinal 
points. One such contradiction is ingredient in his cognitional theory (and, 
thus, necessarily in his account of being) . His account of the cognitional 
horizon is at odds with itself. On the ascending path of his cognitional 
theory, the horizon is characterized as supremely actual unity /identity, the 
determining but itself undetermined ground of differences. On the path 
down toward the deduction of sensibility, by contrast, the same horizon and 
the original consciousness that attains it is marked by insufficiency and 
indeterminacy to the extent that it must release $ensibility from itself to 
seek out its own determinatfons, And, insofar as this unusual behavior on 
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the ·part of the horizon and horizonal awareness must be the dialectical 
law of being itself (reality is a process of coming to determination), then 
a question urgently presses itself: does the divine reality also submit to 
this law? Rahner's simple claim that God's self-communication ad extra, 
consummated in the Incarnation, is free and gracious aside, the inner dia
lectical logic of his system points in a different direction: that some objec
tive indeterminacy of the divine reality itself necessitates a process of self
alienation culminating in the Incarnation. This impression is only forti
fied if one 100ks to Rahner's account of the divine reality as triune, in 
particular, his view that hypostatic distinctness of the Second Person is 
constituted precisely as the ground or identifying function of a non-divi1:e 
other (the humanity of Christ). Alienation into a non-divine re,1lity 
seems to be immediately entailed· in determining the hypostatic property 
of the Logos and mediately and relationally in determining those of the 
Father and Spirit. There are two ways to untie this Gordian knot. Either 
divine self-alienation into the non-divine constitutes the process of deter
mining the triune reality of the divine as in the case of Sabellianism from 
which Rahner is at pains to separate his view (although the inner logic of 
the dialectic leads elsewhere). Or any difference of the divine, whereby a 
divine hypostasis would be constituted (in this case the human reality of 
the Second Person Incarnate), is only divinely differenced (is different 
precisely as grounded in prior divine identity); in this latter case, Rahner's 
position is scarcely distinguishable from the classical trinitarianism that he 
thinks he has surpassed. Thus far the vagaries of dialectical in 
service of Christian belief. Foundations is a· narrative of the adventures 
and misadventures of this sort of thinking in a systematic theological 
application. 

The second aporia has been remarked by other readers of Rahner: 
whether his account of Christian particularity and, especially, of the 
uniqueness and normativeness of Christ, is satisfactory. Although Rahner 
will assert continuity and reciprocal conditioning between original :religious 
consciousness and historical revelations and doctrinces, his explanation is 
not equal to the assertion. Surely, the use of "implicit" and "explicit", 
with their connotations of difference in degree, are not illuminating in this 
regard. Either the asserted continuity can be sustained at the price of 
compromising the irreducibility of the historical and particular. Or the 
latter do not substantively alter or condition a priori religiosity. Again the 
dilemma. The same dilemma occurs even more sharply when Rahnei· 
attempts to explain why Christ is " absolute savior " (his short-hand for 
the uniqueness and universal normativeness of the Christ-event). Here his 
assertion is bolstered by appeal to ontic Christology as the necessary com
plement of transcendental, " consciousness " Christology; the latter only 
rephrases the former, in Rahner's view. But this appeal is dubious. Ontic 
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Christology can readily explain the uniqueness and univeri;al and nor
mative significance of the Christ-event, but typically founders on the 
question of the universal availabflity of that event. Transcendental Christ
ology is most apt for resolving the question of universal availability, much 
less so for a convincing explanation of Christ's uniqueness or nonnative 
significance. The distinct successes and failures of the two models suggest 
that they are not as identical in their substance as Rabner would have it. 
Insofar as Rabner tries to equate the Incarnation with the event of beati
fic vision in the consciousness of the human Christ, homologizing the grace 
of union with the created grace of Christ, he runs the risk of being unable 
to explain how his constitutional consciousness is substantially different 
from that of other Christians, anonymous or otherwise. A transcendental 
Christology can argue that Christ is de facto the founder of the historical 
Christian dispensation; with less success can it explain why he is the unique 
and necessary foundation of that dispensation. 

However substantive the perceived difficulties in Rahner's theQlogical 
thinking may prove to be, time and again one is caught up in a sense 
of admiration for his effort and achievement. To all the audiences Rabner 
envisioned for this book, to the novice student of Rabner as well as to 
those who have followed the progress of his career of theologizing piece
meal, Foundations of Christian Faith cannot be recommended highly 
enough. It is not likely to be soon equalled in breadth or depth. 

fhe Dominican House of Studies 
Washington, D. 0. 

LARZ PilARsoN, o.P. 
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